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ABSTRACT
This case study investigated what conditions and characteristics contributed to a
successful environmental education program within elementary schools of a school
district where environmental education was the mandate. While research does exist on
practical application of environmental education within schools, little if any literature has
been written or research conducted on schools actually implementing environmental
education to study what contributes to the successful implementation of the program. To
study this issue, 24 participants from a Midwestern school district were interviewed, six
of whom were principals of each of the six elementary schools included in the study. All
participants were identified as champions of environmental education integration within
their buildings due to leadership positions held focused on environmental education.
Analysis of the data collected via interviews revealed findings that hindered the
implementation of environmental education, findings that facilitated the implementation
of environmental education, and findings that indicated an environmental educationfocused culture existed within the schools. Conditions and characteristics found to
contribute to the success of these school’s environmental education programs include:
professional development opportunities, administrative support, peer leadership
opportunities and guidance, passion with the content and for the environment, comfort
and confidence with the content, ease of activities and events that contribute to the
culture and student success.
Keywords: environmental education, integration, leadership, teachers as leaders
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Chapter One: Introduction
Perhaps the safari décor my parent’s chose for my room as a child helped shape
my life’s avocation. Perhaps spending most waking moments during my youth outdoors
catching critters, comparing and contrasting flora and fauna, and questioning existence in
the universe during clear evening stargazing determined my vocation. Regardless of the
influence, each of my career choices lent themselves to environmental education (EE),
providing me the opportunity to combine my avocation with my vocation.
I have been working within the field of EE for the past 24 years and more recently
within the field of formal K-12 education. My experiences within EE started in a nonformal education camp setting with student groups coming to me. When I taught and
worked with these students, I witnessed engaged students learning through experiential,
inquiry-, process-, and systems-focused instruction. Authentically interested in the topics
they explored, students enhanced their critical-thinking skills through real-life application
of what they studied. Because of these experiences, I returned to school to obtain my
teaching certificate and enter the world of formal education as a classroom teacher. I
hoped to perpetuate my passion for the environment and help students make genuine
connections to their world.
As a formal educator, engaging students in authentic, inquiry-focused
investigations where real-life application could occur was more of a challenge. I had
profiles of learning to teach and then standards to meet. Soon after, testing and, yes, test
prepping seemed to fill my calendar. Each day, I had to magically fit in 90 minutes of
language, 90 minutes of mathematics, squeeze in social studies, science, health,
specialists, lunch, recess, programs, etc. Each Friday my lesson plan book was to be open
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and out on my desk, showcasing to my principal how I used the provided teacher manuals
to meet the state standards to which my students and I were accountable.
I learned through trial and probably some error the art of integration, allowing for
greater opportunities to teach in a process- and systems-focused manner and blend EE
into as much daily instruction as possible. I found time to do project-based instruction,
take my students outdoors for investigations, and meet the directives of my administrator.
All this resulted in students who learned content, skills, and processes. They did not just
regurgitate information on a test; they applied skills and processes to solve real-life
problems. Many teachers in my building could not understand how I could blend
everything and create these engaging projects with students. Their instruction focused on
getting through the teacher manual, one manual at a time, one page at a time. As a teacher
I found this strategy of instruction terribly boring and as a learner even more so.
Through time, word spread of my use of EE integration. When the opportunity
arose to create a school-wide and eventual district-wide, environmental education
program, I was chosen to lead the charge. In my role as the environmental education
coordinator, I worked with approximately 7,200 students ranging in age from three to
eighteen. I experienced and witnessed the positive effects on students collectively due to
EE activities and lessons within a school day and throughout a student’s K-12
educational career. In addition to working with teachers of those students in the K-12
setting, I was also fortunate to be able to create and conduct professional development
presentations and workshops for two local universities, a nonprofit organization focused
on EE, the Department of Natural Resources (DNR)1, the Department of Education
1
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(DOE)2, and the states’ Association for Environmental Education (AEE).3 Whatever
conference, workshop, or school I was at, people, after learning what I did or hearing
where I was employed, sought me out for advice on getting EE into their school or
schools. It was not an isolated incident; in fact, it became a common occurrence, one in
which I had almost come to expect due to the frequency of these interactions. Through
these interactions and after copious amounts of reading, I realized literature and research
on this topic of developing and sustaining a public school program focused on integrating
EE into core content is limited to nonexistent. Through this realization and my work, the
inspiration for this study evolved.
For the past nine years, the school district in which I was employed has mandated
EE to be a core part of everyday life in each of the district’s 10 schools. Operating with
the same curriculum, the same budgets, the same access to professional development, and
relatively the same demographics of students, staff, and administration, one would
assume the level of EE integration would be comparable across the district, especially in
each of the six K-5 elementary schools where the program initially began. However, just
as a gardener tends to her plants providing them with the same amount of water, food,
sunlight, and shelter, some of the plants flourish, spilling over the pot and providing
copious amounts of produce. Some of the plants have a few tendrils that strike out,
leaving the plant looking a little off-kilter yet still successful with produce, while other
plants shirk and provide minimal produce.

2
3
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Statement of the Issue
Environmental education (EE) and its experiential style of implementation has
many benefits for students and staff (Bartosh, Tudor, Ferguson, & Taylor, 2006; Blair,
2009; Ernst, 2007; Ernst, 2011; Jacobs, 2010; Kahn, 1999; Kahn & Kellert, 2002; Kahn,
2002; Kellert, 2002; Kuo & Fabor, 2004; Lieberman, 2013; Louv, 2005; Louv, 2011;
May, 1997; May, 2000; McLean, 2009; Monroe, Randal, & Crisp, 2001; Noddings, 2013;
Orr, 1992; Palmer, 1998; Pe’er, Goldman, & Yavetz, 2007; Sobel, 2005; Sobel, 2008),
but due largely in part to the current practice of standardized delivery of education, EE’s
non-teacher-directed instructional style and outside-the-classroom-walls experiences do
not fit into the existing black-and-white pedagogy found in most schools today. Teacher
preparatory programs indoctrinate future educators into a teacher-directed pedagogy
(Ernst, 2007; Gruenewald & Manteaw, 2007; Jacobs, 2010; Kim & Fortner, 2006;
Meichtry & Smith, 2007; Noddings, 2013). School day schedules are brimming with
standards-based instruction, often squeezing out courses that engage critical thinking and
process-focused learning as they are not on the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) spectrum
of testing (Lieberman, 2013; Ravitch, 2001; Ravitch, 2010). Many believe that EE and
traditional education will never fuse due to the different methods of delivery and
underlying philosophical differences (Gruenewald & Manteaw, 2007; Scott, 1999;
Stevenson, 2007; Weston, 1996), yet some schools have integrated EE to find great
success with student engagement, increased critical thinking, and stronger content
retention (Bartosh, Tudor, Ferguson, & Taylor, 2006; Blair, 2009; Ernst, 2007; Ernst,
2011; Jacobs, 2010; Kahn, 1999; Kahn & Kellert, 2002; Kahn, 2002; Kellert, 2002; Kuo
& Fabor, 2004; Lieberman, 2013; Louv, 2005; Louv, 2011; May, 1997; May, 2000;
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McLean, 2009; Monroe, Randal, & Crisp, 2001; Noddings, 2013; Orr, 1992; Palmer,
1998; Pe’er, Goldman, & Yavetz, 2007; Sobel, 2005; Sobel, 2008).
Children are being left behind in the current reign of NCLB. School reform is
evident as engagement to prepare students with 21st-century skills is no longer an option.
How does one prepare students for careers that have yet to be defined? How does one
prepare students for a global society in continual flux? One potential solution is the
integration of environmental education (EE) into the K-12 educational system. As will be
shown throughout this study, the nature of EE, including its core epistemology and
philosophical foundation, can prepare students for an ever-changing society. Lieberman
(2013) supported this belief when he wrote:
Diminished school-based opportunities for students to learn about the
environment are leaving future generations unprepared to face the critical
challenges of our rapidly changing world. Ultimately, students’ success—job
prospects and ability to participate in a civil society and contribute solutions
necessary for maintaining a healthy environment—depends on their ability to
identify, analyze, and balance the multitude of factors that can affect our
environment. (p. 3)
How else will students be able to refine this ability that Lieberman references
unless they have EE as part of their K-12 educational experience? It surely is not
happening in the home as it once was. Louv (2005) defines this as a ‘nature-deficit
disorder’ meaning our children are being deprived of an intrinsic need to be outdoors.
E.O. Wilson, biologist and researcher, coined this innate need as the biophilia hypothesis.
He described this hypothesis where somewhere deeply engrained within each person
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remains the ‘hunter and gatherer’ and the affinity to be surrounded by nature (Kellert &
Wilson, 1993). Consider the transition of the human child from the Hunter and Gather
Era to the Agricultural Era to the Industrial Era and the nature deficit our children have
endured through the passing of time and the change of economical focus. “During the last
150 years, most educational experience has been bounded by the four walls of the
classroom, with the gap between children and their environment growing, especially over
the past 100 years” (Lieberman, 2013, p. 28).
How can EE fit into an educational system that aims for an intended outcome of
favorable test scores? How can this be done and still maintain a balance of the required
content and adhere to the provided metrics of evaluation? This study focused on the
following primary question: In a school district that mandates environmental education
(EE), what system conditions and characteristics contribute to successful EE integration?
This study comes at an opportune time. NCLB is under critique at the federal and
state levels. Twenty-first century skills are being blended into curriculum maps and
frameworks. States are accepting Common Core Standards. Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) are coming into play across the United States. Graduation
requirements are under question. So much is occurring around and inside the educational
system right now. Instead of reactively patch working a solution from contrasting cloths,
now is the time to proactively choose a path for a seamless transition to an educational
system that adequately prepares students and our world for the future.
Significance of the Issue
Literature on the topic of school reform indicates that in order to keep up with our
global society, changes need to happen to our current path of centralization of education
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in the United States (Jacobs, 2010; Noddings, 2013; Ravitch, 2001; Ravitch, 2011).
Students are required to memorize content, not process skills, to score higher on
mandated tests. Teachers feel they have diminished freedom to develop and nurture skills
of creativity and critical thinking within their students as all instructional time has
become mandated to dispensing the rhetoric a few in power believe needs to be taught, or
rather imposed, upon our children. Teachers have become deliverers of canned
curriculum due to the advent of NCLB and the mandates of testing established standards.
Their concerns lie in whether or not they are on pace in their textbooks and standards
when, in reality, they should be concerned as to whether the students in their classes are
on pace to enter the world as contributing citizens. The standardization of assessment has
led to the standardization of teaching—an efficiency model first proposed by Frederick
Taylor for mass production within factories. While this might have been acceptable
during the Industrial Age, we are now ankle deep in the Knowledge Age with the waves
quickly rolling in with the swiftly changing technology, making this method of
instruction archaic and no longer feasible. Our students are not widgets in which specific
parts need to be applied in a specific way in order to make the machine operate more
effectively.
Education is influenced by history, yet it is history that is keeping the educational
system from progressing. How can we educate for tomorrow when we are stuck with the
issues of yesterday? The contentious issue of education is glaringly obvious when
considering the goals and actual outcomes of education—individualism is promoted, yet
collectivism is celebrated, and critical thinking is encouraged, yet adherence to norms is
how one gets by.
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Environmental education and its experiential systems-focused style of instruction
has been showcased more recently in research and literature as having strong benefits for
all learners, including the benefit of sound alignment to 21st-century skill building
(Jacobs, 2010; Louv, 2005; Louv, 2011; Noddings, 2013). While this is positive, the
struggle comes into play on how to implement such a contrasting pedagogy to
standardized, teacher-directed instruction into the classroom. Although many recognize
the importance of and cite numerous quantitative and qualitative studies reflecting the
benefits of EE (Bartosh, Tudor, Ferguson, & Taylor, 2006; Blair, 2009; Ernst, 2007;
Ernst, 2011; Jacobs, 2010; Kahn, 1999; Kahn & Kellert, 2002; Kahn, 2002; Kellert,
2002; Kuo & Fabor, 2004; Lieberman, 2013; Louv, 2005; Louv, 2011; May, 1997; May
2000; McLean, 2009; Monroe, Randal, & Crisp, 2001; Noddings, 2013; Orr, 1992;
Palmer, 1998; Pe’er, Goldman, & Yavetz, 2007; Sobel, 2005; Sobel, 2008), research and
literature are lacking on just how to integrate this emergent pedagogical practice within
the context of our current regime of standardized instruction and, perhaps more
importantly, how educators break the paradigm of traditional education to allow for
systems-focused learning to occur. Additionally, research is lacking on how to create a
sustainable program not only within a school, but also with a school district.
Several articles and studies indicate there are too many philosophical differences
between the delivery of EE and standardized instruction that will never allow the two to
be in harmony with one another (Gruenewald, 2004; Kim & Fortner, 2006; Stevenson,
2007). Yet, individual teachers and some schools have integrated EE successfully and
found success with characteristics and conditions that include, but certainly are not
limited to, student engagement, increased critical thinking, and relief of behavior disorder
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symptoms (Bartosh, Tudor, Ferguson, & Taylor, 2006; Blair, 2009; Ernst, 2007; Ernst,
2011; Jacobs, 2010; Kahn, 1999; Kahn & Kellert, 2002; Kahn, 2002; Kellert, 2002; Kuo
& Fabor, 2004; Lieberman, 2013; Louv, 2005; Louv, 2011; May, 1997; May, 2000;
McLean, 2009; Monroe, Randal, & Crisp, 2001; Noddings, 2013; Orr, 1992; Palmer,
1998; Pe’er, Goldman, & Yavetz, 2007; Sobel, 2005; Sobel, 2008). If we are to prepare
our children for jobs that have yet to be conceived, with technology that has yet to be
produced, in a world that will be comparably different than the one in which they have
grown up in, then educational systems must embrace 21st-century learning skills within
everyday instruction. A sound vehicle for this shift in instruction is environmental
education. This study will showcase what input is needed in order to have the right set of
conditions and characteristics within an educational system in order for EE integration to
occur. This study will also showcase that when done well EE can positively define a
school culture and have lasting impacts upon the school community members.
Operational Definitions
Environmental education. According to the North American Association for
Environmental Education (NAAEE), environmental education (EE) is defined as teaching
children and adults how to learn about and investigate their environment, and to
make intelligent, informed decisions about how they can take care of it. . . .
Learning about the environment involves many subjects—earth science, biology,
chemistry, social studies, even mathematics, and language arts—because
understanding how the environment works, and keeping it healthy, involves
knowledge and skills from many disciplines. EE works best when it is taught in
an organized sequence. In schools, EE often reflects state and national learning
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standards. “Done right,” EE not only leads to environmentally literate people, but
also helps increase student academic achievement. (NAAEE, 2014)
In a separate document published by NAAEE, Excellence in Environmental
Education: Guidelines for Learning (K-12), environmental education is further defined as
being “rooted in the belief that humans can live compatibly with nature and act equitably
toward each other. . . . Environmental education aims for a democratic society in which
effective, environmentally literate citizens participate with creativity and responsibility”
(NAAEE, 2004, p. 2). In a third document published by NAAEE that focuses on
professional development in terms of EE of educators, both formal and informal, EE is
defined as “an integrative undertaking. Instructors teach across disciplines, linking the
methods and content of natural and social sciences, arts, mathematics, and humanities to
help learners fully understand and address complex environmental issues” (NAAEE,
2004, p. 4).
For the purposes of this research and dissertation, a collective of the three
definitions will be used to best understand EE within the Twin Lakes elementary schools.
This definition is as follows: students and staff learning about their environment in an
integrated-content method where they are able to conduct investigations with
observations, and wonderings that lead to critical decisions and behaviors that positively
impact the environment.
Environmental literacy. Within all of these documents and throughout the
definitions of EE, the term environmental literacy is noted several times. To understand
environmental education, it is important to know and understand environmental literacy.
For the purposes of this research, the definition as provided by NAAEE will be used.
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NAAEE defines environmentally literate people as persons who know that their choices
affect the environment, how their choices can be helpful or harmful to the environment,
and what they need to do, individually or as part of a community, to keep the
environment healthy and sustain its resources so that people enjoy a good quality of life
for themselves and their children (NAAEE, 2014).
Successful environmental education implementation. So then, how do we
know if environmental education is being successful or effectively implemented?
According to the NAAEE, successful implementation occurs when the guidelines
provided by NAAEE are taught and practiced with outcomes measured on whether a
student is environmentally literate. These guidelines were developed over time with
extensive review, testing, and discussion. They laid the foundation for NAAEE’s
definition of environmental education and are the core principles that NAAEE described
as “informing its approach to education” in terms of EE (NAAEE, 2004, p. 2). These
foundational principles include systems, interdependence, the importance of where one
lives, integration and infusion, roots in the real world, and lifelong learning (NAAEE,
2004). Each of these principles is defined in detail in Appendix E, Essential
Underpinnings of Environmental Education.
In a further breakdown of these principles, NAAEE has created guidelines for
implementation of these core principles that are age appropriate. The guidelines for
kindergarten through fourth grade are the focus in this study, since this research only
focuses upon elementary schools. Additional guidelines for fifth grade through eighth
grade and ninth grade through twelfth grade can be found in the NAAEE document
Excellence in Environmental Education: Guidelines for Learning (K-12). These
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guidelines for K-4 can be found in Appendix F, Environmental Education Guidelines for
Fourth Grade.
These K-4 guidelines recognize that young learners are “concrete thinkers with a
natural curiosity about the world around them” and recommend the creation of an EE
program based upon “observation and exploration of the environment—beginning close
to home” (NAAEE, 2004, p. 11). These tenets as laid out by NAAEE for elementaryaged children include keeping it simple, implementing a focus of local environments and
behaviors, and creating ties of what students are observing in their own backyard
(NAAEE, 2004). With the Twin Lakes Area Schools earning recognition as the first
Green School District (more information will be provided in chapter five) as well as two
elementary schools receiving exclusive recognition upon completion of application, for
the purpose of this research it will be recognized that the Twin Lakes Area elementary
schools have attained the measure of successful environmental education integration.
Social borders. Social borders form and reform depending upon ideological
persuasion and sentimental evocation (Lincoln, 1989). The feelings harbored within the
established borders evoke feelings of kinship for those within the border and alienation
for those outside of the border. As Lincoln (1989) wrote, “The shape of society changes
as these sentiments change” (p. 20).
Myth. Myth, known as a “small class of stories that possess both credibility and
authority” (Lincoln, 1989, p. 24), helps a social organization define, describe, and explain
its identity. Myth perpetuates the culture of an organization. “Myth is not just a coding
device in which important information is conveyed, on the basis of which actors can then
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construct society. It is also a discursive act through which actors evoke sentiments out of
which society is actively constructed” (Lincoln, 1989, p. 25).
Myth can act as the agent of change, an element of discourse. When challenged, a
myth can break apart social borders, causing a society to restructure. Lincoln (1989)
wrote, “Change comes not when groups or individuals use ‘knowledge’ to challenge
ideological mystification, but rather when they employ thought and discourse, including
even such modes as myth and ritual, as effective instruments of struggle” (p. 7).
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Chapter Two: Literature Review – Topical Literature Analysis
In this chapter, I present a review of both the topical literature found to be
applicable to understanding the conditions and characteristics necessary for an EE
program to have success within a school district. A survey of relevant topical literature
surrounding environmental education within the K-12 educational system led me to
classify the topical research into the following categories: (1) history of environmental
education, (2) benefits of environmental education in the classroom, and (3) why
environmental education is not currently a part of the classroom.
Ravitch (2000) began her text, Left Back: A Century of Battles over School
Reform, with this statement: “We cannot understand where we are and where we are
headed without knowing where we have been” (p. 14). Such is the case with this study. In
order to understand the implications of this research, one must understand where we have
been with the public educational system. This system has evolved from one without high
schools and a focus strictly on basic literacy in the elementary years during the Agrarian
Age to one filled with “movements”, such as the progressive education movement—
which contained the mental testing movement, the child-centered movement, and the
social efficiency movement during the Industrial Age (Cremin, 1964; Dewey, 1910;
Dewey, 2011; Ravitch, 2000; Ravitch, 2010; Whitehead, 1967). This time of flux
between the Agrarian Age to the Industrial Age was a time when children were streaming
into the United States from around the world, the economy was changing from
agricultural to industrial and commercial, and the biggest question in education at the
time was the intended purpose of education: utility or knowledge (Cremin, 1964; Dewey,
1910; Dewey, 2011; Ravitch, 2000; Ravitch, 2010; Whitehead, 1967).
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The effects of the decisions of this time are still evident within the K-12 system of
today with the academic focus including mathematics, English, civics, and the sciences
(Jacobs, 2010). Schools were created to “reflect the factory model of organization
resulting from the ascension of industry and economic expansion between 1897 and
1921” (Jacobs, 2010, p. 9). Jacobs (2010) also wrote, “With roughly 180 instructional
days based on an agrarian calendar and a six-hour day with eight subjects, the
standardization [of education] took hold” (p. 9). This loss of connection with the land
found during the transition from the Agricultural Age to a more urban-focused lifestyle
within the Industrial Age created a “greater disconnection between children and the
environment” (Lieberman, 2013, p. 29).
Trilling and Fadel (2009) wrote, “In 1991, the total money spent on Industrial
Age goods in the United States . . . was exceeded for the first time in history by the
amount spent on information and communications technologies” (p. 3). Quickly to be
known as the Knowledge Age, “expenditures exceeded Industrial Age spending by $5
billion” (Trilling & Fadel, 2009, p. 3). This epic shift from production based in industry
and commerce in the Industrial Age to that of “the Knowledge Age economy—
information-driven, globally networked—[was] as world-changing and life-altering as the
shift from the Agrarian to the Industrial Age three hundred and fifty years ago” (Trilling
& Fadel, 2009, p. 3). As a result, the sequence of steps in how a product or service is
produced, also known as “the so-called value chain of work,” has dramatically changed
(Trilling & Fadel, 2009, p. 4).
As history shows, when the economy changes, so does the state of education.
Ravitch (2000) wrote the following:
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At the opening of the twenty-first century, Americans find themselves in search of
traditions that nourish and ideas that make sense of the world that is changing
swiftly. One of the great virtues of the academic tradition is that it organizes
human knowledge and makes it comprehensible to the learner. It aims to make a
chaotic world coherent. It gives intellectual strength to those who want to
understand social experience and the nature of the physical world. (pp. 17–18)
Not only must we reanalyze and restructure our educational system in order to keep up
with the ever-changing demands of the Knowledge Age, but we must question and
rethink our approach to the natural world. Trilling and Fadel (2009) note, “Industrial
economies are focused on turning natural resources such as iron and crude oil into
products we use—automobiles and gasoline. Knowledge economies turn information,
expertise, and technological innovations into services we need, like medical care and cell
phone coverage” (p. 4). Unfortunately, as Lieberman (2013) stated, “nowhere in the
current definition of comprehensive education is the revalue placed on understanding
human dependence on natural systems and how human decisions and activities influence
everything” (p. 3). How can we shift our focus on consumption of natural resources to
preservation and sustainability while still balancing human need and providing a just,
non-politicized education in all of these areas at the same time?
History and overview of environmental education. An ever-evolving field of
study, environmental education (EE) started with the 1890s nature study movement.
What has been deemed a constant in time for EE, observation and curricular integration
became the foundation for this movement with a focus on natural history and rural
agriculture. The feeling was that urban youth were becoming increasingly disconnected
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with the natural world, and thus a need for awareness and purposeful education occurred.
“By studying nature, students would develop not only an aesthetic sense but an ethical
sensitivity as well. The movement’s goal was to take students outside and allow them to
imagine a natural world, a world without people, a world before industrialization”
(Saylan & Blumstein, 2011, p. 23). In 1911, Anna Comstock, a progressive educator of
the time, wrote A Handbook of Nature Study, a thick resource text focused on learning
through observation of natural items instead of through text reading. This book is still
referenced in literature and coursework today (Ernst, 2011). Simultaneously, Wilbur S.
Jackman, faculty of Cook County Normal School, “presented the first known plan for
implementing nature study in schools” with his text Nature Study for the Common
Schools (Lieberman, 2013, pp. 29–30).
Lieberman (2013) wrote about Liberty Hyde Baily’s perspective of Jackman’s
plan. Bailey, an instigator of the nature study movement, posited, “Instead of looking
upon nature study as being supplementary to reading, writing, and other forms of
expression, nature study in itself [becomes] a demand that [these other] subject(s) should
be taught” (Lieberman, 2013, p. 29). Lieberman (2013) continued sharing that Bailey
added to Jackman’s views suggesting that
nature study had as its goal ‘to open the pupil’s mind by direct observation to a
knowledge and love of the common things in the child’s environment . . . to put
the pupil in a sympathetic attitude toward nature for the purpose of increasing the
joy of living’ (Lieberman, 2013, pp. 29–30).
The nature study movement abruptly ended when many early 1900 Progressive
Era reforms ended, during World War I. Conservation got caught in the economics web.
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President Theodore Roosevelt, under the guidance of Gifford Pinchot, developed a
conservation plan that promoted “efficient development and use of all natural resources”
(Hays, 1959, p. 2). Saylan and Blumstein (2011) noted, the nature study movement
“failed in the trenches of World War I, as conservation was redefined to reflect the
valuation of efficiency over natural diversity. Using natural resources to support the war
effort was more important than saving natural resources” (p. 23). Hence, the primary
educational focus turned to economics and efficiency rather than nature study.
A new discipline took focus in the 1920s. Deemed “outdoor education”, its intent
was to combine the teaching of academic content with education on the natural world
(Lieberman, 2013). The 1930s brought conservation education. Inspired by the impact of
World War I on natural resources and a desire for change—and initiated by resource
management agencies in response to flooding disasters, soil erosion, and dust storms—
emphasis was placed on the importance of natural resource conservation (Saylan &
Blumstein, 2011; Environment Movement, 2010). Conservation evolved due to fear of
natural resource depletion. As a result of conservation, natural resources took the face of
commodities (Environment Movement, 2010). In 1949, Aldo Leopold penned A Sand
County Almanac challenging the tie between economic motivations and this early
conservation movement (Environment Movement, 2010). Leopold challenged
environmentalists and economists to develop a land ethic where the land was included
within the community and preserved as such (Environment Movement, 2010; Leopold,
1986). During this time, legislation provided schools with land specifically for nature and
conservation education purposes (Environmental Movement, 2010). “Leopold is
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considered by many to be the father of land conservation and management movement. He
remains a major influence in the field” (Saylan & Blumstein, 2011, p. 24).
Simultaneous to the conservation movement, another movement was underfoot,
but this one in the arena of formal education. John Dewey forged the progressive
education movement (Dewey, 1997; Dewey, 2011; Ravitch, 2001). With the movement
termed progressive to distinguish its pedagogical practice from any prior practices,
Dewey aimed for experiential learning that emphasized problem solving, critical
thinking, and democracy. Ravitch (2001) described the progressive education movement
like this:
In education, the progressive movement had numerous, related aims. It sought to
make the schools more practical and realistic. It sought to introduce humane
methods of teaching, recognition that students learn in different ways, and
attention to the health of children. It sought to commit the schools more to social
welfare than to academic studies (p. 54).
In the 1950s the discrepancy between urban and rural youth’s nature experiences
once again became a topic of concern. In response to the concern that urban children
were lacking in experiences dealing directly with nature, the school camping movement
was born (Ernst, 2011). This movement laid the groundwork for our present-day popular
and widely used challenge courses, ropes courses, and residential camping (Ernst, 2011).
Rachel Carson led the 1960s awareness of humans’ impact on the environment
with Silent Spring. In Silent Spring, Carson brought attention to the association in the
decline of bird populations and the use of chemical pesticides (Carson, 1962; Saylan &
Blumstein, 2011; Environment Movement, 2010). “Attempts to control nature by means
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of synthetic substances,” she argued, “is an approach based on ignorance”
(Environmental Movement, 2010). It was another point of contention between
environmentalists and economists. Saylan and Blumstein (2011) stated, “The controversy
over the book marked the dawn of industry’s fight against the dissemination of scientific
discoveries critical of industrial practices, especially when those practices were proved to
cause adverse environmental impacts. This was the beginning of the politicization of
environmentalism” (p. 25).
By the late 1960s, individuals interested in protecting the health of the natural
environment began to promote what they named environmental education to engage the
general public in resolving environmental problems. Since the advent of environmental
education, the common focus of these programs has been to provoke sensitivity around
changing consumption and wasteful behaviors. Consequently, the materials, instruction,
and professional development that environmental education programs produce generally
focus on environmental goals rather than on helping students achieve proficiency in
academic achievement or state and district content standards (Lieberman, 2013, pp. 30–
31).
The 1970s brought the National Environmental Policy Act (1970), Clean Air Act
(1970), Clean Water Act (1972), and the Endangered Species Act (1973), as well as the
first formal expression of EE in April 1970 with the very first Earth Day (Environment
Movement, 2010). This event was a momentous statement of public support for natural
resource conservation, sustainability, and awareness (Ernst, 2011; Environmental
Movement, 2010). This event also brought about a deliberate shift in the transition of
education and the environment. Previously, environmental education had always been
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about the environment and in the environment. The shift allowed for education to be for
the environment (Ernst, 2011).
William Stapp, University of Michigan professor and EE proponent, recognized
this shift, embraced it, and encouraged it (Ernst, 2011). He advocated for the new
environmental education to be problem-focused, interdisciplinary, and participatory
(Ernst, 2011; Stapp, 1969). Stapp (1969) formally defined environmental education as
“aimed at producing a citizenry that is knowledgeable concerning the biophysical
environment and its associated problems, aware of how to help solve these problems, and
motivated to work toward their solution” (p. 30). Stapp became the United States
representative at the 1976 United Nations event where EE became formally recognized
through the Belgrade Charter. This Charter identified the goal of EE:
to develop a world population that is aware of, and concerned about, the total
environment and its associated problems, and which has the knowledge, attitudes,
skills, motivation, and commitment to work individually and collectively toward
solutions of current problems and the prevention of new ones. (UNESCO-UNEP,
1976)
The Belgrade Charter opened the door in 1977 to the world’s first
intergovernmental conference on EE. Held in Tbilisi Georgia, USSR, the conference
resulted in the Tbilisi Declaration, solidifying the role of EE even further (UNESCOUNEP, 1978). This Declaration defined five objectives that follow an “awareness to
action” continuum:
1. Awareness: developing an awareness and sensitivity to the environment;
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2. Knowledge: acquiring a basic understanding of the environment and its
problems;
3. Attitudes: acquiring a set of values and feelings of concern for the environment
and motivation for participating in improving and protecting it;
4. Skills: acquiring skills for identifying and solving environmental problems; and
5. Participation: encouraging active involvement in resolving and preventing
environmental problems. (UNESCO-UNEP, 1978, pp. 26–27)
Beyond the objectives, the Tbilisi Declaration also established guiding principles
for EE (including lifelong learning), developed an understanding of the major world
problems and the skills to improve them (including critical thinking and problem
solving), helped learners discover the symptoms and causes of environmental problems,
placed an emphasis on the complexity of environmental problems, and considered the
natural and built environment and attention provided to the interdependence of politics,
economics, and the environment (Ernst, 2011; UNESCO-UNEP, 1978). In terms of
formal education, “in addition to prescribing the development of critical thinking and
problem-solving and decision-making skills in the context of quality-of-life issues, the
Tbilisi Declaration emphasized that students should ‘be actively involved at all levels in
working toward resolution of environmental problems’” (Stevenson, 2007, p. 144).
With these objectives and guiding principles in mind, the ultimate goal of EE
exists in creating an environmentally literate society. The intention of improving and
achieving environmental literacy in our society is to prepare people for a world where the
human population exceeds the consumption of natural resources and the hope that change
can happen before it is too late. What does it mean to be environmentally literate? The
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Environmental Education Advisory Board (2008) identified environmentally literate
people as those who
understand the complexity of natural and social systems and their
interrelationships; demonstrate the knowledge, skills, attitudes, motivation, and
commitment to work individually and collectively toward sustaining a healthy
natural and social environment; have the capacity to perceive and interpret the
health of the environment and social systems; and take appropriate action to
maintain, restore, or improve the health of those systems. (p. 3)
Unfortunately, since the 1970s there has “been a shift in the political landscape
that has caused many environmental issues to be viewed from a political perspective,”
resulting in a change of perception for environmental education—away from its
nonpartisan way, as it once had been (Lieberman, 2013, p. 2). Within this changed
political viewpoint of EE, an unintended consequence occurred within the classrooms.
Coinciding with the politicization of EE, Lieberman (2013) reported decreasing EE
opportunities within schools.
The 1980s brought a rise of both radical environmentalism as well as an antienvironment movement. The first environmental radical group, Earth First!, came to
fruition in 1980 (Environmental Movement, 2010). Calling for “an ecocentric view of the
world whereby the preservation of every living being [be] put on the same plane as
human survival,” Earth First! activists protested through direct confrontational methods
(Environment Movement, 2010). “The more radical branches of environmentalism came
into direct conflict with modern business and industry. The conservative backlash
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accused environmentalists of stifling free enterprise and trammeling personal property
rights” (Environment Movement, 2010).
Anti-environment advocates asserted that educators were promoting
environmental advocacy and EE was rebuked for being inaccurate, emotionally charged,
lacking substance, and being biased (Ernst, 2011). The result became a clarification of
definitions and a practice of “impartiality on its methods and practices” (Rennie, 2008).
Environmental advocacy was defined as “speaking or writing in support of something,
assuming a specific perspective and promoting a specific course of action” while
environmental education became “an educational process designed to build
environmental literacy, without advocating one particular viewpoint or course of action”
(Ernst, 2011). These definitions, manifested in the North American Association of
Environmental Education organization (NAAEE), responded to EE criticisms. They
currently exist in NAAEE’s Guidelines for Excellence, in the section titled “Key
Characteristic #1: Fairness and Accuracy,” where a reminder exists should confusion
over advocacy and education present itself: “where there are differences of opinion or
competing scientific explanations, the range of perspectives should be presented in a
balanced way” (NAAEE, 2007, para. 7). The distinction between advocacy and education
again became apparent in the NAAEE Guidelines for the Preparation and Professional
Development of Environmental Educators, where educators are reminded that “emphasis
on education, not advocacy” needs to be in the lesson delivery (NAAEE, n.d., p. 12).
Concurrently in the field of United States K-12 education, a different type of
movement toward standards-based education had begun to formulate. “Following the
1983 publication A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform, a seminal
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report by the National Commission on Excellence in Education . . . sounded an alarm that
academic achievement in the American educational system was in serious decline”
(Lieberman, 2013, pp. 31–32). Thus began the drive to put standards-based education
into practice. Citing his 1995 study, Lieberman (2013) explained why environmental
educators did not pursue environmental education at that time as its own set of academic
standards. He wrote, “They suggested [instead] that the greatest potential lay with efforts
to expand the integration of environmental content into other disciplines and areas of
study” (Lieberman 2013, p. 34).
In 2002, the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) became law. With the intent to
raise student achievement, this law signified a federal government effort at educational
reform through the execution of standardized achievement testing in public schools. The
objective of the testing was intended to require schools to achieve mastery in standards
set by each state’s Department of Education (Saylan & Blumstein, 2011). Mirroring
Roosevelt’s attempt to create efficiency within conservation, NCLB has created an
assembly line of education, thereby eradicating any ideology or content not connected to
state standards.
While there is much ongoing debate on whether the NCLB Act is worthwhile, its
negative impact on environmental education has been substantial. Teachers, under the
NCLB Act, have been constrained to “teach to the tests,” which means there is increased
emphasis in the classroom on making sure students prepare primarily for the subjects on
which they will be tested. This has led to an effective decrease in environmental
education because it is not a subject that the architects of the NCLB Act cared much
about. As a result, environmental literacy has suffered at the precise moment when
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society stands to benefit most from increased awareness of environmental issues and
causes (Saylan & Blumstein, 2011, p. 27).
In July 2007, the No Child Left Inside Act was introduced. In 2008, it passed in
the U.S. House of Representatives, but it never passed in the Senate (No Child Left Inside
Act of 2008). This act intended to integrate environmental education “into the federal
guidelines established by the NCLB Act, create incentives at state level for development
of environmental literacy plans, and provide funding for teacher training in
environmental education that would be conducted primarily outside the classroom in
natural surroundings” (Saylan & Blumstein, 2011, pp. 29–30). In 2009, the bill had a
reintroduction with the intent “to amend the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965 regarding environmental education,” but it unfortunately died before it even came
to vote (No Child Left Inside Act of 2009).
In 2010, the next shift in the standards-based education movement within formal
education came in the form of the Common Core Standards for English and Language
Arts (ELA). The intent of these standards was to “ensure that students receive a highquality education that is consistent from school to school and from state to state”
(Lieberman, 2013, p. 32). The Council of Chief State School Officers and the National
Governors Association Center for Best Practices supervised and directed these Common
Core Standards (Lieberman, 2013). Unfortunately, these new standards still did not
include any focus on environmental education or for that matter, any regards to systemsbased thinking. In order for students to “become active participants in their communities
and a civil society, capable of making well-informed decisions that take into account the
potential impacts of human activities on the environment,” it is imperative for students to
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develop “an understanding of the interactions between natural systems and human social
systems” (Lieberman, 2013, p. 26). There is hope, however, as new science-focused
standards were released in April 2013. These Next Generation Science Standards
“incorporate systems and systems thinking to a much greater extent than did the 1996
National Science Education Standards” (Lieberman, 2013, p. 39).
Benefits of environmental education in the classroom. In 2005, Louv coined
the term nature deficit-disorder, defining it not as a medical diagnosis, but rather as an
opportunity for us to think about the problem that our children are growing up in a
society disconnected from the natural world. He stated, “The postmodern notion that
reality is only a construct—that we are what we program—suggests limitless human
possibilities; but as the young spend less and less of their lives in natural surroundings,
their senses narrow, physiologically and psychologically [reducing] the richness of
human experience” (Louv, 2005, p. 3). Prior to the publishing of this work, only formal
educators, parents, and even health professionals were aware of this deep connection
between our youth’s senses and the outdoors. Louv’s (2005) work enlightened the public
with subsequent policies and practices that have been put into place since its publication.
Our children are not receiving the direct experience from nature as preceding
generations have (Charles & Louv, 2009; Louv, 2005). Videophilia, the tendency to
participate in sedentary activities involving electronic media, has increased the
disconnect between children and nature in many regards (“Videophilia Is Killing
Outdoors Life,” 2008). Parents report that while they recognize the benefits of outdoor
play and connecting with the environment, “obstacles, such as television, computers, and
concerns about crime, safety, and injury prevented their children from participating in
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more outdoor play” (Charles & Louv, 2009, p. 5). The reduced experience in and with
nature has resulted in a decline in the value placed on natural areas and experiences,
“greatly reducing the value people place on biodiversity conservation” (“Videophilia Is
Killing Outdoors Life,” 2008). If children do not have direct experiences with nature,
who will protect and preserve it when these children become adults? “Lack of interaction
with rich ecosystems leads to lack of concern for their protection, which leads to further
lack of interactions. The extinction of experience is thus a cycle whereby impoverishment
begets greater impoverishment” (Kahn & Kellert, 2002, p. xvii).
Change needs to ensue, allowing children to have a connection to our planet and
gain knowledge about environmentally related content and concepts. Jacobs (2010)
stated, “Sustainability education [our need to find alternative energy sources and use
them productively] is a natural interdisciplinary link forged at the core of applied
science” (p. 42), and it should be a part of every curriculum. Children recognize hundreds
of corporate logos and know more Pokémon characters that they are able to recognize
plant or animal species (Louv, 2005; McLean, 2009). By understanding natural resources,
we promote sustainable behaviors, emphasizing responsible resource use as our
population grows and consumes these limited assets (McLean, 2009).
An additional concern regarding health has developed for children who have
limited to no access to free exploration in the outdoors. Increasing emphasis on virtual
experiences and less on the authentic outdoors experiences contributes to the rise in
obesity, attention deficit, and depression among children (Louv, 2005; McLean, 2009).
Studies and research highlighting how disconnect with nature impacts a child’s health
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showcase the urgency as to why this problem must be addressed now. Some of the
highlights include the following:


“A study of over 3,800 inner city children revealed that living in areas with green
space has a long-term positive impact on children’s weight and thus health”
(Charles & Louv, 2009, p. 23).



“Nine percent of 1- to 21-year-old children were vitamin D deficient, representing
7.6 million U.S. children, and 61% were vitamin D insufficient, representing 50.8
million U.S. children” (Charles & Louv, 2009, p. 26).



“Obesity in children has increased from about 4% in the 1960s to close to 20% in
2004. Approximately 60% of obese children ages 5 to 10 have at least one
cardiovascular disease risk factor, while the Journal of the American Medical
Association reported an upward trend in high blood pressure in children ages 8 to
18” (Charles & Louv, 2009, p. 21).



“People who affiliate positively with nature tend to be happier, more relaxed,
more productive, more satisfied with their homes and jobs, and healthier” (Kahn,
2002, p. 110).
When children have direct experiences with nature, their health does not

deteriorate as it would without these experiences. Besides the health benefits of direct
experiences, children are also enriched educationally when direct experiences are
integrated into their daily classroom routine (Charles & Louv, 2009; Kellert, 2002; Louv,
2002; Meichtry & Smith, 2007). “Experience in a surrounding home territory, especially
in nearby nature, is linked to shaping children’s cognitive maturation, including the
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developed abilities of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation” (Kellert as referenced in
Charles & Louv, 2009, p. 15).
When teachers incorporate environmental education (EE) into their educational
objectives, students gain in both the cognitive and affective domains yielding positive
educational outcomes in students (Kellert, 2002; Meichtry & Smith, 2007). There are few
chances in life that offer young people with as much opportunity as the natural world for
critical thinking, creative inquiry, problem solving, and intellectual development (Kellert,
2002). Kellert (2002) firmly believes that without direct experience in nature, a child not
only lacks in affective and cognitive growth, but also in evaluative growth.
It could also be stated that the educators who integrate EE teach with a pedagogy
of responsibility (Reid, 2007). Reid (2007) cited a study by Martusewicz and Edmundson
where they defined a pedagogy of responsibility as “a fundamental commitment to the
recognition that we live together on this planet among all kinds of living creatures,
human and nonhuman, in a fragile but essential interdependence” and that “to be human
is to live engaged in a vast and complex system of life, and human well-being depends on
learning how to protect it” (p. 118). Reid (2007) clarified a pedagogy of responsibility as
a practice that engaged students with “questions of diversity, democracy, and
sustainability in ways that are designed to bring about change in the way that human
beings live in, interact with, and use the environment of the planet” (p. 124).
By incorporating EE into the daily classroom and teaching with a pedagogy of
responsibility, teachers also enhance the child’s environmental literacy. Environmental
literacy subsists not just as a coined term with a uniform definition, but rather it is as an
aptitude to distinguish and decipher the health of environmental systems, in addition to
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taking suitable action to preserve, rebuild, or enhance the health of those systems
(Murphy, 2008). Environmentally literate educators and students showcase attitudes and
behaviors that support and promote environmental sustainability and conservation
practices. These educators realize the importance of EE integration for the health of the
student as well as the planet (Environmental Education Advisory Board, 2008).
When people do not have sufficient environmental knowledge, they do not know
the detrimental consequences their behaviors can have on their environment (Murphy,
2008; Pe’er, Goldman, & Yavetz, 2007). Therefore, by increasing one’s environmental
knowledge, positive environmental behaviors and attitudes result (Murphy, 2008; Pe’er,
Goldman, & Yavetz, 2007). While knowledge does play an important role in
environmental literacy, attitudes and behavior are also included (Murphy, 2008). The
three essentials (knowledge, attitude, and behavior) cannot exist alone in environmental
literacy; rather all three need to be equally present for a person to be environmentally
literate. This balance enables people to act responsibly toward the environment with the
mission of sustainability, stewardship, and the practice of preservation (Murphy, 2008).
“One purpose in developing environmental literacy is to empower people with a
belief in their ability to contribute to environmental solutions through personal behavior,
either as an individual or as part of a group” (Pe’er, Goldman, & Yavetz, 2007, p. 47). In
order for environmental literacy to be present in future generations, we must combat the
nature deficit disorder that has inflicted our children of today (Louv, 2005). To keep
environmental literacy present in future generations, educators must be prepared with the
right knowledge, attitudes, and dedication to inspire (Pe’er, Goldman, & Yavetz, 2007).
As we continue to move into the 21st century, we are challenged to better acquaint our
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students with nature so that they better appreciate it—not only for its beauty and intrigue,
but in knowing we’re a part of the natural world, one that sustains us, one that nourishes
our bodies and spirits (McLean, 2009, p. 267).
By educating students within the context of their local community, or rather by
utilizing place-based education (Sobel, 2005), educators provide relevance of what
students learn, resulting in more engaged students, not only with what they are learning,
but also with their “human and environmental systems that directly affect them and other
members of their community” (Meichtry & Smith, 2007, p. 15). Schools that have
integrated EE into core academic subjects and have utilized “place-based education have
shown improved performance on standardized tests in all academic subjects; a reduction
of discipline problems and absenteeism; an increase in engagement; and enthusiasm for
learning, greater pride in accomplishments, and greater teacher job satisfaction”
(Meichtry & Smith, 2007, p. 16).
Pe’er, Goldman, and Yavetz (2007) highlighted a study by Jeronen and Kaikkonen
that proposes a hierarchy of indicators for the integration of environmental education that
lends itself well to developing environmental literacy with students. This hierarchy
moves from “sensibility” to “awareness,” to “knowledge” and, finally, “action”
on the part of both teachers and students. While these outcomes of EE may be
listed cumulatively in this hierarchical account, they are also inclusive and
additive, in that teaching and learning activity in, on, and for the local
environment necessarily involves, incorporates, and reproduces sensitivity,
awareness, and knowledge in “rich” and “productive” pedagogical practices.
(Pe’er, Goldman, & Yavetz, 2007, p. 126)
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Educators have a crucial role for advancing environmental literacy (Pe’er,
Goldman, & Yavetz, 2007; Plevyak, et. al., 2001). This cannot be done without a
commitment to their own developed environmental literacy and a sense of nurturing this
belief within their students, providing an awareness and relevance to their own backyard
(Meichtry & Smith, 2007; Pe’er, Goldman, & Yavetz, 2007; Plevyak, et. al, 2001).
Teaching this responsibility to students “acts to shape students as human and social
subjects in particular ways, through the acceptance and valuing of diversity and
‘otherness’ that include the natural world and its nonhuman elements” (Pe’er, Goldman,
& Yavetz, 2007, p. 125).
The problem exists, however, because teachers need training in using these
methods. Many were not educated with them, nor have they ever experienced those
practices (Meichtry & Smith, 2007). Pre-service educator training programs must alter
their curriculum to incorporate environmental literacy components for the new teachers
coming into the field who might be already lacking in environmental knowledge,
attitudes, and/or behaviors (Plevyak, et. al., 2001). Staff development workshops and
conferences need to include opportunities for developing and creating environmental
knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors for those teachers currently in the field.
So then, why is EE not happening within our schools? As narrated in the state
report card of environmental literacy, the citizens of this state strongly support EE within
the school systems (Murphy, 2008).4 As Murphy (2008) stated, “While the focus of
environmental education may require some change, it does play an integral component in
assuring an environmentally literate [state]” and a state where sustainability and
4
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conservation are promoted (p. 5).5 Although it appears that the general public supports
EE in our schools, perhaps the educational system is not ready for EE.
Why environmental education is not a part of the classroom. Although, as
previously noted, there are several benefits to including environmental education (EE)
into the daily aspect of a student’s school day; schools are not readily adopting EE as part
of their regular practice. Scott (1999) argued the reason being “a contradiction built into
socially critical theorizing about environmental education” (p. 91). Scott (1999)
conjectured, if for educational practices,
research or development has to be underpinned by a priori ideology and values,
how can schools accommodate it [EE], practitioners have autonomy, and learners
be free to evolve their own value positions, which we see as necessary conditions
for environmental education? (pp. 91–92)
Scott’s (1999) question evoked the sentiments of Ravitch (2001, 2010) and her
challenge to break down the current frame of education in order to discern a better, more
efficient, and stronger one free of the historical handcuffs of previous and current
education methodologies and practices. How can EE be included within the 21st-century
education of students if we are stuck in the a priori teaching practices of the 18th, 19th,
and 20th century? Simply put, it cannot. Gruenewald and Manteaw (2007) stated, “The
purposes of environmental education and the purposes of schooling (as manifested in
policy and practice) are to some degree contradictory and incommensurate” (p. 172). EE
does not fit into the traditional educational paradigm box, which has resulted in a “stifling
of innovation” (Scott, 1999, p. 94).
5
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Another challenge with the implementation of EE into the classroom is the
number of definitions on how EE can look and sound (Sauve, 2005; Scott, 1999). In
Sauvé’s 2005 study, he wrote about 15 different “currents” of environmental education
(See Appendix I). Sauve defined these currents as comprising “a plurality and diversity of
propositions; it is not a monolithic category” (2005, p. 12). Even within the 15 categories
Sauve (2005) defined, there are numerous definitions of EE within each of those. Scott
(1999) paralleled Sauvé’s (2005) point of many definitions of EE and puts this into an
educational context:
Schools, teachers, students, and communities attempt to find their own path
through a bewildering mixture of often contradictory instruction, guidance, and
advice, amid doubts about what approaches are effective and what purposes are
appropriate [for environmental education implementation], mostly operating
within education systems where school success continues to be measured in terms
of traditional academic, rather than more-environmental, criteria. (p. 90)
How can an ideology as conditional and divergent as environmental education
ever fit into a standards-laden, convergent-focused educational system? Weston (1996)
believed that in the current regime of our compulsory educational system, environmental
education, as it was originally defined, will never be a part of the system.
Weston (1996) suggested that a “schools’ structure remains hierarchical and
authoritarian; [where] knowledge is presented as an already-codified, unified, expertcertified system” (p. 39). This certainly does not align with William Stapp’s original
version of environmental education as being problem-focused, interdisciplinary, and
participatory (Ernst, 2011). Schools are “profoundly conservative social institutions, and
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so remain profoundly human centered,” resulting in an anthropocentric application of EE
that consequentially alienates the very intention of environmental education (Weston,
1996, p. 39). The paradox between the practices of the traditional educational institution
and the processes of the traditional definition of environmental education are glaringly
evident, causing Weston (1996) to conclude that only a “lifeworld” change and opening
an “everyday awareness” will allow for environmental education to ever be successfully
implemented into our educational system (pp. 43–45). Stevenson (2007) agreed with
Weston’s (1996) reasoning, calling the discrepancy between current educational practices
and the notion of environmental education as the “rhetoric-reality gap” (p. 139).
Stevenson (2007) purported “the socially critical and political action goals of
environmental education are contrasted with . . . the uncritical role of schooling in
maintaining present order” (p. 139). He continued in defining environmental education
reform as requiring students “to engage in ideological and critical inquiry” (Stevenson,
2007, pp. 139–140). However, these ideals are at odds with common practices in schools
that emphasize learning and regurgitating “simplistic factual knowledge and an
unproblematic ‘truth’” (Stevenson, 2007, pp. 139–140). Stevenson (2007) wrote that
contemporary environmental education . . . has the revolutionary purpose of
transforming the values that underlie our decision making, from the present ones
which aid and abet environmental (and human) degradation to those which
support a sustainable planet in which all people live with equal human dignity.
This contrasts with the traditional purpose of schools . . . of conserving the
existing social order by reproducing the norms and values that currently dominate
environmental decision making. (p. 145)
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Stevenson (2007) viewed this as the first contradiction between the current regime
of schooling and environmental education. The second paradox focused on the
discrepancies of curriculum and pedagogical practices. Stevenson (2007) explained the
difference of a curriculum focused on environmental education—interdisciplinary with a
concentration on “real practical problems”—versus what currently exists in schools—
content focused with an emphasis on “abstract theoretical problems” (p. 146). Another
disparity Stevenson (2007) highlighted compares an emergent EE curriculum where
students discover answers based upon inquiry versus a predefined, scripted curriculum
commonly found in most schools.
Throughout his work, Stevenson (2007) surmised several additional reasons why
environmental education will never be a permanent part of the traditional school day
within the United States. These reasons include teacher preparation, including pre-service
and service; the organizational conditions, including class size, teacher load, and
schedule; and teacher knowledge and pedagogical beliefs (Stevenson, 2007, pp. 146–
151). He believed that until these issues are resolved, environmental education will not
become a reality in schools.
Reviewing the literature referencing why EE cannot exist or even coexist within
traditional education is crucial to this study. It indicates the need for a case study such as
this to showcase its antithesis and the reality that indeed such a union is possible. In the
final chapter of this study, I will revisit some of the arguments laid out in this section and
present how the Twin Lakes Area Schools combat these struggles and myths.
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Summary
In chapter two I presented a topical literature analysis of the history and overview
of environmental education, the benefits of environmental education and assessed
research indicating why environmental education is not currently a standard within the
educational system. Each of these topics lay the foundation to understanding the findings
of my research question of the required conditions and characteristics needed to
contribute to a successful environmental education program within elementary schools.
In the next chapter, I present the theoretical literature used to review and interpret the
data in my quest for answers and understanding.
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Chapter Three: Theoretical Literature Analysis
Continuing from the previous chapter’s review of topical literature found to be
applicable in understanding the conditions and characteristics necessary for a successful
EE program, chapter three presents a broad overview of the theoretical literature with the
same intention. The theoretical lenses used to analyze the data stemmed from the data
themselves. Previous to conducting interviews, I began my theoretical literature review
broadly in reviewing leadership as a theory in itself. As data were analyzed and themes
emerged, I sought out literature that better aligned to my findings. While this is not an
exhaustive review of all possible theories that could align to the data found in this study,
this is a thorough review of the theories I found to be applicable. The theoretical literature
reviewed to analyze the data of chapters five, six and seven includes the following: (1)
leadership theories, especially in regards to Teachers as Leaders and Transformational
Leadership Theory (2) language and myth, (3) rituals and culture, (4) Pedagogy of
Responsibility, and (5) Taylorization of Education.
Leadership theories. It would be remiss not to consider leadership theories
within this study. Northouse (2007) provided multiple theories of leadership, which could
be considered as a theoretical lens to analyze not only the principal, but also the
champion teachers at each site. Northouse (2007) defined leadership as “a process
whereby an individual influences a group of individuals to achieve a common goal” (p.
3). By “defining leadership as a process,” Northouse (2007) posited, “that it is not a trait
or characteristic that resides in the leader but a transactional event that occurs between
the leader and his or her followers. Process implies that a leader affects and is affected by
followers” (p. 3).
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In her study, Knapp (2009) wrote, “Effective leadership in environmental
education will require leaders to know, question, and refine the dominant models of
environmental education currently in practice” (p. 35). Knapp (2009) discovered through
her qualitative-focused study that environmental education leaders encompass the
following traits: passion, inherent charisma, courage, and value driven. Knapp (2009)
continued to describe environmental education leaders as those who “walk the talk” and
embrace change. With Knapp’s assertions in mind, the literature for the theories of
Transformational Leadership was reviewed and subsequently utilized in the analysis of
the data presented in the final chapter.
A second leadership theory was added post data collection and analysis. In
reviewing the data, it was quite apparent that without teacher leaders, the EE program
within each of the elementary schools within the study would not be as strong or even
possible without these champion teachers. In reviewing transformational leadership
theory, additional information led me to discover the notion of teachers as leaders. While
this idea is not a new one, there are many veins in which to look at teachers as leaders.
A title heard frequently throughout schools these days is instructional leader or
instructional coach. These are teacher leaders who assist with facilitation of proper
implementation of a curriculum. This is not the type of leadership I am referencing within
this study. Instead, my focus references when teacher leaders impact the culture of the
school so much, change is made. These teachers are both classroom teachers and teacher
leaders. They are agents of change. Interestingly enough, there is limited literature on this
notion. Many hours were spent shifting through research on what seemed to be focused
upon teacher leaders, yet the literature was not reflective of the premise as teachers
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facilitating change all the while holding their role as a classroom teacher. In what follows
is a review the literature I found in order to analyze the data in subsequent chapters.
Teachers as leaders. There is no argument against the notion of teachers having
leadership skills. It seems to be an easy transition from the classroom and the leadership
necessary within that space (Cranston, 2000; Dozier, 2007). Unfortunately, provided the
historical practice of the hierarchical authoritarian view and implementation of leadership
within the educational system, often times classroom teachers are not viewed as leaders
who can invoke change, rather they are found on the lower end of the hierarchy
(Beachum & Dentith, 2004; Cranston, 2000; Dozier, 2007; and Webb, Neumann &
Jones, 2004). Yet, teachers would seem to be the best advisors and trailblazers for any
type of school reform as they “know firsthand what is needed to improve student
learning” (Doizer, 2007, p. 58). They have an assessment of the educational system that
cannot be replicated by anyone else. In addition, “such reforms [that teachers would be
impactful upon] are critical in providing a strong and continuing imperative for change”
(Cranston, 2000, p. 125).
A different discourse on leadership within education needs to occur to reframe the
educational system to be in alignment with the 21st century expectations and influences.
The designated school leaders with the titles of principals, superintendents and school
board members can no longer be the “sole decision makers and holders of power”
(Beachum & Dentith, 2004, p. 277). In order to meet the needs of the wide array of
varied learners, the demands of accountability as perpetuated with NCLB, and to stay
within budgetary confinements, these school leaders cannot survive without “more
collaborative and democratic arrangements with teachers and others” than has been
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practiced in the past (Beachum & Dentith, 2004, p. 277). What might this look like? For
the intents of this study, I will use the definition as developed by Beachum and Dentith
(2004). Beachum and Dentith (2004) define teachers leaders as “those who are willing to
work alongside building principals to envision a better future, foster hope and honesty,
tackle obstacles and impediments, and build community while improving the educational
climate” (p. 277).
Teachers no longer find themselves primarily concerned with what might be
happening within their classrooms. Instead they are “needing to take a ‘my school’
approach rather than a ‘my class’ approach” in order to make effective impacts for their
students (Cranston, 2000, p. 126). Phelps (2008) supported this notion as she posited
teachers who choose teacher leader responsibilities often proceeds to the teacher
functioning “as a school’s conscience” (p. 120). This leads to increased levels of
contribution from teacher leaders, which in turn exponentially enhances their impact for
change.
Teacher leaders not in positions with titles indicating leadership, but rather whose
primary function is as a classroom teacher “derive their authority from their experience in
the classroom” (Ackerman & Mackenize, 2006, p. 66). They become the advocates, the
innovators and the stewards ensuring student voice, outside-the-box thinking, and
professional growth are at the proverbial table providing direction when policies are
being implemented (Ackerman & Mackenzie, 2006; Lieberman & Miller, 2004; Phelps,
2008). The advantage of maintaining their role within the classroom has benefits those
outside of the classroom cannot find footings within. By leading with one foot in and one
foot out of the classroom, these teacher leaders have a broader perspective for their
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platform from which they both lead and instruct, all the while staying true to their beliefs,
values and passions within education (Ackerman & Mackenzie, 2006; Beachum &
Dentith, 2004; Phelps, 2008)
In a study conducted by Beachum and Dentith (2004) examining schools and
teacher leaders within, “trust and caring for others, along with a strong sense of selfefficacy and high regard for the mission of the school, surfaced repeatedly among those
interviewed” (p. 281). In analyzing their collected qualitative data, Beachum and Dentith
(2004) found, “it appears that teachers who take leadership roles in their schools are
successful agents and conduits in promoting cultural change. Their work as leaders – in
and out of their classrooms – seems to push the school culture toward a more inclusive
and collaborative one” (pp. 283-284). Beachum and Dentith (2004) continued in their
analysis citing the cultures of the schools where teacher leaders were evident and
impactful shifted “authoritative, linear and mechanical to open, responsive and
thoughtful” (p. 284). Beachum and Dentith (2004) concluded their findings:
Our observations in these schools indicated a sense of trust and collegiality that
has transformed traditional notions of school roles. Teacher leaders were
encouraged to be assertive, take risks, assume greater organizational
responsibility, and discover new purpose. Conversely, administrators seemed to
be more collaborative and nurturing while assuming the roles of facilitators and
community builders as they worked to create cultures of caring in their schools.
Moreover, we suspect, but cannot claim here, that these restructured roles also
might positively affect student perceptions and performances (p. 284).
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Transformational leadership theory. Transformational leaders employ
collaboration and influence as skills and strategies while fostering community and
engaging in dialogue to invoke change, or transformation, within their organization as
well as the members of the organization (Cherry, 2014; Kendrick, 2011; Webb, Neumann
& Jones, 2004; Winchester, 2013). Northouse (2007) defines transformational leadership
as “the process whereby a person engages with others and creates a connection that raises
the level of motivation and morality in both the leader and the follower” (p. 176).
Transformational leaders focus on their followers with the intention of improving
performance as well as creating leaders (Cherry, 2014; Kendrick, 2011; Winchester,
2013). In their study, Webb, Neumann & Jones (2004) discovered, “transformational
leadership fostered a community where members had the opportunity to negotiate
change” (p. 258). This negotiation of change becomes a transformation for not only the
organization, but also for the members (Cherry, 2014; Winchester, 2013). Within the
context of education, this means teachers, not just administration or school board
members, have a role as a leader, with power and convincing authority, in the school
system (Webb, Neumann & Jones, 2004).
The intention of any leader is to create buy-in to a particular vision or mission
with their followers. With transformational leaders, they achieve this task through
motivation and support via cheerleading and role modeling. Their aim is to transform the
followers. “The leader must supply his or her followers with a clear direction, or purpose,
for their vision” (Winchester, 2013, p. 4). In order to accomplish this, the leader becomes
a coach to those whom he or she is not always visible and a role model for those
followers who are always in his/her presence, always insuring best practices and a can-do
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attitude are on the forefront to reinforce the vision (Cherry, 2014; Winchester, 2013). “In
this way, others will see the benefits of these things and follow suit” (Winchester, 2013,
p. 4).
Transformational leaders advocate a sense of ownership for their followers both
within their work and in the organization (Winchester, 2013). They do this by being
present for their followers in encouragement and support as well as working alongside
the followers, not directing from afar. Transformational leaders challenge the status quo
in a manner that is safe and although risky, has a sense of nurturing for the followers as
they are inspired by the leaders (Winchester, 2013). These leaders “respect others for
challenging current practices and finding better or more efficient ways of doing things. In
this way, people feel valued and respected as individuals” (Winchester, 2013, p. 4).
Through this method of leadership and combination of the leader’s sense of pride and
confidence, followers are far more likely to buy into the ideas being advocated by the
leader.
Originally defined by Burns (1978) via a political lens, transformational
leadership “has now been accepted and promoted by organizational development
specialists as a significant style to drive operational and organizational change”
(Kendrick, 2011, p. 14). Bass (1985) expanded upon Burns’ (1978) notions by adding
metrics to ascertain the transformational leadership’s effect upon execution and
motivation within an organization (Kendrick, 2011). Bass (1985) believed
transformational leadership could be expressed based the influence had on the followers.
Studying the “trust, respect and admiration” garnered from their followers, Bass (1985)
studied transformational leaders and broke the leadership style into four factors (Cherry,
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2014). These factors include: idealized influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual
stimulation, and individual consideration (Bass, 1985; Cherry, 2014; Hall, Johnson,
Wysocki, & Kepner, 2012; Kendrick, 2011; McCleskey, 2014; Northouse, 2007; Riggio,
2009).
Leaders exhibiting idealized influence show they can be trusted as they are role
models of the idealized manner of work ethic purporting high morals and values as they
adhere to the mission and vision of the organization (Hall, Johnson, Wysocki, & Kepner,
2012; Kendrick, 2011; McCleskey, 2014; Northouse, 2007). This sets the foundation of
the relationship between the leader and the followers. “Because followers trust and
respect the leader, they emulate this individual and internalize his or her ideas” (Cherry,
2014).
Inspirational motivation promotes team spirit within the organization through
celebrations of reached shared goals. Leaders convey high expectations to their followers
and through motivation and emotional appeal help followers meet those expectations
(Northouse, 2007). Missions, visions, and goals are clearly articulated and brought to
light with passion (Cherry, 2014). Leaders with inspirational motivation are confident in
their work toward the vision regardless the situation all the while being a strong
cheerleader for their members (Hall, Johnson, Wysocki, & Kepner, 2012; Kendrick,
2011). “Enthusiasm and optimism are key characteristics of inspirational motivation”
(McCleskey, 2014, p. 120).
Intellectual stimulation describes leaders who encourage creativity. “Through the
transformational leader’s vision, the followers can connect the dots and see the big
picture. This releases them from staid conventions” (Kendrick, 2011, p. 14). The
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transformational leader encourages outside-the-box thinking and opportunities to learn
new things (Cherry, 2014). “Openness without fear of criticism and increased levels of
confidence in problem solving situations combine to increase the self-efficacy of
followers (McCleskey, 2014, p. 120). The followers’ independent and critical thinking
for generating solutions to problems, both apparent and potential, is paramount to the
leader’s work within this factor (Northouse, 2007).
Leaders acting with individual consideration see each follower “as a unique
contributor and provide coaching, mentoring, feedback and growth opportunities”
(Kendrick, 2011, p.14). This individualized attention is key to empowering the follower.
This perception of the followers, both for the leader and the followers, encourages and
empowers the followers to stretch themselves thus outperforming past expectations (Hall,
Johnson, Wysocki, & Kepner, 2012; Kendrick, 2011). “Leaders act as coaches and
advisers while trying to assist followers in becoming fully actualized” (Northouse, 2007).
Individually considerate transformational leaders keep lines of communications open
with their constituents allowing for free sharing of ideas (Cherry, 2014).
While each of these four factors alone are advantageous for the organization,
combined “their cumulative effect can and has been shown to deliver performance that
far exceeds previous norms” (Kendrick, 2011, p. 14). Northouse (2007) cited studies
showcasing transformational leadership as a more effective leadership with evidence
correlating to better work outcomes. Riggio (2009) believed the primary cause for the
improved outcomes was the belief these leaders had in their members that they could do
their best. In conclusion, leaders utilizing transformational leadership strategies transform
their organization through motivation, role modeling, coaching and cheerleading directed
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toward the followers, or organization members, resulting in more productive and
successful individuals and organizations.
Culture. Culture, a combination of language, myth, ritual, social borders and
constructs, can either excite an organization or bring it to its demise. Within the
educational system, culture is defined through factors and influences both within and
outside of its system. The education culture is formed bound within the social constructs
of its own history as well as bound within the policies dictated from politicians outside
the system. Within the social borders of the educational system, such factors as
leadership, collaboration and communication aid in creating a unique culture for each
school.
Lambert (1995) brought to light an interesting perspective of culture within the
educational system highlighting the limitations educators face in creating a culture within
a school. Lambert (1995) wrote, “bound by rules, schedules, policies, hierarchical roles,
and time-worn practices, educators often experience cultures that limit interactions and
mitigate against professional growth.” (p. 28-29). Lambert (1995) recognized educators
have few occasions to convene and share successes, brainstorm challenges and “make
sense of their world together” (p. 29). The educators’ day is not filled with meetings
providing opportunities for collaboration and community building, rather an educator’s
time is filled with planning and delivering instruction. How then is culture developed
within an educational system? The answer lies in understanding the impact of language,
myth, and ritual.
Language. The formal education system is ripe with myths and a unique language
often coded in abbreviations, such as NCLB (No Child Left Behind), which can make
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education difficult to understand without discrimination or bias. While language is only
one aspect of a position, it is a judicious one (Edelman, 1988). The challenge lies in the
reality that “language is always ambiguous” (Miller-Kahn, 2004, p. 12). Words such as
accountability and high standards are metaphorical (Miller-Kahn, 2004). Miller-Kahn
(2004) adds, “Concrete referents to these abstract words are lacking, so that no tether ties
these words and images to the world of experience and intractable, concrete details” (p.
12). As Miller-Kahn (2004) stated, “who could be against accountability?” (p. 12) or No
Child Left Behind, especially if one does not truly understand exactly what accountability
or NCLB means and where it fits into the scheme of education and politics, the creator of
the language.
Lincoln (1989) hypothesized that every grouping of people has their own unique
language structure. Within this structure, there are clues on how one should act and
should not act. He also described that in group dynamics, there lies a sacred, which
defines the group in terms of who is in and who is out (Lincoln, 1989).
Edelman (1988) theorized that “observers and what they observe construct one
other; that political developments are ambiguous entities that mean what concerned
observers construe them to mean; and that the roles and self-concepts of the observers
themselves are also constructions, created at least in part by their interpreted
observations” (pp. 1–2). Edelman challenged us not to view political news as an entity to
which the public reacts, but rather to view political development as the construction of
those who are concerned. Social problems exist as constructions of the ideologies of the
politically engaged. Those who are engaged entice others through language. Language
constructs reality. Such is the case with the educational system. It is not the educators
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who create the policies that govern the educational system, it is the politicians whose
rhetoric contains language that has created a reality far from the actual reality of the
classroom.
Edelman (1988) posited that change can be evoked by choosing the right language
to define an issue constituting it as a problem. By utilizing language to evoke sentiment
in others, the troops rally and construct a plan for resolution. Those that utilize this
philosophy are able to push their agenda in a manner that others do not see it as such.
They utilize language to construct their own reality.
Such is the case with educational reform and the lack of environmental education
within the K-12 curriculum. Education is a construction of the economic and social
situation as well as those with the political capital and language that evokes the
sentiments those who are speaking wish to see. The standardization of education came
about not to benefit the children, but rather to benefit the system (Jacobs, 2010).
Standardization became the language, which in turn became the reality and the current
practice within the educational social organization (Ravitch, 2001; Ravitch, 2010). Tests,
rote memorization, and content standards are the current practice within education, not
critical thinking, the understanding of process, or the engagement of place-based
education (Jacob, 2010; Louv, 2005; Louv, 2011; Ravitch, 2001; Ravitch, 2010; Sobel,
2005). Legislators and educational leaders, both past and present, have unknowingly
capitalized upon Edelman’s theory that people are not rational because they neither look
at all perspectives intellectually, nor are they politically engaged when it comes to the
operations of the educational system. Those in power evoke the sentiments of any person
who has children within the K-12 educational system and, in essence, any person who has
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experience within the K-12 educational system through shared views of personal success
and the language of the perpetuated myth that “the educational system is failing” (Jacob,
2010; Noddings, 2013; Ravitch, 2001; Ravitch, 2010). This language leads the general
public away from the reality that the standardization of education limits opportunities as
the prescribed core content generally focuses on the historical achievements of the white
male and does not take into consideration the economy and changing demographic of the
21st century, technological advances, and the lack of environmental sustainability
(Jacobs, 2010; Ravitch, 2001; Ravitch, 2010). How then can the epistemology change?
Social borders. At no one time do all parties of a social organization share the
same ideology. As a result of these different beliefs, problems come into discourse
(Edelman, 1989). Discourse, described as one side always stronger than the other, an “us
versus them’ mentality”, is the mortar of our society (Lincoln, 1989). With the presence
of diverse ideologies, social stability maintains itself through powerful, temporary force;
political discourse; and collective representations of ritual, myth, and classification
(Lincoln, 1989). Through this combination, “social borders, hierarchies, institutional
formations, and habituated patterns of behavior are both maintained and modified”
(Lincoln, 1989, p. 3). In addition, the link between problems and preferred solutions is
itself a construction that transforms ideological preference into rational action (Edelman,
1989).
Lincoln (1989) believed that social borders form and reform depending upon
ideological persuasion and sentimental evocation. The feelings harbored within the
established borders evoke feelings of kinship for those within the border and alienation
for those outside the border. Social borders change as sentiments change (Lincoln, 1989).
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“We grow into social organizations that share complex sets of stable habits. These
customs may take the form of simple moral beliefs . . . but they also encompass symbol
systems and practices” (Fesmire, 2003, p. 10).
Myth. Myth, known as a “small class of stories that possess both credibility and
authority” (Lincoln, 1989, p. 24), helps a social organization define, describe, and explain
its identity. Myth perpetuates the culture of an organization via storytelling and the
transmission of social information and expectations (Lincoln, 1989). Myths are
descriptions of how the world works, often times not being recognized as such, but rather
taken as the status quo, normal everyday life. Lincoln (1989) wrote, “Myth is not just a
coding device in which important information is conveyed, on the basis of which actors
can then construct society. It is also a discursive act through which actors evoke
sentiments out of which society is actively constructed” (p. 25). Deal and Peterson (2009)
support Lincoln’s view as they too believe an organization’s myths are what holds the
group together, focused on accomplishing its vision. “Every tightly knit human group
anchors its existence in a unifying myth or a core story that orients the group’s worldview
and channels behavior” (Deal & Peterson, 2009, p. 60). Without such a moor to affix to,
the organization cannot adhere to the vision regardless of how hard its employees work.
According to Lincoln (1989), myth has a certain imperative to it that ‘this is the
way the world works and if you do not believe in it, then you are wrong’. When this
imperative is challenged, myth can act as the agent of change, an element of discourse.
When challenged, a myth can break apart social borders, causing a society to restructure.
“Change comes not when groups or individuals use ‘knowledge’ to challenge ideological
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mystification, but rather when they employ thought and discourse, including even such
modes as myth and ritual, as effective instruments of struggle” (Lincoln, 1989, p. 7).
Ritual. While the prevailing story of an organization’s culture is its myth, the
typical practices which the organization employs are the rituals (Lincoln, 1989). Through
the practice and implementation of these rituals, members of the organization proclaim
allegiance to the organization’s culture. Just as with myths, rituals are communicated
subconsciously and learned through observations of the group. Also similar to myths,
should rituals be contested or delineated from in any way, the culture of the organization
is at risk for change (Deal & Peterson, 2009; Lincoln, 1989).
Ritual and myth are not mutually exclusive as they often grow from, and at the
same time, reinforce one another (Lincoln, 1989). Rituals allow for a way of focusing
attention as well as emotion as members of an organization rely on the comfort of ritual
(Deal & Peterson, 2009; Lincoln, 1989). Deal and Peterson (2009) purport, “rituals are
the key to understanding the essence of culture” and without rituals, “we lose our way”
(p. 90). By engaging in an organization’s rituals, membership within the organization is
reinforced and solidified.
The educational system is ripe with rituals from simple to deeply complex
Kindergarten students are indoctrinated into their rituals starting on day one. They learn
where to put their school bag and where to sit, how to sharpen pencils, walk in the
hallways, and proceed through the lunch line. Teachers perform rituals daily as they
arrive to school at a set time and depart at a set time. Beyond these simple rituals are the
ostensibly more complex, including but not limited to unofficial seat assignments at staff
meetings, how birthdays are celebrated and the creation of their schedule of instruction.
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While these rituals might seem trite to an outsider of the educational culture, members
adhere to these rituals in order to perpetuate their organization’s myths and adhere to
culture. “The classroom, as the school, needs rituals to accomplish its contributions to a
place full of meaning and passion” (Dean & Peterson, 2009, p. 98).
Pedagogy of Responsibility. For this researcher, the concept of pedagogy of
responsibility first emerged in reading Reid’s (2007) article as I searched for additional
information on creating a sense of sustainability within a school. Interestingly enough, in
conducting further research on this concept, the only additional sources I found utilizing
the phrase, pedagogy of responsibility, came from the authors who initially coined the
adage, Martusewicz and Edmundson (2014). Additional challenges came when trying to
find the actual articles and papers as many web links found in reference sections no
longer existed. Through persistence, only three articles or papers could be secured. It is
through these three works I outline a pedagogy of responsibility and its application for
educators.
In our world that has exceeded seven billion in human population and debates on
the cause of climate change occur on a daily basis, a different ethical lens and approach
on how we exist and educate is needed to stop the rapid depletion of natural resources, or
at the very least, slow it down. Edmundson and Martusewicz (2013) charge that this can
happen if we examine ourselves and our culture with two questions: (1) To whom or
what are we ethically responsible? and (2) What should be conserved or transformed?
Another way to think of these queries is to consider who or what needs to be protected in
order for all to exist in balance. Edmundson and Martusewicz (2013) wrote:
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It is from these specific questions that an ethic of responsibility emerges as the
willingness to both acknowledge the vast diversity creating both living systems
and human cultures, but also to accept the task of discerning how to live in
mutually supportive ways – ways that protect the ability of all life to regenerate—
even when the choices may not be clear or self-evident. This willingness to make
ethical choices . . . is at the heart of what it means to be educated. . . . it is what
guides a pedagogy of responsibility. (p. 2)
In their work, Martusewicz and Edmundson (2014) examine teachers whose
“work is aimed at fostering the necessary interconnectedness and interdependency
between individuals, groups, species and the environment” (p. 71). Those teachers that
provide connections on how to exist on this planet in a manner that advocates
sustainability and diversity of species teach within a lens of pedagogy of responsibility.
Martusewicz and Edmundson (2014) posited “a pedagogy of responsibility begins with
the development of attitudes, languages and practices – in short, the engagement of
ethical responsibilities oriented toward the protection of life systems supporting diverse
human cultures” (p. 72). It becomes a commitment to acknowledge our life exists not
singularly with humans alone, but in plurality with all living creatures and how we live to
protect and sustain all living creatures, including ourselves, into the future. Our existence
depends upon our responsibility to one another, including non-humans (Reid, 2007).
While many educators may focus their aims of social justice on gender, race and,
class coupled with the impact upon our economic and social worlds, Martusewicz and
Edmundson (2014) propose, these “approaches [are seen] as limited by individualism and
by anthropocentric concentration on human culture as separate from and even dominant
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over the rest of the living world” (p. 71-72). The traditional social justice lens views
progress as positive and tradition as totalitarian. Martusewicz & Edmundson (2014)
challenge that a pedagogy of responsibility
is not intended to ignore oppression nor to celebrate all obligations, but to refocus
against-the-grain pedagogy from unchecked liberationism to an emphasis on the
obligations, wisdom and practices (many of which currently exist within both
traditional cultures and industrialized cultures) that are necessary for a just and
ecologically sustainable society. Thus, a pedagogy of responsibility exists in the
tension between two necessary ethical questions: what do we need to conserve,
and what needs to be transformed? (p. 79)
The pedagogy of responsibility brings the concept of interdependence with natural
systems into an educator’s practice. This interdependence focuses both on human impact
on natural ecosystems and vice versa. Teaching with a pedagogy of responsibility in mind
charges educators to scrutinize the anti-environmental cultural conventions and
conjectures they unconsciously bring into each lesson taught. Through this awareness and
blending into their practice, teaching this to students acts to shape them as “human and
social subjects in particular ways, through the acceptance and valuing of diversity and
‘otherness’ that includes the natural world and its non-human elements” (Reid, 2007, p.
125). Noddings (2006) supported this notion in its application to engaging children in
critical thinking. Noddings (2006) conjectured that children should indeed have a broad
experience in their local environment so as to connect their thinking to content, or as she
explained, “they should know what they [children] are talking about and not simply adopt
an ideological position” (p. 168). Noddings (2006) summarized her thoughts, “too often
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in schools, we either ignore critical issues entirely or fail to provide the experience
necessary to apply critical thinking usefully” (p. 168). Reid (2007) asserted that should
such a pedagogy as this be implemented within a school system then the “realization of
the successful achievement of engaging and high quality environmental education”
program is plausible (p. 126).
Taylorization of Education. The Taylorization of education asserts a connotation
and perhaps even a specific image of a factory assembly line based education. Students
come into the building at a precise time, are taught a specific curriculum at a specific
pace with specific language, and leave at a precise time (Apple, 1988). The next day the
same process happens. This continues for the child from approximately age 5 to age 18.
“We have transformed many schools into factories for learning facts and academic skills.
Some ritual and ceremony has fallen victim to pressures for time to drill and practice.
Some has been dismissed as fluff or frills in favor of structure and rationality” (Dean &
Peterson, 2009, p. 92). Upon the ending of their K-12 educational process, these
commodified graduates join the ranks of the working world fitting into a vocation just as
they have been educated to hold (Apple, 1988).
Taylorization or Taylorism, are synonymous terms used to describe Frederick
Taylor’s scientific management on the organization of labor, initiated towards the end of
the 19th century (Apple, 1988; Au, 2011; Braverman, 1988). “Scientific management . . .
is an attempt to apply the methods of science to the increasingly complex problems of the
control of labor in rapidly growing capitalist enterprises (Braverman, 1988, p. 59).
Taylorism strictly adheres to the point of view of the capitalist and control on the mode of
production (Braverman, 1988). Taylor took control in the work place to “unprecedented
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dimensions” (Braverman, 1988, p. 62). Taylor asserted, “an absolute necessity for
adequate management the dictation to the worker of the precise manner in which work is
to be performed” (Braverman, 1988, p. 62). Previous to Taylor’s work on efficiency in
the factories, it was assumed managers would oversee tasks, but certainly not the extent
Taylor recommended. Taylor believed the worker should have no decision on how they
proceeded with their work task (Braverman, 1988). Taylor’s “system was simply a means
for management to achieve control of the actual mode of performance of every labor
activity, from the simplest to the most complicated” (Braverman, 1988, p. 62).
Braverman (1988) asserted, “to this end, he [Taylor] pioneered a far greater revolution in
the division of labor than any that had gone before” (p. 62).
While perhaps not the first to make the connection of the scientific management
practices of a factory to the education system, Bobbitt (1912) first wrote about the
connection in regards to systems within schools. In his essay, The Elimination of Waste in
Education, Bobbitt (1912) applied Frederick Taylor’s ideals of scientific management in
factory production to systems within education such as management, planning and
instruction (Au, 2011). Bobbitt (1912) asserted Taylor’s scientific management processes
as he believed it was only the administrator within the building who was qualified to
gather the applicable information and develop the best method of disseminating
information to students. Much like Taylor’s deskilling of the factory worker, Bobbitt
(1912) strongly believed teachers were most efficient in educating children should they
adhere to the same format and function each day. “Even though it did not succeed as a set
of techniques, it ushered in and finally brought acceptance of a larger body of ideological
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practices to deskill . . . workers [educators] and to rationalize and intensify their labor”
(Apple, 2008, p. 40).
Au (2011) asserted Bobbitt uniquely represented the comparison of Taylorism and
the educational system in very simplistic terms. Au (2011) summarized Bobbitt’s many
works explaining:
Students are the ‘raw materials’ to be produced like commodities according to
specified standards and objectives. Teachers are the workers who employ the
most efficient methods to get students to meet the pre-determined standards and
objectives. Administrators are the managers who determine and dictate to teachers
the most efficient methods in the production process. The school is the factory
assembly line where this process takes place. (p. 27)
While these metaphors and practices did not stick completely, there are several
components of the analogy of Taylorism to the system of education that have resulted in
significant consequences (Apple, 2008; Au, 2011). Apple (2008) asserted some of these
lasting effects include, “systematic integration of testing, behavioral goals and
curriculum, competency-based instruction and prepackaged curricula” (p. 40).
Additionally, Taylorism has equated to efficiency within production, both in factories and
schools. In the age of Taylor, efficiency held a different connotation. “In the context of
the times, to be efficient at something meant to be good at it. To be an efficient citizen,
moreover, was to be a good citizen” (Null, 2004, p. 105).
This sense of efficiency, deemed ‘the cult of efficiency’ by Callahan (1962) has
taken on a significant meaning in today’s educational system. Begley and Stefkovich
(2004) reason Callahan’s ‘cult of efficiency’ “continues to represent the constant struggle
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faced by educators as they seek to balance high quality instructional practices with
external calls for accountability that often come from corporate and public leaders” (p.
132). Efficiency has led to a struggle against the ever elusive ‘time’ within education
causing educators to cut out any perceived extras or instruction not found in the provided
curriculum or adhering to prescribed standards (Apple 2008; Dorn 2007).
Because of a call for accountability and quantifiable evidence of efficiency within
education, Callahan “argued, local superintendents became ‘vulnerable’ to the whims
and standards of local business leaders and thereby lost sign of their core instructional
mission” (Bamson, 2004, p. 137). Callahan (1962) claimed educational administrators
were thrilled to try the scientific management system, for if it had worked within the
industrial sector, it should surely work within the educational system. Furthermore,
Callahan (1962) alleged businessmen had “advised, urged and warned . . . [educational
administrators] to use the new panacea” (p. 65).
The challenge lies in the measurement of the ‘product’. In the factory, the
efficiency for the production of a widget can be measured, timed, and evaluated
succinctly with adequate comparison from widget to widget. Boyd (2004) likened:
The labor-intensive character of education, and the fact that its product, learning,
is jointly produced – requiring the cooperation of students and teachers who vary
in ability and motivation – makes productivity gains in education much more
difficult to achieve than in many other sectors of the economy (pp. 160-161).
Recognizing that of course no person wants to waste resources, Boyd (2004) asserts that
efficiency is a different model comparatively between the industrialized sector and the
educational sector. “It does not need to be an ‘either-or’ choice between the central
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values of education and the value of efficiency” (Boyd, 2004, p. 161). Every organization
is responsible for their wise use of resources, the educational system is no different.
Recognizing the adverse definitions, Boyd (2004) concluded with the reality that
“education and efficiency are far from being antithetical, [as] it is clear that talk of
efficiency in education raises very legitimate fears, because efficiency too often has been
pursued in misguided ways” (p. 163).
Summary
While there are countless conditions and characteristics within an educational
system to understand, this theoretical literature review examined leadership, culture,
practice, and systems management. This chapter provided a general analysis of
transformational leadership, teachers as leaders, pedagogy of responsibility, culture, and
Taylorism, each of which I used to study and define the data collected for this study. In
addition, these theories aid in answering my primary research question: In a school
district that mandates environmental education (EE), what system conditions and
characteristics contribute to successful EE integration?
In conducting the literature review, an exhaustive list of research was found on
the topic of leadership. Prior to collecting and analyzing data in this study, I knew
leadership would be a factor to consider, but did not know exactly which theory or
theories would be a best fit. As a result, a lot of time was spent reading and researching a
variety of leadership theories including transactional, constructivist, democratic, and
servant. While the data show hints of each of these leadership theories in practice within
the elementary schools studies, the chosen leadership theories of transformational
leadership and teachers as leaders had a myriad of strong connections to the data.
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Interestingly enough, while there are extensive articles and thesis’ researched and
reviewed on leadership, including transformational leadership, very little of the research
addressed teachers as a leader when the teacher was not in a hired position defined as
such. This study revealed teachers as leaders to be a condition necessary for a successful
EE program to not only be possible, but also a sustainable program. The next chapter
describes the research design and methodology used to address the question of
understanding the conditions and characteristics that contribute to successful EE
integration within an elementary school.
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Chapter Four: Research Design and Methodology
The research question addressed within this study, what conditions and
characteristics contribute to a successful environmental education (EE) program, lends
itself to the qualitative research methodology. Creswell (2014) defines qualitative
research as “an approach for exploring and understanding the meaning individuals or
groups ascribe to a social or human problem” (p. 4). While I could speculate the
conditions and characteristics an educational system has that best supports the integration
of EE, my outsider perspective to each of these schools does not adequately capture the
phenomenon of the insider’s perspective (Merriam, 2009). The qualitative research
approach inductively determines hypotheses and theories through data gathering and
analysis as opposed to deductive speculation resulting in a stronger definition and
understanding of the phenomenon in the end (Creswell, 2014; Merriam, 2009). Along
with this inductive approach, comes subjectivity as opposed to objectivity. Within a
qualitative study, the participant voice, perspectives and experiences are what drive the
study. “Subjectivity is not seen as a failing needing to be eliminated, but as an essential
element of understanding” (Stake, 1995, p. 45). Conducting a basic qualitative study
allowed this researcher to learn “how people interpret their experiences, how they
construct their worlds, and what meaning they attribute to their experiences” (Merriam,
2009, p. 23).
Qualitative research operates on the credence that truth is not fixed, but rather an
interpretation of reality. “Our rational reality is a universe of integrated interpretation”
(Stake, 1995, p.100). Within qualitative research, the researcher seeks out perspectives
from participants in order to create a reality. “The interview is the main road to multiple
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realities”, and it is the task of the researcher when conducting interviews to seek patterns
and interpretation of instances (Stake, 1995, p. 64). It is through the aggregation of these
instances that realities form (Stake, 1995).
Within the qualitative research paradigm, the case study methodology was
chosen. A case study’s unit of analysis focuses on an event or activity occurring within a
bounded system over time (Charmaz, 2009; Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2009).
The sampling for this study, six K-5 elementary schools, occurred within the bounded
system of one school district examining the integration of EE over the past nine years.
The case study method provided the opportunity to study the “holistic and meaningful
characteristics of real-life events”, not a contrived set of data from unrelated entities (Yin,
2009, p. 4). Furthermore, while similar to a historical analysis, the case study includes
“the interviews of the persons involved in the events” (Yin, 2009, p. 11).
This study aligned with a single instrument case study, as defined by Creswell
(2007), where I focused on one primary issue, determining the conditions and
characteristics for successful EE implementation within an educational system, within
one bounded system. Due to my intrinsic interest in both environmental education and
reform in the educational system, this study additionally aligned with what Stake (1995)
called an intrinsic case study. Coined intrinsic due to our “interest in it, [and] not because
by studying it we learn about other cases or about some general problem, but because we
need to learn about that particular case” (Stake, 1995, p. 3).
Description of the Case
This study occurred within the Twin Lakes Area School District, an outer-ring
suburban school district of a large metropolitan area within a northern Midwest state. See
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Table 1 for demographic data for the school district and each of the elementary schools.
The school district shares boundaries with two rapidly growing suburban cities, Eagle
and Osprey.

Black

Free and
Reduced
Lunch

7,356

87

5.7

3.7

16.2

11.9

3.2

1973

23

489

88.7

3.3

4.3

19.8

12.3

2.5

1997

23

566

80.2

10.8

4.1

15.4

10.6

6.0

1951

15

349

85.7

4.0

6.6

32.1

15.5

6.3

2006

22

507

83

9.3

3.0

6.7

12.8

3.7

2009

23

572

84.8

5.8

7.0

17.5

13.5

5.9

1963

23

491

86.4

4.5

4.1

14.7

9.4

5.7

English
Language
Learners

Asian

--

Education

Caucasian

--

Special

# of students

Twin
Lakes Area
School
District
Blue Jay
Elementary
Cardinal
Elementary
Finch
Elementary
Oriole
Elementary
Sparrow
Elementary
Warbler
Elementary

# of classroom
teachers

Table 1. Demographic Data for the Twin Lakes Area School District and
Elementary Schools6
% of students who
% of students who qualify for
are
Year
School
Built

One of the schools included in the study is Blue Jay Elementary which operates
under their mission “to provide opportunities that will enhance learning in a safe and
caring environment by helping each student reach his/her potential while striving to
become respectful citizens in a diverse society”7. Blue Jay Elementary is situated on 44
acres which includes a 14-acre prairie, an old growth maple tree forest and multiple

6

As obtained by the state education website in May 2014. For the purpose of confidentiality, a direct
reference is not reported.
7
For the purpose of confidentiality, a direct reference is not reported.
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wetlands. Blue Jay was the birthplace of the district’s environmental education program
thanks in part to the ideal location of natural elements, but also for the dedicated staff
who had already been dabbling in EE when a not-for-profit organization began the
funding for the program in 2005. For several years, the staff at Blue Jay Elementary
brought in outside resources to aid in EE instruction and experiences with their students.
Before other schools embraced EE, Blue Jay was the only elementary school that utilized
snowshoes and cross-country skis during physical education as well as the only school
that utilized a designated backyard nature area. Blue Jay was recognized in 2014 as a
Green Ribbon School per the United States Department of Education. See Appendix F for
details on the Green Ribbon School award.
A second elementary school involved within the study is Cardinal Elementary.
Cardinal focuses on the goal “to create a learning community that develops skills by
fostering creativity, success, and a love of learning for all students”8. The staff
accomplishes this by “recognizing and celebrating the uniqueness of each learner and
maximizing their potential in all aspects of their development”9. Located an easy walking
distance from a large community park that includes an old oak grove forest, a fishing
lake, a large prairie and a couple of small wetlands as well as an Environmental Center
building10 that boasts a Silver LEED Certification highlighting solar energy, passive
energy and re-used materials, students frequent these grounds and the Center for EEfocused learning opportunities.

8

For the purpose of confidentiality, a direct reference is not reported.
For the purpose of confidentiality, a direct reference is not reported.
10
For the purpose of confidentiality, a direct reference is not reported.
9
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Another K-5 school within the study is Finch Elementary. Established in 1951, it
is the oldest building in the school district and one of the most limited in immediate
backdoor natural resources. Since the EE program began in the school district, several
outdoor learning spaces have been created on Finch’s grounds including a large rain
garden and several outdoor seating areas. The mission for this school explains that “we
exist to ensure high levels of academic and social learning for all students and will align
building practices in order to make this happen”11.
Oriole Elementary is the fourth school included within the study. When the doors
opened in 2006, the then principal recruited staff by informing them that if they came to
work for her at Oriole, they would be expected to integrate EE into their curriculum as
well as take students outdoors for learning opportunities. Boasting an 86-acre backyard
that is protected within the state’s Land Trust, the largest outdoor area for elementary
schools within the district, students are able to explore two lakes, a 1.5 acre prairie,
several wetlands and an abundant forested area. Operating under its mission “to be a
caring, environmentally focused community where social learning empowers academic
learning and all individuals are challenged to reach their full potential as productive
members of society”12, Oriole Elementary was recognized as a Green Ribbon School in
2013 by the United States Department of Education. See Appendix G for details on the
Green Ribbon School award.
The newest elementary school, Sparrow operates within the same mission as
Oriole Elementary of being a “caring, environmentally focused community where social
learning empowers academic learning and all individuals are challenged to reach their
11
12

For the purpose of confidentiality, a direct reference is not reported.
For the purpose of confidentiality, a direct reference is not reported.
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full potential as productive members of society”13. Born into the EE program, students
and staff at Sparrow know life no other way than with an EE focus. Sparrow staff has
been busy during their short time within their building creating outdoor learning sites and
working with the city in creating trails to explore their neighboring natural areas of
forests, farmland and wetlands.
The sixth school involved with the study is Warbler Elementary school. Founded
in 1963, the district’s second oldest building operates within their site mission “to partner
with families to be a child-centered community where dreams are nurtured and needs are
met by providing opportunities for all children to be successful”14. Warbler students and
staff utilize a large butterfly garden, a 4 acre prairie, several perennial gardens and a
designated bird sanctuary encircled by large pine trees on school grounds. The school
community is able to take short walks to local lakes and forested areas to enhance their
EE studies. Additional information about the Twin Lakes Area School District’s
environmental education program is provided in chapter five.
Participant Recruitment
Interview participants were determined by their past leadership involvement in the
Environmental Education programs within each school. Each site has an EE committee,
or Green Team, which includes a chair and representatives from each grade level group.
Members of each of these EE committees were contacted to request an interview (See
Appendix B). The Green Team committee members were chosen to be interviewed due to
their previous investments of time and energy in the EE program at their school. They are
seen as an EE Champion within their school and across the district. Since these
13
14

For the purpose of confidentiality, a direct reference is not reported.
For the purpose of confidentiality, a direct reference is not reported.
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individuals live EE each day within their schools and are the strongest advocates for EE,
it was determined these individuals would have the strongest assertions on what system
conditions and characteristics might contribute to successful EE integration at their
school.
It was the researcher’s goal to conduct interviews with at least three educators
and the administrator at each of the six schools. While up to five individuals from each
school were contacted, Cardinal Elementary only had one staff member and Finch
Elementary only had two staff members agree to be interviewed. In each of the other
schools at least three members from each site’s staff were interviewed which resulted in a
total of 17 interviews with teachers. In addition, each of the principals was contacted to
request an interview with each principal agreeing to an interview (See Appendix C). A
total of six interviews with principals occurred (See Appendix H). In all, a total of 23
interviews were conducted. See Table 2 below for details on actual interview response
rate per each elementary school. Prior to initial interviews, participants received a consent
form detailing the general information about my study and confidentiality (See Appendix
C) as well as a list of the questions that could be asked during the interview (See
Appendix A and Appendix H).
Table 2. Interview Response Rate for each Elementary School
Number of Requests
Number of Participants
Elementary School
for Interviews per
Interviewed per School
School
Blue Jay Elementary
4
5
Cardinal Elementary
2
5
Finch Elementary
3
5
Oriole Elementary
5
5
Sparrow Elementary
4
5
Warbler Elementary
5
5

Response Rate
80%
40%
60%
100%
80%
100%
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Interviews
Stake (1995) asserted “much of what we cannot observe for ourselves has been or
is being observed by others” (p. 64). It is the intention of case studies to acquire the
narratives and perspectives of these ‘others’, or in other words, the members of a
particular case (Stake, 1995). Through interviews and the sharing of narratives, multiple
interpretations of similar incidents become apparent.
Each interview began with the same two questions as encouraged by Moustakas
(1994): ‘What have you experienced in terms of Environmental Education integration at
your school?’ and ‘What contexts or situations have typically influenced or affected your
experience of Environmental Education integration at your school?’. Moustakas (1994)
believed that these two initial questions “lead to a textural description and a structural
description of the experiences, and ultimately provide an understanding of the common
experiences of the participants” (Creswell, 2007, p. 61). Another question included
within the initial interview, ‘Tell me about your definition of Environmental Education’,
allowed me to determine the variance between the participant’s definition, my own and
the one I used for this study as described by North American Association for
Environmental Education (NAAEE). A formal definition of environmental education was
not provided to participants intentionally to allow for educators to define the term
themselves. All other ensuing questions were determined based upon participant
responses to the initial questions. (See Appendix A and Appendix H).
Participant Profile
Listed below in Tables 3 through 8 are the demographics of the participants
according to the school in which they were currently employed. The first column lists the
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pseudonym provided to the participant. The second column shows the approximate age of
the participant. The third column describes the participant’s position with Primary
Teacher defining Kindergarten through 2nd grade and Intermediate Teacher representing
3rd grade through 5th grade. The fourth column presents the number of years the
participant has been involved with education, not necessarily employed within the Twin
Lakes Area School District. The fifth column reveals how many years the participant has
been involved with EE. With the program starting in 2005 at Blue Jay Elementary
School, nine years of involvement was the most a participant could receive in this
column. The sixth column details the participant’s leadership capacity at the building
level. The final column presents how the participant has contributed to the EE program at
the district level.

Age

45+

Intermediate
Teacher

Alli

60+

Primary
Teacher

Anna

55+

Alex

60+

Abby

Physical
Education
Teacher
Principal

Years in EE
Leadership
Role

Name

Current
Position

Years in
Education

Table 3 - Participant Demographic and EE Leadership Data from Blue Jay
Elementary
EE Leadership
at Building
Level

9

Junior Naturalist
Advisor and
Green Team
Member

40+

9

Green Team
Member and
Chair

35+

9

40+

9

25+

Green Team
Member and
Chair
Principal

EE Involvement and
Leadership at District
Level
Writer: EE Curriculum,
EcoTime, Calendar in the
Classroom; Committee:
Science, EcoSTARS
Advisory, ESTEM;
EcoSTARS Host Teacher,
EcoCamp Facilitator
Writer: EE Curriculum,
EcoTime, Calendar in the
Classroom; Science
Committee, EcoSTARS
Host Teacher, EcoCamp
Facilitator
EE Curriculum Writer, Phy
Ed Committee
NA
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Age

Years in EE
Leadership
Role

Name

Current
Position

Years in
Education

Table 4 - Participant Demographic and EE Leadership Data from Cardinal
Elementary

Bree

30+

Intermediate
Teacher

10+

8

Brad

35+

Principal

15+

5

EE Leadership
at Building
Level

EE Involvement and
Leadership at District
Level

Green Team
Member and
Chair and Junior
Naturalist
Advisor
Principal

Writer: EE Curriculum,
Calendar in the Classroom;
Science Committee,
EcoSTARS Host Teacher,
EcoCamp Facilitator
ESTEM Committee

Age

Years in EE
Leadership
Role

Name

Current
Position

Years in
Education

Table 5 - Participant Demographic and EE Leadership Data from Finch
Elementary

Cora

55+

Intermediate
Teacher

15+

8

Cloe

30+

Primary
Teacher

10+

8

Cade

35+

Principal

15+

5

EE Leadership
at Building
Level

EE Involvement and
Leadership at District
Level

Green Team
Member and
Junior Naturalist
Advisor

Writer: EE Curriculum,
EcoTime, Calendar in the
Classroom; Science
Committee, Former District
Naturalist

Green Team
Member and
Chair
Principal

Science Committee
NA
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Age

EE Leadership
at Building
Level

8

Green Team
Member and
Junior Naturalist
Advisor

20+

8

Green Team
Member and
Junior Naturalist
Advisor

Primary
Teacher

10+

8

Green Team
Member and
Chair

30+

Primary
Teacher

10+

7

Green Team
Member

35+

Principal

15+

4

NA

30+

Intermediate
Teacher

Dana

40+

Intermediate
Teacher

Dawn

50+

Dena

Dyan

Demi

Years in EE
Leadership
Role

Name

Current
Position

Years in
Education

Table 6 - Participant Demographic and EE Leadership Data from Oriole
Elementary

10+

EE Involvement and
Leadership at District
Level
Writer: EE Curriculum,
EcoTime, Calendar in the
Classroom; Mathematics
Committee, EcoSTARS
Host Teacher, EcoCamp
Facilitator
Writer: EE Curriculum,
Calendar in the Classroom;
Science Committee,
EcoSTARS Host Teacher,
EcoCamp Facilitator
Writer: EE Curriculum,
EcoTime, Calendar in the
Classroom; Committees:
Science, EcoSTARS
Advisory Council, ESTEM;
EcoSTARS Host Teacher,
EcoCamp Leader and
Facilitator
Writer: EE Curriculum,
EcoTime, Calendar in the
Classroom; Mathematics
Committee, EcoSTARS
Host Teacher, EcoCamp
Leader and Facilitator
NA
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Age

Years in EE
Leadership
Role

Name

Current
Position

Years in
Education

Table 7 - Participant Demographic and EE Leadership Data from Sparrow
Elementary
EE Leadership
at Building
Level

Edie

30+

Intermediate
Teacher

10+

8

Green Team
Member and
Chair and Junior
Naturalist
Advisor

Ella

50+

Intermediate
Teacher

10+

8

Green Team
Member

Elsa

55+

Intermediate
Teacher

10+

0

Erin

45+

Principal

25+

8

Active pursuant
to EE related
courses for
professional
development
Principal

EE Involvement and
Leadership at District
Level
Writer: EE Curriculum
Writer, EcoTime, Calendar
in the Classroom;
Committees: Science,
ESTEM; EcoSTARS Host
Teacher, EcoCamp Leader
and Facilitator
Writer: EE Curriculum,
EcoTime; Mathematics
Committee; EcoSTARS
Host Teacher

NA

NA

Years in EE
Leadership
Role

Years in
Education

Table 8 - Participant Demographic and EE Leadership Data from Warbler
Elementary
EE Leadership
at Building
Level

Age

Current
Position

Lexi

30+

Intermediate
Teacher

10+

8

Lily

30+

Primary
Teacher

10+

8

Luke

30+

Intermediate
Teacher

10+

8

Lynn

50+

Intermediate
Teacher

30+

8

Green Team
Member

Lucy

60+

Principal

40+

8

Principal

Name

Green Team
Member and
Junior Naturalist
Advisor
Green Team
Member and
Junior Naturalist
Advisor
Green Team
Member and
Chair

EE Involvement and
Leadership at District
Level
Writer: EE Curriculum,
Calendar in the Classroom;
Science Committee
Writer: EE Curriculum,
Calendar in the Classroom;
Science Committee
ESTEM Committee
Science Committee, Nature
Center Residency Program
Chair
NA
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Data Collection
All interviews were held at locations as determined by the participant and ranged
in time from 25 minutes to 64 minutes. Locations ranged from coffee shops to rooms
within their schools to participants’ homes where their children were napping. At the
beginning of every conversation, the Participant Consent Form (Appendix D) was
reviewed and signed by both the participant and myself. A copy was provided to the
participant. Interviews were digitally recorded using my iPad and the Audio Memo App.
After recording each interview, the audio was saved into a password secured Dropbox
folder as well as on a password secured external hard drive. After the audio was saved in
these two locations, it was deleted from the App’s memory. Within 24 hours of a
participant’s interview, I reviewed the audio two times making notes of observer
comments and clarifying questions.
Interviews were transcribed by a professional transcriber who signed the
confidentiality agreement (Appendix J). Interviews were shared digitally via a password
protected Dropbox folder. Upon completion, she shared the completed transcriptions with
me via a second password protected Dropbox folder. After receiving the completed
transcripts, I reviewed the audio and the transcripts twice making corrections, checking
my observer notes and clarifying questions and writing additional questions as needed.
When completed, I sent the completed un-coded transcript to the participant for review.
Along with this member check, I also included clarifying questions I had for particular
lines within the transcript or additional questions that came out in subsequent interviews
with other participants. Of the 23 participants asked to complete a member check, 17
participants responded with only one participant of the 17 asking for certain statements to
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be deleted from the transcript. Upon completion of the member check, the transcripts
were reviewed again, pseudonyms were assigned and coding began.
All interviews took place within six weeks towards the end of and after the 20132014 school year. Data and records will be kept for three years after the defense of this
dissertation study. Print records will be shredded and non-print records will be scrubbed
from my computer at that time.
Data Analysis
After reviewing the audio of interviews at least twice prior to transcribing,
reviewing the audio and transcripts at least twice, and collecting additional data via
emails focused on clarifications from interviews as well as member checks, I was ready
to begin the coding process of data analysis. Creswell (2007) recommended data analysis
for qualitative data collection to adhere to a “process of moving in analytic circles rather
than using a fixed linear approach” (p. 150). By following Creswell’s (2007) guidelines, I
was able to review the data multiple times with a different lens each time. The first
analytic circle occurred as I reviewed the audio for each participant at least twice to make
observer comment notes and clarifying questions. At the same time, while not officially
noting emerging themes and codes, patterns were noticed and potential themes started to
become evident. Upon completion of the transcripts, a second analytic circle occurred as
the data for each participant were reviewed again at least twice to ensure accuracy of the
audio to transcriptions and check one more time for clarifying questions. A third analytic
circle occurred as participants completed member checks and responded to clarifying
questions. More data for some participants became available allowing his/her original
data to be more concise. A fourth review of the data occurred as I read each transcript and
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began making margin notes to assign codes as they emerged. Creswell (2007) defines
emerging codes as those derived from the data being reviewed. A fifth review of the data
occurred as I reviewed the margin notes on each transcript making notes of the emerged
codes and categorizing into themes. The next analytic circle occurred as I reviewed a
clean print of each transcript marking stories, phrases, and insights as falling within
particular themes.
At this point, I had just over 650 pages of data. While it might have seemed easy
to conduct a computer ‘cut and paste’, I instead chose to actually cut out the particular
stories, phrases, and insights that aligned with each theme and place them in a
correspondingly labeled envelope. By doing this, I was able to review the data through a
different lens. I now had similar data chunks grouped together as themes as well as data
that had not yet been classified into any particular code. By taking away the most
redundant data, such as the connection to the environment and lack of time, I was able to
discover additional codes that at first had not appeared, such as teaching outdoors and
equipment, and create the theme of culture.
Finally, as I prepared to present the data, I realized I had three distinct groups of
themes: findings that hinder the implementation of EE, findings that facilitate the
implementation of EE, and findings that defined the culture of a school with an EE
program. The data in this study are presented as narratives grouped according to themes.
While several participants highlighted several similar stories and perceptions, I chose to
share the quotes that provided the strongest insights into particular themes as my research
question charged me with the task of discovering characteristics and conditions that
contribute to a successful environmental education program.
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As I analyzed data, I was cautious of my own biases, personal background and
knowledge that I brought into this study. As the person who initiated and implemented
the EE program within the schools, I might have thought I knew answers to questions and
would have missed the opportunity to see answers and perspectives that I had not
previously considered. As a result, I realized I needed to put preconceived notions aside
and be willing to take in all information for analysis. I did this by treating each individual
interview as an inquiry-based conversation attempting to learn as much as possible about
this particular school’s EE program and the particular participant’s involvement with the
EE program. An example of such an incident came after my very first interview with
Anna. In reviewing the audio of the interview to complete my observer comments, I
realized how many times I finished sentences for her as she trailed off in her comments or
did not persist in continued questioning when she made reference to a particular aspect of
the program. It was after this initial interview that I realized if I wanted to get the
information I needed from the participants, I needed to place myself in an outsider role,
not as one who had been a part of the program.
In addition, each of the participants I interviewed I have had a professional
working relationship with as well as, a personal relationship with many. Consequently,
several of their answers contained underlying assumptions that I would know what was
referenced or implied. Several examples of this arose during my interview with Bree.
After asking a question on how she brings the environment into her personal life, her
simple answer contained the phrase “you know” six times causing me to ask many follow
up questions ensuring I did indeed know what she meant. In several cases, I had to review
interview transcripts and make observations with unprejudiced views resulting in several
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clarification questions to the participants. I realize that these biases could create a blind
spot in the data analysis and emersion of themes and conclusions. I feel however, that
because of the awareness of my hesitations and by defining my biases, I was able to
persevere and maintain the integrity of this study.
Initially, it was my intent to examine each elementary school as its own case
study to show differences and discrepancies within the programs of each school;
however, upon final analysis of the data I came to the conclusion that it was not
necessary to differentiate each school as a separate case as no large disparities emerged.
Additionally, I originally created this study to be a mixed methods study with both
qualitative interviews and quantitative surveys. I chose not to include the information
provided via the quantitative survey as the response rate average for the six elementary
schools was just 16.8% with only 41 of a possible 244 licensed staff responding. A
second reason I chose not to include this information in this study is that the information
acquired via the surveys shared no new insights to what was provided via the
interviewees. Finally, in reviewing Creswell’s (2014) notions on qualitative research and
his emphasis on the difference between deductive and inductive reasoning and their
assertion of theories, I came to realize that I could not deductively impose theories upon
the data and final evaluation of this study as is common within a quantitative study. In
this study, the data were the end point from which themes and theories were built upon in
an inductive approach.
Validity
Procedures for validating this study and the findings were taken in multiple
measures throughout this research. Creswell (2014) believed validity to be “one of the
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strengths of qualitative research” (p. 201). The validity strategies employed in this
research include: member checks, triangulation, rich and thick descriptions, and
clarification of bias.
To ensure accuracy, after each interview had been transcribed, participants
conducted a member check as they received a non-coded transcript of the interview.
Participants were asked if there was anything else that should or could be added to the
transcript as well as if there was anything they preferred not to be used within the final
data analysis. Follow up communication occurred as needed.
Triangulation of data collection helped to ensure the validity of the study.
Maxwell (2005) encouraged a “diverse range of individuals and settings” for
triangulation (p. 112). Within this study, although the participants all held leadership
roles within their school’s environmental education program, the years of experience as
educators ranged from 10 to 42 and the age of participants ranged from 30 to 64. In
addition, participants represented six different elementary schools within the Twin Lakes
Area School District. Triangulation is imperative as it “reduces the risk that your
conclusions will reflect only the systematic biases or limitations of a specific source or
method, and allows you to gain a broader and more secure understanding of the issues”
being investigated (Maxwell, 2005, p. 94). Stake (1995) wrote, “the protocols of
triangulation have come to be the search for additional interpretations more than the
confirmation of a single meaning” (p. 115). This became true in this study as several
interpretations of single instances or activities were described and interpreted differently
depending upon the participant’s position or the school in which the participant was
employed. Triangulation was essential in this study as I was “regularly sent back to the
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drawing board” to understand the conditions and characteristics of each elementary
school to determine what characteristics and conditions contribute to a successful EE
program and just how EE integration can occur within an educational system (Stake,
1995, p. 114).
Rich, thick descriptions utilizing the narratives of the participants were used to
convey the findings. To add to these descriptions, many perspectives from multiple
perspectives were provided about particular themes. Creswell (2014) stated that through
this method, “the results become more realistic and richer” (p. 202).
Later in this chapter I share my biases and disclose the researcher’s position
within this study. “This self-reflection creates an open and honest narrative that will
resonate well with readers” (Creswell, 2014, p. 202). As a person who was an integral
part of creating the EE program within the Twin Lakes Area Schools, it is imperative for
readers to understand the potential lens that could inadvertently be used to analyze data.
As expected, generalizations were recognized within the study. I recognize that
the generalizations made were more than likely correlations and not causal due to the
large number of variables that will not be addressed. I also acknowledge that the
generalizations made were founded in probability as this study will not be an exhaustive
one, rather a sampling.
Ethics and Confidentiality
All interviews were conducted with adults who agreed to the study and read,
understood, and agreed to the detailed information laid out in the Participant Consent
Form (See Appendix D). Each individual participating, as well as each school studied,
was assigned a pseudonym to protect identity. At no time were data shared with other
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participants or with administration until it was presented in the dissertation or smaller
reports where pseudonyms were applied. All data were kept confidential with notes and
transcripts filed on an unmarked external, password protected hard drive stored in a
locked file cabinet in my home as well as in a password protected Dropbox folder. There
is no other person who had consistent access to any of these spaces. Data and records will
be kept for three years after the defense of my dissertation. Upon destruction of
information, print records will be shredded and non-print records will be scrubbed from
my computer. At this time and into the foreseeable future, there are no known risks
and/or discomforts expected through participation in this study.
Limitations of the Study
This study was limited in that it is obviously neither a reflection of all schools in
this particular state nor in the nation. For this reason, this particular study will be simple
to replicate in other parts of the United States. It is important to also recognize that this
study will not seek causal relationships, but rather to pursue correlations of conditions
and characteristics that relate to the integration of EE in an educational system.
Limited also in that there are no formal metrics for evaluation of an
environmental education program, the schools and this district were chosen due to my
familiarity of their EE programs and the relative success of integration compared to
similar schools in the same geographic region. How the Twin Lakes Area Schools and
the elementary schools within the district have implemented and operated their EE
program might not be the best approach or the approach that previous researchers would
recommend; however, it was the approach that worked best for the participants and
demographics at the time of creation and implementation. In addition, the program was
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recognized by the United States Department of Education’s Green Ribbon School
Program, perhaps a type of metrics for EE programs, as being excellent and worthy of
examination as a role model for implementation.
This study was also limited in that I knew the participants. My familiarity of the
participants provides limitations to the study in that I might be viewed as a past
supervisor to some or perhaps an expert in the field by others. They might feel their
answers should reflect what they think I want to hear, not necessarily the lived truth. In
order to compensate for this limitation, I asked participants to speak openly and honestly
without fear of repercussion as there were no repercussions to be had.
Disclosing the Researcher’s Position
As the researcher of this study, it is important to acknowledge my previous job
and role within the Twin Lakes Area School District as both teacher and environmental
education coordinator. In addition, I have a personal connection as a friend with many of
the participants having travelled and spent much time together. As a result, my
relationship with the participants, whether professional or personal, could have
influenced the data provided via interviews. Although I personally worked hard to
approach the interviews and data analysis as an unbiased researcher, there were occasions
when participants were challenged in seeing me as a researcher of this study and not as
their friend or former environmental education coordinator. This occurred during my
interview with Lexi when she included in an answer, “obviously, you know a lot more
about this topic than I do” and with Ella when referencing environmental experiences she
included, “look at me, I’ve got you, so compared to you, I’m just a baby you know!”. In
addition, several participants including Ella, Luke and Lily said they “missed me” during
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the wrap up of our interview. When these occurrences happened, I would acknowledge
with a smile and redirect the conversation with a direct question or a clarifying remark to
ensure I had understood the participant’s intents.
Summary
The aim of this study was to determine what conditions and characteristics
contributed to a successful environmental education program, as a result, a qualitative
study method was chosen. The research question combined with the site in which the
question would be investigated led to a case study methodology. While initially other
intentions were planned for the research including a comparison of individual cases and
including a quantitative survey, once the data were analyzed utilizing Creswell’s (2007)
process of analytic circles, it because apparent this study did not adhere to either of those
methodologies.
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Chapter Five: History of Twin Lakes Area School District’s Environmental
Education Program
In order to best understand the research presented in this study, one must envision
the whole picture and know the journey Twin Lakes School District has been on in its
efforts to incorporate environmental education into the students’ daily learnings and
tasks. The information presented within this chapter is based upon my own recollections,
consultations of records and documents, and evidence obtained while conducting
interviews. This historical sketch spans nine years, starting in 2005 and ending in 2014
the year this study was completed.
Environmental education (EE) started within the Twin Lakes School District in
the spring of 2005 when a not-for-profit organization approached the then superintendent
offering $150,000 each year for five years to begin and implement an EE program. The
parameters for the implementation were not defined, just that a viable curriculum be the
end product after year one, the school year of 2005–2006. An assigned committee of
administration decided the best route for implementation would be to hire an
environmental education coordinator and a naturalist to oversee the program. Both
positions would be Teacher On Special Assignment (TOSA) positions, meaning a current
state teacher license would be required. It was also decided at that time that both staff
would be housed at one elementary school, Blue Jay Elementary, as the staff there had
already delved into EE thanks in part to the dedicated 44 acres behind the school for
outdoor education opportunities.
In the first year of the program’s existence, I held the naturalist position. It was
my job to create and deliver EE-focused lessons to 700-plus students at Blue Jay
Elementary. After many starts and stops in the methodology of how to best approach this
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task, I turned to the state education standards, the GreenPrint, the state’s Environmental
Literacy Scope and Sequence,15 and North America’s Association for Environmental
Education’s (NAAEE) Excellence in Environmental Education: Guidelines for Learning
(K-12) as my framework for deciding which topics should be taught at each grade level.
From there I created a scope and sequence of topics and lessons to ensure students would
have the building blocks necessary for a foundation of knowledge and experience in EEfocused topics as they matriculated into the upper grades and more challenging standards.
The Blue Jay Elementary principal, the district’s curriculum director, the
program’s environmental education coordinator, and I comprised the decision-making
committee for the district’s environmental education program. The teachers within Blue
Jay were also stakeholders in the decision-making process as any decision made
ultimately affected them. With the reality that additional lessons focused on EE would
mean less time for the classroom teacher to accomplish their very full agenda of
standards-focused lessons, we had to rethink how to embed EE into the school. We were
given permission to adjust the media specialist’s schedule so that she and I would rotate
students every other week. For example in the first week, she would have students in the
morning and I would have students in the afternoon, while in the second week, she would
have students in the afternoon and I would take the morning. In the off times that we did
not have scheduled classes, both the media specialist and I would be available to assist
classroom teachers on lessons focused in our areas, allowing for true integration of both
media services and environmental education into core content. While this schedule
allowed for all students to experience EE-focused lessons and get them outdoors for
15
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learning opportunities, it did not engage the classroom teachers as I was a “prep
provider,” meaning the classroom teachers were using the time I was leading programs to
prepare for other aspects of the day in which they facilitated and were not with their
students during the assigned EE instructional time. Environmental education had become
a silo and there was no apparent connection on how it could be taught through the lens of
language arts or social studies, etc. While a handful of teachers invited me into their
classrooms to team teach and integrate EE into core content, it was not every teacher
within the building, nor was it representative of each grade level. There was not really
any buy-in as to the importance of embedding EE into the school day from the teachers;
consequentially, students experienced EE as a separate part of their day taught by a
different teacher.
In addition to the experiential lessons students received from my instruction, as a
school, we also designed and implemented an all-school environmentally focused
festival. During this one-day festival, all students and staff were outdoors for the full day.
Within each grade level, students rotated between the classroom teachers of that grade
level to receive a different EE-focused lesson of a similar topic as it related to the state
science education standards. Teachers taught the same lesson throughout the day to the
different classrooms within their grade level. Students also received a special lesson
aligned with the same topic for that particular grade level from a local park organization
with educated and trained naturalists. This special lesson was a part of their rotation
schedule. In addition, specialists, such as music and physical education teachers, also
delivered EE-focused lessons that complemented their special area of instruction. Local
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newspaper and media covered the event. The day appeared to be a success with staff
agreeing to do the event in the subsequent school year.
Beyond the instructional piece, it was our goal to create a school-wide culture of
environmental education. One simple way to achieve this was the implementation of a
school-wide recycling program. To accomplish this, we trained students to collect the
paper, aluminum, and glass biweekly. These students became known as junior naturalists.
We had meetings with these kids once a month and conducted more in-depth
environmentally focused activities with them with the goal of creating environmental
stewards with these students to help communicate and demonstrate to their classmates
and teachers the importance of sustainability and environmental stewardship.
In the spring of 2006, we realized the path we had created for EE was not
sustainable. It was not economically feasible for each building within the school district
to have a designated naturalist and our goal of integration within core content was not
really happening. We needed to do something that put the responsibility of EE lesson
instruction into the hands of the classroom teachers. A plan was devised where two to
three teachers from each grade level from Blue Jay Elementary School, along with me,
painstakingly went through every one of their teacher manuals page-by-page looking at
the content through the lens of environmental education. If we felt that a lesson could be
replaced or tweaked with a more EE-focused lesson, then we flagged that lesson with a
green sticky note. When we finished that process, we went back to the first page of the
teacher manual and wrote or tweaked existing environmentally focused lessons with the
same objectives and goals of the lesson of which we were replacing. Thus began the
deductive thinking essential for teachers to easily refocus lessons on EE rather than what
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is printed by the publisher. These lessons became known as replacement lessons and
became a part of the Green Binder Lessons. It was the start of a mind shift from
curriculum as THE directive of instruction to curriculum as a tool for instruction.
Within a year, elementary teachers across the district had copies of the Green
Binder and received grade-specific training on each of the lessons within the binder.
Their teacher manuals were also flagged with green sticky notes reminding them that an
EE-focused replacement lesson was waiting for them in their Green Binders. Staff had
immediate buy-in and the proverbial hook had been set as staff saw how easy this could
be. Time had been provided to delve into the lessons, they were not perceived as extras,
rather as replacements, and actual practicing classroom teachers had written the lessons.
Entering into the second year of the program, the original environmental
coordinator decided he would retire the year after and wanted to spend his last year in the
classroom with students. I moved into the environmental coordinator position and we
hired an outside-the-district educator as the naturalist who came with numerous
experiences and foundational knowledge in EE. In addition, the program grew from one
elementary school to five elementary schools. Oriole Elementary was just opening, and I
moved offices to this building since the staff were being recruited and the building and
grounds were being developed specifically with EE in mind. The district naturalist was
housed in Blue Jay Elementary.
In the 2006–2007 school year, I worked with five primary goals to accomplish.
The first goal was to establish an EE committee, or Green Team, at each site. Blue Jay
Elementary had a strong committee established and it resulted in many initiatives moving
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forward at a much faster pace than if the committee had not existed. This reality only
strengthened the necessity of staff buy-in in order to have success.
The second goal was to launch a junior naturalist program at each school. This
required recruiting and training staff advisors. During the first year of this program at
Blue Jay Elementary, I was the advisor. With my background as a camp director and my
first degree being in animal ecology and environmental science, creating lessons was not
an issue for me as I usually planned and implemented as I found a need or request from
the students. Recruiting staff to do this was a bit more of a challenge than I had expected.
What I heard was fear of the unknown and fear of looking foolish in front of the students.
As a result, I created a booklet for them to use with the students.
The third goal for this first year of implementation in five elementary schools was
to start a solid recycling program. This required a lot of teaching and reteaching. My
initial focus was on the students; they were the ones who held the teachers accountable,
so I created introductory lessons for the teachers to teach the students and taught the
junior naturalists the proper protocols as well. The junior naturalist students were also
trained as the official recyclers who worked with custodial staff to collect recycling.
When they found items that were not in the proper containers, they were taught to
politely ask the classroom teacher if they could share the mistake and show students and
the teacher the proper container the item was supposed to be in.
The fourth goal was to create and educate staff members about the potential
classroom spaces outside of their four walls. I worked collaboratively with each site’s EE
committee, administration, custodians, district grounds staff, the perspective city’s staff,
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and the local watershed district to properly develop trails and learning areas free of toxic
plants or other unsafe conditions.
The fifth, and final, goal was to help teachers gain confidence and competence
with the replacement lessons and with taking students outdoors. Being the heftiest task,
this would be a work in progress for years to come. We were able to accomplish this goal
through several avenues. One came through a partnership with a local university and its
education department. During my first year as a naturalist, I participated in a grantfunded cohort group through this local university focused on GLOBE (Global Learning
through Observation to benefit the Environment). Blue Jay Elementary had been utilizing
GLOBE for a few years and the principal encouraged me to seek training. I fortunately
came across this cohort that met monthly. These frequent meetings allowed me to be
trained in protocols, return to school to test them out with students, and then attend the
next meeting with feedback and questions to then continue the circuit with a new
protocol. During the last meeting of this cohort, the professor facilitator asked how he
might be able to help in the future. Knowing I was transitioning into the coordinator
position, I asked if there were a way to partner with the university and have the preservice education students instruct GLOBE-focused lessons within the elementary
classrooms across the district. The EcoSTARS (Students, Teachers, and Real Science)
program was born. For the past nine years, pre-service students from this local university
have come into the elementary classrooms in Twin Lakes Area Schools to model and
teach lessons focused on GLOBE, which ultimately are lessons focused on EE. These
pre-service teachers provided modeling and leadership on how easy teaching EE could
be. My staff gained confidence and experience.
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A second approach we pursued to ensure staff gained confidence and competence
in EE was modeling integrated EE lessons for staff. The district naturalist primarily
completed this task. Staff would seek her out for assistance in modeling, team teaching,
or observing a lesson they needed assistance with. Over the five years of her time as a
naturalist, she met with individual teachers as well as grade level teams to model lessons
and showcase ways in which integration of EE could blend into the core content.
A third approach was to provide a multitude of professional development
offerings to staff. These occurred before and after school as well as on weekends and into
the summer months. There were specific trainings for a grade level’s replacement lessons
as well as overall EE content. I recruited staff members whom I found to have a sense of
ease with integrating EE to assist with the instruction. During the 2006–2007 school year,
we provided eight official professional development workshops and during the summer
of 2007 hosted our own summer institute at Oriole Elementary where approximately 29
Twin Lakes Area School District elementary teachers attended. They were not provided
with a stipend; rather they chose to attend to have a better grasp of the replacement
lessons and learn more about EE content and context.
During the 2006–2007 school year, the then superintendent charged me with the
task of creating an action plan focused on EE for the district’s strategic plan. A group
comprised of school board members, administration, teachers, and parents created steps
and an action plan that was a game changer for the district. By having this plan in place
with steps on how to accomplish the plan, the district’s focus turned to EE. It became
embedded into everything.
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Over the next several school years, the program grew to include the two middle
schools and eventually the high school. Professional development time throughout the
school year was dedicated to the integration of EE. Staff could also choose to attend
before- or after-school workshops or workshop series focused on EE. The summer
institute only continued into the 2008 summer, as we were able to host the statewide EE
association conference at Oriole Elementary during the summer of 2009. Twin Lakes
district employees were able to attend at no cost. The more people attended professional
development opportunities, the more they found the implementation of EE to be easier.
During the 2009–2010 school year, three big cultural changes occurred beyond
the classroom. We started a contract with a local hog farm to take our organic waste, and
the school board agreed upon a waste reduction policy, as well as a new purchasing
policy that required consideration of reusable or recyclable products before other
products. Environmental education had moved from only a classroom teacher’s initiative
to one where all primary administrators and all other employees within this educational
system would be held accountable. In addition, the Twin Lakes Area Schools’ most
recent mission statement and strategic road map was written and board approved in 2009.
At that time, environmental education was added to several elements within the mission
statement and strategic roadmap. I had asked to be a part of the strategic plan
development to ensure that EE was included and was pleasantly surprised when others
from the 40-plus-member committee made up of staff and community members initiated
the EE conversation. Thanks in part to this committee’s dedication to the school district
and recognition of EE being an established part of the school district; EE became
intertwined into many aspects of the district’s mission and strategic plan. Twin Lake’s
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mission statement reads, “Our mission is to educate all learners to reach their full
potential as contributing and productive members of an ever-changing community. We
are innovative, environmentally focused and wise stewards of our resources.”16
Environmental education was added specifically to the description as of one of the six
core values, “Wise Stewardship,” with the description as “developing and effectively
using our knowledge, human, financial, physical and environmental resources”17 with the
other core values being Partnership, Innovation, Respect, Accountability, and Strive for
Excellence. Environmental education is also present within the district’s vision as stated:
“Sustainable environmental focus recognized at the state and national levels,” as well as
the district’s strategic direction: “expand and embed environmental focus across the
district.”18
During the 2011–2012 school year, the district entered a partnership with a local
tribal nation that took composting to an accelerated level. Almost two-thirds of all the
waste generated within the schools was now either being composted or recycled. In
addition, we were awarded through an application process a Green Corps member to help
oversee the conversion to full organics composting for the district.
In 2013, the Twin Lakes Area Schools was given the District Sustainability
Award as a U.S. Department of Education Green Ribbon School District. Initially
accepted and nominated by the state Department of Education, Twin Lakes Area School
District was one of the first districts in the nation to be recognized with this award. As an
Education Department Green Ribbon District, Twin Lakes was “nationally recognized as
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[one] of America’s most successful educational institutions in reducing their
environmental impact and costs; improving health and wellness; and providing effective
sustainability education” (Green Ribbon Schools FAQs, 2014). These three pillars and
their corresponding elements can be found in Appendix G. By receiving this award, the
Department of Education recognized Twin Lakes Area School District as one of the
“highest-performing . . . districts in the nation” and will utilize Twin Lakes to
“communicate best practices and highlight critical resources that any school can employ”
in terms of environmental and sustainability education (Green Ribbon Schools FAQs,
2014).
In addition to the school district being nominated and recognized, Oriole
Elementary School also received a nomination and notoriety as a Green Ribbon School
from the U.S. Department of Education Green Ribbon Program in 2013 with Blue Jay
Elementary receiving the same respect in 2014. Focused on the third pillar of the award,
providing effective sustainability education, Oriole and Blue Jay Elementary Schools
focused their application on their strive for excellence in “interdisciplinary learning about
the key relationships between dynamic environmental, energy and human systems,” as
well as for the “use of the environment and sustainability to develop STEM content
knowledge and thinking skills,” and finally for the “development of civic engagement
knowledge and skills and students’ application of such knowledge and skills to address
sustainability and environmental issues in their community” (Green Ribbon Schools
FAQs, 2014). As a result of these awards and recognitions, the U.S. Department of
Education Commissioner and a large delegation from the office toured the Twin Lakes
Area School District and Blue Jay and Oriole Elementary Schools in September 2014.
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Chapter Six: Findings that Hinder the Implementation of Environmental Education
The aim of this chapter is to provide a synopsis of part of the data gathered during
my investigation in answering the following primary research question of this study: In a
school district that mandates environmental education (EE), what system conditions and
characteristics contribute to successful EE integration? This chapter will focus on the
themes that include findings that participants viewed as roadblocks to the implementation
of a successful EE program within an educational system. These themes include (in order
of frequency mentioned and emphasis placed during data collection): lack of teacher
comfort, feeling of being overwhelmed, standards implementation and testing, lack of
support and lack of time. The following table (Table 9) summarizes the themes found in
this chapter along with the number of participants responding according to specific
theme.
Table 9 - Summary of Themes of Findings that Hinder the Implementation of
Environmental Education
Number of Participants
Percentage of Participants
Theme
Responding
Responding
Lack of Teacher Comfort
19 of 23
83%
Feeling of Being
18 of 23
78%
Overwhelmed
Standards Implementation
15 of 23
65%
and Testing
Lack of Support
13 of 23
57%
Lack of Time
11 of 23
48%

Lack of teacher comfort
When asked what they believe to be reasons why other teachers were not
integrating EE into their content area or even taking students outdoors, many interview
participants eluded to lack of teacher comfort. From the perspective of the participants,
teacher comfort signified not knowing particular EE-focused content, a fear of the
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unknown both in terms of student questions and elements in nature, and also classroom
management outside of four walls. In one sense, one does not want an educator with fears
to attempt EE instruction for concern those fears might be transferred to students. Anna
shared, “Some of them [teachers] don’t want to be outside; some of them don’t like bugs.
Well then, if you don’t like bugs, you’re going to convey that to the kids,” which
becomes the antithesis of EE instruction. But in the other regard, how will those fears
ever be overcome if not for EE instruction?
Perhaps the biggest implication regarding teacher comfort relates to
accountability. In the era of NCLB and Q comp (Quality Compensation), teachers feel
the hand of accountability always on their shoulder. Alex recognized this as he explained
how teachers just need to embrace the ease of EE integration: “You just have to let it
unfold and that’s uncomfortable in this day of accountability.”
Alex identified fear of the unknown and fear of teaching beyond four walls with
the acknowledgment that sometimes the best laid plans do not always work:
No matter what, if you’re doing it [teaching] inside or outside, it takes planning,
to go outside takes that additional [planning] and you’re not always guaranteed
that it’s going to work. . . . I can have a controlled experiment in my room; I know
it’s going to work every time.
Elsa confirmed Alex’s idea, saying, “I think that people are really intimidated to take a
group of kids outside or try something different or new or to use the tools that they
haven’t used. When asked why she thought this was the case, Elsa quickly responded,
“probably because they haven’t done it” showing that experience is necessary to aid in a
sense of comfort. Throughout interviews, it became clear that if teachers were hesitant to
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admit lack of knowledge to their students, they surely were not going to do this to their
peers—therefore, accentuating the gap of those who integrate EE and those who do not.
Lucy also supported Alex’s opinion acknowledging the challenge different
educators have with instructing science and blending science-focused topics into core
content areas. Lucy shared, “I think for some people the science part is almost scary
because . . . you really have to do your homework.” Continuing, Lucy explained, “Some
people are just not willing to put the time into it that it takes to feel comfortable teaching
it [science].” Anna complemented Lucy’s thought with a story:
I think if they [teachers] don’t know about it, you know, they’re not going to do it,
and, you know, the fourth grade teachers let me go do the fishing [field trip with
them]. . . . [Each time] I said, “Thanks for letting me do it” and they go, “Well,
you know what? If you didn’t do it, we wouldn’t do that anymore because you
know what you’re talking about; we have no idea what you’re talking about.”
Lucy did offer a glimmer of hope in that not all teachers have this mindset,
though. She believed the younger teachers entering the profession were more likely to try
EE, even if they didn’t know much about it:
I think my generation we were more like we needed to know it [the answer]. And
if you didn’t, it was a shortcoming of yours, where I think now people are kind of
more understanding of the fact that you’re not going to know how to do
everything—oh, we’re going to figure this out together.
Edie similarly identified comfort as content knowledge, “it’s a comfort level of
their content and being too afraid to say, I don’t know. …I say I don’t know a lot and …
other teachers can’t handle not knowing” in front of their students. Edie admitted
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frequently sharing with her students that “I don’t have to know it all” so that students can
engage their own critical thinking and problem-solving skills to determine the answer on
their own. Anna employed the same tactic and advice for teachers with the fear of not
having an answer. She said, “With the technology, you know, let’s look it up together,
let’s figure it out, let’s take a picture of this bird. I mean what greater thing . . . than to
search and see what it is.”
Brad alluded to a characteristic prevalent in teachers who easily make the
transition from book-provided curriculum to integrated EE lessons as he explained fear of
content:
I think science, or an interest or a background in science makes a big difference,
so just feeling more of a natural curiosity about those types of things and I say
that as someone who’s not a science person. Science baffled me. … And so you
know, there’s that skill and that comfort level and I do think there is some
divergent thinking still that needs to be done because you have to be able to look
beyond the written curriculum the way it is planned and you have to be able to see
either connections or just give yourself the license to do something outside of the
norm or status quo and so those teachers that are really, you know, creative. They
have no problem saying, wait a minute. . . . Those that can’t or I don’t really feel
good about that . . . I think they’re going to struggle a little bit.
In the next chapter, I will focus on the findings that facilitate EE integration. One
finding that has seemed to promote the EE integration includes teacher passion. In a
sense, lack of teacher comfort is the opposite of teacher passion. This became evident in
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several interviews. One such instance occurred during my conversation with Edie as she
detailed her ease of taking students outdoors when compared to others. She said,
I think it’s getting other people to want to go outside. It’s easy for me to take my
kids outside and so when they [other teachers] see me going out all the time, and .
. . I’m proud of that. But I think I’m more excited and proud of when other
teachers come and say, “Hey, what were you doing outside and can I do that too?”
Or, “I saw you took your kids snowshoeing; I’m really nervous [about that]. Can
you help me?” For sure!
Dena revealed a similar story from her building. The teachers who had the passion
for EE and could easily integrate became unknowing models for those educators with a
lack of comfort. She said,
I think there’s a least one teacher in every team [grade level] that’s very
comfortable with [going outside] and that forces the rest of their team to do
things. Like in [my grade level], we go on walks all together. And I know Dawn
really is pushing her [grade level] to do a lot of things outside . . . When you
watch the teacher next door do something, it’s like, “I could totally do that.”
In a state where the winter season can be half a calendar year, weather also plays
with teacher comfort. Lily shared,
A lot of teachers – their weather, has to be within a ten degree range and perfect
wind; I’m not as much like that. I’m okay if it’s sprinkling or cold, or whatever,
but definitely I do think weather [is a hindrance to EE integration]. I mean
especially in the winter, weather is a huge problem.
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Even those recognized as being EE leaders of their school can be waylaid by
weather. Dana, a self-proclaimed outdoor enthusiast, divulged, “I like to get outside, and
obviously in the middle of the winter . . . I would prefer to look out my window [to] give
me inspiration.”
Brad recognized another aspect of teacher comfort with EE concerning the sense
of organization. As previously mentioned strong EE integration takes time and planning.
If these two elements do not happen, EE integration becomes diluted, if it happens at all.
Brad considered:
I think the ones [teachers] that I would say struggle the most [with EE integration]
are those who are a little bit disorganized. And so they don’t plan ahead so good
and get the stuff ready, or get the activity or the idea right away. . . . They may be
willing to do the muddy stuff, but they didn’t think ahead, so it’s kind of a rare
combination.
It is unfortunate in that integrating EE is not as easy as opening a textbook of a purchased
curriculum. One must be willing to examine cross-curricular connections, take the time to
prepare equipment, preview the outdoor learning site, and hope the weather cooperates
for the experience. Perhaps as Brad suggested, it is those teachers with divergent thinking
who have the greatest success with EE integration.
In addition to lack of comfort, Bree eluded to another primary reason as to why
EE is not being as fully integrated as perhaps it could:
I think probably partly discomfort with the content or, I feel like right now, we’re
having a lot of direction from above . . . even beyond our site administrator as far
as the curriculum and how it’s supposed to be implemented, and it seems very
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isolated. Like you need to be following this, this math and timing, and everything
for being a writer, and this one for making meaning. . . . I just feel like there isn’t
a lot of thought as to how those things might intertwine and how they could have
. . . environmental ed pieces. . . . It’s really kind of rigid in carrying out the
curriculum.
Feeling of being overwhelmed
Participants cited numerous examples of feeling overwhelmed as educators. In
addition, these same participants relayed their conviction that this feeling hinders the
integration of EE. Lynn explicitly stated, “it’s all because we all are overwhelmed” as a
challenge to EE integration. This impression results in EE being shelved if it is not
something that is continuously brought to the forefront of the teachers’ attention.
Teachers’ reasons for being overwhelmed stretched from the stress of testing to new
district initiatives to feeling overburdened.
Almost in a pondering fashion, Demi shared some revealing considerations on the
topic:
In a sense . . . there’s more that’s been put on our plate, and so at one point in
time, in Twin Lakes, I feel like environmental ed was the top priority. Like that
was what all of our training was on, that’s what all of our . . . staff development
monies went toward and everything, and now there’s been so many other things
that have come that it’s been [hard].
Dana paralleled Demi’s thought, sharing the ramifications on staff members who might
not have EE as their passion or even have a strong grasp on the how-to of integrating EE
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into content areas. “You know, if they don’t have this [EE] in them . . . it may be a harder
thing for them to extend themselves,” she said. “I think it’s one thing they push away.”
Lily concurred, “I just think teachers are overwhelmed with other things. If they
don’t have that background, I think they’re intimidated by it [EE] and it’s just easy to not
worry about it. And it is easier to [say] I’m not going to do that.” I asked Lily if the
feeling would be different if these new district initiatives were married into what staff
members know about the pedagogy and practices of EE or whether these new initiatives
were perhaps an excuse people were looking for on why not to do EE. Her response was
insightful:
I just think that it’s [EE] just been like pushed down and sort of like hidden under
a blanket of all these other things. Like, I think in a perfect world, everybody,
every teacher, in my building probably thinks it’s [EE] a great idea, and is like pro
EE, but I just think . . . it’s sort of getting like smothered.
Her statement implies the reality that staff members are struggling to incorporate EE due
to the emphasis of other initiatives within the district. Dawn viewed it from a similar yet
different perspective, one that regarded leadership of the program. She cited the challenge
for EE integration being as such “because other initiatives are taking precedence. And
again, that comes to, we don’t have that dedicated person who’s keeping this at the
forefront.”
While perceived as those who can keep EE in the forefront, principals have their
own competing challenges and perceptions, one of which is the beliefs and feelings of the
staff and in this case the staff’s sensitivity to feeling overwhelmed with their perception
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of the numerous latest renditions of district initiatives. The principals readily recognized
this as a roadblock to enduring EE integration. Dyan divulged her acuities:
I should have chosen “Keep Calm and Carry On” [as my slogan] this year because
. . . teachers got new iPads, so just learning that technology and then how do you
use it [was a lot]. . . . Then it was our IQ, so our new data system, which is
awesome. We’ve been asking for it forever, so, I mean, all good things that we
wanted you know, and then looking at new ELA standards. So then it was all that
work to try to rule out and . . . now we’re switching to Infinite Campus, so a new
data management system. . . . And then our building took on PBIS [Positive
Behavioral Interventions and Supports]. . . . The hard part for me has been the
competing factors of what’s driven down by the district, what are those common
things that we want as a building and then trying to infuse some of those things
that I want to help push in to build culture. Or enhance culture.
Brad agreed that the focus of district professional development and
troubleshooting has been aimed toward technology integration. “It’s so hyper-focused on
this new technology tools and things that – iPads and Chromebooks.” Lucy clearly laid
out the connection between the feeling of being inundated and the district devotion to
technology. “I think people get limited mainly by time, honestly, and I think just
sometimes feeling overwhelmed with the number of initiatives that are going on and
we’ve had just a gazillion of them . . . so many technology-based initiatives,” she said.
Lynn revealed a potential resolution to the challenge, but in the same breath disclosed
that unless a mindset shift occurred, this prospective solution cannot be plausible:
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One of our initiatives is technology and I think technology and EE can go
together, depending on the way you’re taking it. But I’m just concerned that again
it’s focusing us in the classroom and so it’s those kinds of initiatives you keep
taking on, and the more initiatives you take on, new things you take on, you have
to give something up. And so you say, okay, what can I give up?
The Blue Jay Elementary School staff members have come up with what they
believe to be a solid solution to the hindrance of feeling overwhelmed to the progression
of EE integration with new purchased curriculum and ever-changing standards. The
Green Team at this site has contracted with a local nature center to have its naturalists
come to the Blue Jay school site three times a year for direct, experiential instruction
from the naturalists. Abby explained the approach:
Because people have had so many things thrown at them and given to them every
year, it seems like there’s four or five initiatives that the district is telling them [to
do]. So I think if you give them the option of doing it with the background of why
they should, and the knowledge of what they should do, then people want to do it
versus being told they have to. . . . With the naturalists coming in, it’s been really
good because it’s getting people out there now. So I’ve noticed that people are
doing more and more.
When asked if people were taking students outside more and/or embedding EE
more without the naturalists present, Abby said she thought so, but Anna had a different
take on the same situation:
. . . They are putting so much on the teacher’s plate and not giving us time to
develop anything new, to do any of those fun activities, to give you any time to
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stretch, instead of doing the same old-same old, and we’re just relying on the
naturalist to do it. Where we should be getting the knowledge from them, keeping
it, and then continuing on, so those could be the little extras and we can provide
that basic.
Standards implementation and testing
For 65% of the participants, when asked what a challenge might be to integrating
environmental education into the daily schedule was one simple word: testing. With a
school’s competency having been measured by test scores since the advent of NCLB and
now with a teacher’s competency being measured by test scores with the launch of Q
comp, educators feel the pressure of teaching to the test to garner higher results more now
than ever. Q comp stands for Quality Compensation where teachers receive financial
bonuses depending upon whether different goals are met. One of those goals is always
tied to student performance on state comprehensive assessments. Brad perhaps stated it
best: “We’re doing more tests so we know what they [students] are doing. We don’t have
an environmental ed number.” His statement implied perhaps the number one reason why
the participants who were interviewed believe environmental education can easily be
pushed aside: there are no metrics systems in place for quantifying a student’s or
teacher’s success based upon how they perform in environmental education.
Lynn concurred with testing as the primary roadblock for EE integration. “The
biggest roadblock is state testing, and meeting those standards, and I think the minute we
get focused on meeting those standards, it becomes book, paper, and pencil, and it makes
it harder to do that [EE integration],” she said. She further contended that a teacher’s
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freedom of delivery of instruction has been taken away due to the focus of testing and
high test scores:
I just think so many initiatives bog you down as an educator, and you’re trying to
figure out what’s important and then what becomes the biggest focus is the
standards. And so you go back to, okay, the standards, okay and again, they give
you a book and when we write out the standards, we don’t say, here’s the
standards, figure out how you fit it—these are the pages in the book that fit the
standard. . . . I think a lot of our freedom’s been taken away in public education
because somebody’s helping us to make sure we reach all the standards, and
we’re so overwhelmed that what we do is we follow because then I know for sure
I got to it and I really don’t have time with these seven other initiatives to focus
on creating my own stuff that will get me outside.
She cited the example that “we’ve created areas [designated outdoor learning areas] in
our urban school [for EE instruction], but we don’t get to use them the way we want
because standards, standards, standards.” Lynn described this phenomenon as making her
very sad. Toward the end of her interview, Lynn reflected back to her thoughts on testing
and the challenges of EE integration. “There’s some missing pieces that we’ve got to
figure out and . . . we got to figure out how we can do it to integrate and I don’t know,
state testing; I know that’s an important thing, but it’s got to be a balance,” she said.
As a principal, Brad similarly recognized the loss of freedom in a teacher’s day. “I
think there’s pressure on testing and accountability and those types of things that, when
you look at their [the teachers] day, they are so scripted,” he said. He continued by
adding, “and they [the district] want so much time for so many things and there’s some
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internal peer pressure to stay on pace, so again, that mental flexibility I think is a big one
[in terms of roadblocks for EE integration].”
Anna quickly and confidently answered the question regarding implementation
challenges with saying they were “test scores, test scores, test scores.” Not hiding her
disappointment with the system, she explained, “That’s where the district and where
education is going because they follow the money. The money follows the students in the
schools. . . . You’re working for the money of that kid.” She said that fact was a shame
and she wondered if the whole education system was benefiting from that or would fail
completely.
Another aspect of testing that came up in conversation was the preparation for the
testing. In elementary schools, educators need to take time to teach students how to take a
test. Lexi discussed her thoughts on this by describing it as a bombardment of test prep.
Cora concurred believing the two biggest challenges for integrating EE into her day is
testing and getting ready for tests.
Several participants believed the administration, both at the building level and
district level, had the power to change this emphasis if wanted. Abby asserted, “I don’t
know how we really can [continue] when the district isn’t helping with it either. All they
keep talking about is test scores, test scores, test scores.” Dena agreed as she believed she
and her colleagues at Oriole Elementary School were forced into a particular direction by
the district administration in deciding their Q comp goals. “We were forced into reading
goals this year. So like everything had to do with reading,” she said. With this forced
focus, teachers felt they could not deviate from the prescribed curriculum and direction
provided from the district reading coordinator, neither of which includes EE integration.
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Luke felt the same way at Warbler Elementary. “We’re a very reading-focused school
and data-focused school, so I think that that kind of overshadows the environmental
piece,” he said. He added later in his interview, “Test scores and, you know, interventions
now are so prolific that it takes up so much of focus. . . . There’s just so many more
things to fill the pot.”
Demi brought up the one positive, if it can be claimed as such, toward testing and
the integration of EE instruction. “I hate to say it this way, but in fifth grade . . . science is
really, really important to us because you have the [state] comprehensive assessments
[focused on science],” she said. Demi believed that because fifth grade had the test
accountability of the state comprehensive assessment for science, that it was easier to
validate time and energy spent upon EE integration and instruction.
Lack of support
Bree’s statement touched upon a topic many other participants also referenced
during their interviews as a roadblock to EE integration: a lack of support. Within this
focus, two subthemes emerged: lack of administrative support with a primary focus on
district administration as well as lack of an environmental education coordinator to assist
with tasks and facilitate the program. To clarify, the program started with an
environmental education coordinator position and had this role as the program facilitator
for the first seven years. This was my position for those seven years. The environmental
education coordinator role developed into a completely different role after I left the
position. The responsibility of environmental education became a low priority for the
woman who took my place, something that the assistant superintendent directed. The
assistant district superintendent’s new concerns for the position focused on data
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warehouse implementation, standards-based grade reporting, and many other district
initiatives unrelated to EE. Even the title for the new role changed from EE coordinator to
curriculum coordinator. Participants recognized this change as a deficit to the program.
Dawn shared, “I think that at the district level, the person supposed to be in charge of our
program doesn’t have the background or knowledge or actual care of the program.”
Lack of administrative support. Several participants mentioned a lack of
leadership district-wide for the EE program. Cora, who used to be the district naturalist
for the EE program, spoke strongly on the lack of district leadership for the
environmental education program. When asked what roadblocks she has encountered in
her current role as a classroom teacher to EE integration, Cora disclosed, while at the
same time laughing, “the big man.” She further clarified upon request that she meant the
administration. Cora revealed her biggest frustration to be that no upper-level
administrator had ever been to an EE-focused event at her school or for that matter any
school that she was aware of, with the exception for an opportunity for a media sound
bite by the superintendent. She continued, “I never hear anybody from up above talk
about it [EE], except for when they went to Washington D.C.” Later in the interview,
Cora maintained that “if the leadership in the district really believed in it [EE] and really
thought it was worthwhile, then I think it would be different.”
In a post-interview email, I asked Cora to clarify this thought further. She
responded with a correlation to the district’s latest initiative, Q comp (Quality
Compensation—a program by the state providing educators to earn additional
compensation should they reach goals tied to their students’ state achievement test
scores):
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There really isn’t too much administrative support. Now that we are getting
money for our testing goals, EE is going to be less and less important. Wouldn’t it
be great if we could have a team goal that said something to the effect of, “we
have learned that the effects of . . . has caused us to . . . and we have successfully
accomplished this environmental action”? But we aren’t tested on that, so it
doesn’t matter. Sigh.
Also at Finch Elementary School, Chloe commented a few times throughout her
interview on the struggles of implementing EE in that school. Finally when explicitly
asked what support system was in place or if there was any support, Chloe emphatically
answered no. Later in the interview, while discussing the environmental festival, Chloe
shared hesitantly this about the school principal’s backing of EE: “. . . He may not
understand it all, but he supports it” while at the same time shaking her head no. As the
EE committee chair of her building, the unsuspected leader of the EE program, Chloe
believed the principal at her building was not supportive of the program as he took
directed EE planning time away. When asked if there were any roadblocks for EE
implementation, Chloe quickly responded:
Time with your colleagues. You never have time to plan anything. Like there’s so
many initiatives you have to be a part of and you have your goals, you know. We
always have to have our meetings to work on our goals and our goals aren’t
always EE focused.
When asked to clarify what the meetings were for, she shared they followed the
Professional Learning Committee (PLC) format where the primary intention of the
meetings was to review student data and teacher pedagogy. Before the current principal
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came on staff, staff members were provided with time to do both PLC meetings and
grade level meetings where EE integration was discussed. Chloe believed that the current
structure of meetings takes away from any other planning. When asked what the EE
committee has done then to support staff with integration of EE, Chloe looked down and
quietly replied, “It’s getting harder, actually—because we’re having less and less time to
do it and we’re kind of trying to build it from within, and it’s hard, it’s really hard.”
Alli divulged frustrations at the lack of assistance in getting tasks, such as
scheduling naturalists and prairie burns, accomplished. “We have your list of contacts.
That’s the most recent thing that we’re going off of because there’s nobody at the district
office that has followed through, has even mentioned environment to us,” she said. Anna,
another teacher in the same building as Alli, shared her sentiments on the same topic:
“We do it, I think, without support; we just do it. And then it’s kudos to him [their
principal] so he looks good so he loves it [that we do this work].”
Abby agreed as she shared her thoughts on maintaining the 46 acres devoted to
nature studies in her school’s backyard:
Somehow I feel like we’re always by the skin of our teeth making it work. I just
wish it wasn’t by the skin of our teeth. You can’t do it without somebody on the
district, a full-time person, helping and caring, and that’s what they need. Even if
it was just ground maintenance. . . . They keep taking about that they’re
environmental—because if somebody were to help us with that, that would be so
much. Then we could focus more on how to get the kids outside instead of how to
maintain the areas we have.
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Luke articulated what many participants were trying to state in regards to the
district’s EE program. “You know, a revolution starts with one person. Of course that can
be a teacher, but it’s a lot easier if it’s pushed down from the top down,” he said. “I mean
. . . I shouldn’t say pushed, but supported from the top down.”
Dyan cryptically agreed with these notions, sharing the reality that the district
office purports the district as being a solidly environmentally focused one, yet
administrators’ actions devoted to support, time, development, and financials showed
otherwise:
I found that from the district piece, you have to do more at the building. . . . I feel
that there’s more push that we’re this, but then I feel like we’ve kind of stepped
back, and I mean, it’s probably purely financial I’m sure, because that piece rolled
in to something else and we, I mean, we have more money than we did before . . .
Lack of EE coordinator. As previously noted, when the EE program initially
began within the Twin Lakes School District, the district had a position that oversaw the
creation and implementation of the program. I held this position. When I first moved into
this role, I remember having a conversation with the then superintendent and curriculum
director regarding the direction the EE program should take. No other school districts in
the area had a similar program or even a similar position on staff. The directive I received
from our district leaders during this conversation was to “take it and run,” implying that I
had free reign to do what was necessary to create the best EE program possible. Alas, that
dictate was given under the assumption that the then superintendent would retire in Twin
Lakes School District and the EE coordinator role would be a lasting position on staff. As
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with anything in life, situations change and plans get altered. Such was the case in this
scenario.
In my conversation with Dawn, she posited on how EE had impacted her school
and in turn how her school and school district had impacted EE. She said, “I feel like we
were integral in putting EE on the map both locally and statewide and nationally. I mean,
we became a school that valued it [EE].” Asked to provide more details, she shared the
following:
It got on the map because of a variety of pieces of the puzzle . . . had the foresight
to hire our [EE] coordinator . . . and with that we had a teacher with sustainability
and science background who could be the charge. I think if we wouldn’t have had
that, we wouldn’t be where we are today. [She would be] available and look at
programs and pull the funding and just bring everything together in one very
coordinated way, and keep it on the forefront of people’s mind. Like I want to
work with [the district’s director of operations]. I don’t have the time. I’m
hopefully going to get an email sent today asking for the data I need. . . .
Hopefully he’ll respond or someone will respond. But if they don’t, I don’t have a
way to go, where before I could go to our EE coordinator and say, “I need this, I
want this,” and she would have it at her fingertips, and the best part is she would
already have the data. She would have realized it’s an important motivator to
know where you are so you can know which way to go.
Luke had similar sentiments at the end of his interview. When I asked if there was
anything else I should know about EE program that I had not asked, he quickly
responded, “We miss you. You did such an amazing job with our EE program. It was
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just, it was so smooth and the way you did it and ran it, it was so pressure-less and
everyone felt like they could do it.”
Dena said that the biggest challenge to implementing EE in her daily schedule
was the lack of an environmental coordinator. Dawn held a similar view when asked the
same question. She said, “Right now we’re really lacking in that leadership that the
district used to have.” Lily concurred as she reflected upon the role of EE coordinator. As
Lily shared frustrations on the lack of the coordinator position within the district, I asked
how exactly she defined this role and why it was so important. She described the EE
coordinator position as
someone you can go to for resources, to ask questions; someone who can like
actively provide education in staff development; someone who can bring other
people in and who can coordinate that; someone who can encourage the new
teachers. . . . I think it’s someone to constantly keep the fire burning.
Lily described the EE coordinator role as someone to tend the fire while Alli
described it as a cheerleader, a support system, and an advocate. Dena supported Alli’s
analogy to cheerleading as she revealed how she became an EE champion in her building:
If you wouldn’t have been there pushing us along . . . I probably still wouldn’t be
going outside and doing all that. There was someone telling me here, start with
this lesson. Do this one. And then once you realize, that was so easy and I was
able to do reading and math and writing all in one lesson outside, then it’s like,
oh, what else—you like crave that almost.
Dana, Demi, Lily, and Bree perceived the role as a support system. Dana showed
frustration as she shared, “We won all these green ribbons and then they [the district
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administration] just kind of dropped the support in the district when the coordinator left;
it [was] like, ‘You’re on your own guys!’” When asked who she went to for support for
EE integration, Demi replied, “So in the past, definitely you were the biggest support”
implying the EE Coordinator position. In response to the same question, Lily shared, “I
think that is the number one problem, because I used to go to you, because that was the
person to go to and we had a leader. And now . . . there is absolutely no leader . . . and it
is very frustrating.”
Bree defined the importance of the EE coordinator role as a support to teachers as
she shared thoughts on potential reasons why some educators are not integrating EE into
their daily coursework “It’s really difficult to work into their teaching because it just
doesn’t feel natural. . . . That’s where that support position [comes in]. I think of
encouraging . . . here’s a way how you can work into it, or you know, the little steps.”
Later in her interview, Bree added,
I think people, especially people who are sort of on the border of feeling
comfortable with it [EE integration] anyway, when they don’t have that support
person to go to and either model it or say, “Am I doing this right?” or “How could
I work this in?” . . . When there isn’t that support piece, it’s really easy to go back
on the book says to do it this way, or this is how I’ve done it in the past, or you
know, whatever, so that’s a little frustrating.
Brad bluntly revealed that EE “doesn’t come up in the same way” without the EE
coordinator position. He continued, “In that position, there was an advocate, a reminder .
. . I mean, I look at my email inbox from now to five years ago, it looks different.” This
comment inferred upon the reduced frequency of reminders and recommendations being
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sent to district staff regarding environmental education. Lynn’s thoughts aligned, saying
“One of the things we had is you were always there reminding us. Nobody’s reminding
us anymore.” Abby paralleled Lynn as she shared reflections on how emails focused on
happenings on our Earth and in our local area as it pertained to the environment helped
her and colleagues to stay focused on EE integration. “Teachers were so excited to have
support and the help and the knowledge, and they could always go and say, ‘Hey, how
did you do this?’ Now you just figure it out yourself, which you can, but it’s lonelier,”
she said.
Several comments were shared that reflected Brad’s statement on the reduced
amount of communication to district staff regarding EE and its components. Abby hinted,
It’s really hard when you have no staff members that are dedicated to
environmental education. . . . When they first started, they used to say, “This is
how much garbage we saved” and compare it between the schools. Even that
minor of a thing made a difference. They don’t even talk about that anymore.
They don’t even talk about what’s working and what’s not working. They don’t
come out and say, “Here’s some classes that you can take.” It’s never sent out. . . .
It makes it more difficult for people to say it’s [EE] important.
Dawn concurred with a similar story from her school as she described the loss of the EE
coordinator role. The EE coordinator “was dedicated to giving us the tools that we
needed,” she said. “I haven’t had a report in over a year that tells me what our energy
usage is at Oriole Elementary, how are we doing in composting, nothing like that.”
For some participants, the loss of the EE coordinator position meant the loss of
help or the actual facilitation of the ongoing implementation of the EE program. Asked
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where on the spectrum of successful integration her school landed, Anna honestly
responded, “Where were we? Probably eight or nine. Where are we now? Sadly three or
four.” After further questioning, Anna shared her reasoning for the change in scores. The
answer seemed simple: when the district had an EE coordinator, “we had someone there
to help us,” she said. Asked the same question, Dawn replied,
It [the EE program] was most successfully implemented when we had a staff
member who was a TOSA [teacher on special assignment] . . . It was her full-time
job to look at our science curriculum and our heating and air conditioning and the
utilities and all of that and help us coordinate—not just that our food got
composted, but that we had lessons to integrate student involvement in that and
student ownership of that and then help coordinate the junior naturalists. . . . A lot
of this is still happening in isolation, but what we’re lacking is that one person
who brings all the umbrella pieces together. Everything is happening very much
in isolation now.
For several participants, the loss of the EE coordinator role also meant the loss of
a checks and balance type system for the EE program. Anna shared this as a final thought
during her interview: “I just think it [EE integration] has to be supported. I think it has to
have some checks and balances” in order for EE to be successful. In one regard, the
absence of follow through came from a practical perspective of environmental habits as
Dawn pointed out. “We used to have an effort where lights were turned off, computers
were turned off, when we adopted new systems. Nobody went back to make sure that was
brought into alignment,” she said. Dawn believed these actions help to set the culture of
EE within a building, and if people were choosing not to adhere to these previous
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practices, then the culture of EE would fall to the wayside. In another regard to the new
lack of accountability, most participants referenced those teachers who were on the fence
in regards to integrating EE. These participants believed it to be a weakness of the EE
program, for if nobody was keeping an eye on the program and its integration into daily
coursework, teachers just might decide not to do it.
Perhaps Lynn explained it best:
Nobody is watch dogging me to do environmental ed. I mean, I’m being watch
dogged to do these other things, so it’s whatever you’re being watch dogged on. .
. . Maybe five or six years ago you felt like you were being watch dogged [on
integrating EE], so it forced you into doing it, but then it, you know, it became
kind of natural. But again, now I have to give something up.
Lexi and Luke agreed with this notion. Lexi speculated, “They’ll [teachers] do it [EE
integration] if they’re told they have to do it” and Luke believed several of his colleagues
no longer integrate EE to its original fidelity because “folks have been like, eh, nobody’s
watching me now.” Anna backed these ideas: “We had that curriculum written out of
when we were going to do it [EE] and all these things, and because we don’t have any
checks or balances, it’s by the wayside.” In another portion of the interview, Anna shared
a similar view:
After you left, I mean, there’s really no support there. You know, [the person]
who took it [the position] over, I don’t know how much she knows about EE. . . .
No one’s monitoring it, so of course it goes back to the teachers who have the
energy and the passion to do it. The teachers that don’t, as they put it, ‘there’s no
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place’, you know. . . . It’s not graded, so why do it? No one’s checking on it.
That’s quite important.
Alli supported these thoughts as she explained the importance of having a leader care
about the program and its implementation. She believed it is “vital [to have] someone to
check in with you. Not check up on you, but check in with you to just say, ‘Hey, how’s it
going?’ or, you know, ‘Can I come do something?’”
Abby and Bree considered the option of the site principal taking on the role of EE
accountability. Bree shared, “I think [checks and balances are] up to the principals and I
think it’s up to their priorities and what they want to spend their staff development money
on.” Abby exposed how this same idea affects EE integration at her school. She said,
“There’s so many pulls on teachers and I think you have to have either a principal, and he
does care about it [EE integration], but he doesn’t hold people accountable for it and until
you have that . . . and I don’t know how he really can when the district [administration]
isn’t helping with it either.” In the end, Dawn boldly expressed her opinion on the matter:
“There’s no doubt we’ve earned the right to be a Green Ribbon school, but if we don’t
maintain it, I feel like there should be almost a police out there and come and take it
away.”
Lack of time
Time is the enemy in any classroom. There just is never, ever enough time to
accomplish all that is mandated to cover curriculum-wise. I heard this cry repeatedly
throughout each of the participant interviews with 100% of the participants in agreement
that lack of time is a roadblock to integration of EE. Whether this is true or not, the belief
that a roadblock to EE is a lack of time has become a reality to some.
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Demi revealed “the biggest thing is just time” as a barrier to true EE integration.
Lynn concurred by saying, “There’s just not enough time in a day.” What exactly does an
educator need time for? A few participants explained time was necessary for curricular
development, professional development, understanding new initiatives, to accomplish
tasks not typical on a non-EE educator’s plate, and time in a seasonal sense.
In terms of curriculum development to allow for stronger EE integration, Cora
explained the need for time to make science lessons more creative. Bree supported Cora’s
thoughts with a need for curriculum development time to find “what threads we could
pull out that might be environmental—you know environmentally related or have some
EE components or kind of lend itself to that.” Several participants agreed, noting that
with the change of academic state standards came a change with the district’s purchased
curricular materials and time had not yet been devoted to alignment to EE, even though it
had been a few years since the curriculum’s adoption.
For professional development, Dena noticed the diminishment of time focused on
EE integration. Dena stated:
There used to be 10 minutes at every staff meeting devoted to just talking about
something somebody was doing or here’s how you use binoculars, or how do you
use that tool that we have, or here’s something cool I did in my classroom. We
don’t have that anymore because now it’s devoted to other things. Our ten
minutes is gone. So just those little snippets of time that we used to have, gone.
Anna also recognized the diminished time with a focus of EE during professional
development days. She said, “We need to spend time on the environmental part [and not
so much focus on] testing, testing, testing.” Dawn offered a glimmer of hope in regards to
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time and professional development when she said, “We were able to get back four hours
of new teacher training this year dedicated to EE”.
As previously mentioned, many of those interviewed perceived new initiatives to
be a roadblock to EE integration. Bree brought up a different perspective to the new
initiatives as they related to time. She said, “It’s all the time to learn them [the
initiatives]. . . . So then, you kind of, your lesson plans go that direction [towards the new
initiatives] instead of outdoors” with an EE focus. Elsa supported Bree’s assessment of
the large number of initiatives taking over an educator’s time and focus:
I think time is a factor [for the loss of EE integration]. If they [educators] can do
less [sic] things, they feel like they’re, I don’t know, more successful in a way,
but sometimes the little things that take a little bit of time are really important for
kids.
Teaching with an environmental focus can bring a different type of challenge
based upon the seasons, especially in states with a long winter seasons. Operating with a
mantra of “there is no such thing as bad weather, only bad clothing,” most teachers and
students continue to get outdoors regardless of the weather and temperatures.
Unfortunately for environmental educators, elementary schools have mandates that define
the coldest temperature one can take students outside. Bree reflected on time within this
lens as she discussed the gardens at her school:
I would love for the students to be a little bit more active in taking care of it [the
gardens] and everything, but so much of that is summer time. It’s hard when we
have a winter that goes through the beginning of November through April . . . so
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much of our school year. Outdoor learning would mean taking your students out
when it’s not pleasant weather.
Another aspect of lack of time mentioned pertained to tasks relevant to educators
who integrate EE into their school culture. Having a strong EE program oftentimes
requires physical outdoor space defined as an outdoor classroom as well as storage and
management of equipment and tools for studying the local environment. All of these,
oftentimes perceived, extras charged to EE-focused educators necessitate time for
management and organization. In the Twin Lakes Area School District, these tasks, once
handled by the EE coordinator, now fall on the shoulders of the Green Team’s chair.
Dena recognized this as a challenge for her site’s chair, Dawn: “She’s got just as much on
her plate as everybody else. . . . There’s no time to, like contact the school forest lady
and” everything else.
Abby also sees this aspect of time as a constraint to full EE integration:
To be an environmental school would require a lot more time than our once-amonth meeting with people that have 30 minutes to give it. …[For example,] we
need to put woodchips . . . on the nature center, so we called the city to see if they
still have woodchips. Well, they don’t do that anymore. The [local Sioux
community] does that. So I called—so this is all me doing this because nobody
else was there to do it, so I called the [Tribe] and they said they would donate
some woodchips, but we don’t know how you’re going to get them, so then . . .
we called the district to see if they would provide some way for them to get it, but
they’re not really sure if they will and they’ll have to discuss it, so it’s a lot of that
stuff. . . . And nobody will say, “Yes, I’ll help you.”
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Summary
The intention of this study is to understand the conditions and characteristics that
contribute to a successful environmental education program. It would be remiss for me
not to include the findings discussed in this chapter that allude to the roadblocks of a
flourishing program as these findings in their own can be considered conditions and
characteristics of a strong program. One must consider that in order to build and create a
sustaining successful environmental education program, one must be sure to address the
aforementioned roadblocks and proactively ensure solutions are in place.
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Chapter Seven: Findings that Facilitate the Implementation of Environmental
Education
Just as was the aim of the previous chapter to provide a synopsis of part of the
data gathered during this study, this chapter has the same intentions but with a different
focus. This chapter will focus on the themes that include findings that facilitate the
implementation of environmental education and help in answering my primary research
question of this study: In a school district that mandates environmental education (EE),
what system conditions and characteristics contribute to successful EE integration? These
themes include (in order of frequency mentioned and emphasis placed during data
collection): connection to the environment, passion, comfort and confidence, student
success, professional development opportunities, peer leadership and administrative
support. The following table (Table 10) summarizes the themes found in this chapter
along with the number of participants responding according to specific theme.
Table 10 - Summary of Themes of Findings that Facilitate the Implementation of
Environmental Education
Number of Participants
Percentage of Participants
Theme
Responding
Responding
Peer Leadership
16 of 23
70%
Administrative Support
15 of 23
65%
Connection to the
14 of 23
61%
Environment
Student Success
14 of 23
61%
Professional Development
14 of 23
61%
Opportunities
Passion, Comfort, and
13 of 23
57%
Confidence

Peer leadership
Edie explained the importance of peer leadership to the EE program’s vitality
best. “I think the biggest factor to our EE integration is that we are so supportive of one
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another and frequently drop what we may be doing to help out another teacher,” she said.
When asked whom participants went to for support, almost every participant either
named a colleague who was a teacher or named the Green Team, the environmental
committee made up of teachers. Through the evidence collected through interviews, peer
leadership was deemed an important consideration when examining the conditions and
characteristics needed for successful integration of EE. Demi supported this sentiment:
“It’s the leadership in our own building that keeps it [EE] moving forward.” When asked
to clarify whom she referenced when saying “leadership,” Demi replied, “Staff, I would
say. . . . It’s definitely supported by administration and I think it’s a priority, but . . . I
think it’s really . . . staff.”
When asked whom they go to for support or with questions on environmental
education integration, in many cases, individuals responded with the name of the
environmental committee chairperson at their site. In all cases, that particular person was
also a participant in this study and revealed themselves as a leader at their site for
environmental education. For example, Abby described herself as “the caboose that keeps
pushing it [EE] forward.” Cora shared that “people know if they have a question to come
to me and I think that that’s good,” while another EE leader, Edie, described herself as
“the pusher in the building” for environmental education to happen.
A colleague of Edie’s, Ella, discussed the importance of having Edie, a teacher
and EE committee chair, as a go-to person at her school. “The good thing is that as long
as Edie’s around, I’m sure I can find out what I need to know from her,” Ella said. Ella
recognized how important it was to have a champion for the cause:
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Having people who are enthusiastic about it [EE] I think is really important. . . .
Having Edie be really onboard and really pushing, you know, like Erin [the
principal], and pushing the staff a little bit, . . . I think that compared to some, it
sounds like, some of the other schools have trickled off a little bit more [in terms
of EE integration].
Erin, the principal of Ella and Edie’s building, also recognized Edie “as a champion” in
ensuring that their building continues to move forward with EE integration. Erin leads by
encouraging her staff to make connections in order to improve learning and make the
school a better place without her being present at the conversation. Erin shared, “Edie,
she just keeps me informed: ‘I’m going to meet with this person and this person, this
person.’ I say, ‘Great, go for it.’”
Erin admitted that the EE committee makes EE integration easier for teachers.
“They take it and they drive it,” she said. She recognized that
I don’t want to be a micro-manager. There’s probably a little bit more I should
understand and know, but I always tell Edie . . . “Let me know how I can support
you, let me know if . . . you need money for this and let’s go for it.” I am all for
whatever it is here to keep these kids . . . moving in that direction, because it’s all
just great. If I didn’t have people like that out there, there’s no way we’d be where
we are.
In each of the buildings, the environmental education committee, or Green Team,
is composed of educators representing different grade levels and/or specialist areas (i.e.,
art, music, physical education) who are volunteering to be on the committee. In some
buildings—for example, Blue Jay Elementary School—it is the only committee that
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meets on a regular basis. Abby shared, “Even though no other committee meets, we meet
once a month and we talk about things we’re doing.” Abby admitted being nervous about
the future of the EE program at Blue Jay Elementary School in that three of the six
committee members will be retiring in two years. She shared concerns that without their
peer leadership within the building, other staff members are going to shelf EE. Alli, an
EE committee member with Abby and also one of the members who will be retiring in
two years, revealed that this past year on the committee has been more fun “because
we’ve brought new people onboard,” but that in the same respect, “. . . they don’t have
any history of all the things that have been done.”
Dyan recognized the Green Team as a grassroots effort to keep EE alive and
strong in each of the schools: “Our Green Team is really strong, too, and that piece [goes]
back to one of the other questions that you have: How do you keep this going and keep
that piece? It’s a committed grassroots effort.” Brad concurred, saying, “Our E-Team . . .
they see the vision, and they’re the people that I feel like really get after it.” He continued
by adding, “They’re [the Green Team] the group that we bounce ideas off of and say,
‘Are we doing this the right way?’” Almost as an afterthought, Brad added later, “They
[the Green Team] work so hard, and they have so many things on their plates. . . . It’s a
little balancing act of how much you give them.” Dawn also alluded to the waning energy
her Green Team seemed to be having as of late; when asked what kept the members
motivated to take on this additional responsibility, she replied, “That’s where we’re
lacking.” When I asked her to explain that, Dawn said, “Educators have enormous,
enormous amount of plates to keep spinning and it’s human nature to not do what you
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don’t have to do,” referencing the change of focus she believes the school district has as
of late with the EE program.
In some cases, the peer leadership for EE integration did not necessarily come
from a Green Team member, but rather the participant’s teaching partner. Lexi spoke
about this as she talked about the importance of a good teaching team:
I also think just having a good team and having someone on your team who
believes in it [EE]. . . . This is the first year that Sally [a former member of that
site’s Green Team] and I have really worked together because it’s just us two in
third grade, and I’m kind of doing my own thing. . . . Sally’s amazing and she also
knows how important it [EE] is, so it’s been really fun teaching and working with
her and planning and doing things that involve the kids. Working as a team that
way, I think can have a big impact [on EE integration] as well.
Elsa shared the same sentiments as she discussed her teammate Paula:
She and I are actually really close, so we kind of inspire each other because we’re
good in different ways. And so she says, “Hey, let’s try this” and I’m like, “Okay,
can we add this?” and she’s like yeah, that sounds good to me and then we just try
stuff out, so she and I collaborate a lot. We take our kids out[side] together.
In other cases, EE integration happened despite an individual’s team of
colleagues. Dana disclosed, “I’m kind of a verbal processor, so we, I will talk to my
team, who’s very not so much environmental, but I think just chit-chatting about things
helps, and I think they kind of give me feedback.” And then about the Green Team, he
said, “That’s where I kind of bounce a lot of things off too.” In terms of who exactly was
integrating EE on a consistent basis within her school, Demi revealed:
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It kind of varies maybe even by grade level and it depends on the teachers or the
leadership that are in that grade level, how important and valued to those teachers
that may take students out. . . . Everyone does it, so I don’t want to say people
don’t, but the amounts that people do varies based on teacher and grade level.”
In all cases, if the staff members were supportive of EE integration, it happened.
If EE was an expectation, it happened. Lexi affirmed this by noting, “I do think a lot of it
[support for EE integration] comes from your mentor teacher and . . . especially from the
staff—like ‘This is what we do,’ and not it being . . . an option.” Lucy concurred with
Lexi as she shared, “The fact that the staff has stayed true to it [EE] and there’s still a
core group of people who care about all that and they make sure . . . we still have the
Green Moments at the staff meetings. . . . The teachers bring in all different kinds of
things” to share with their colleagues and in turn be shared with the students.
An additional way peer leadership occurs within a staff grouping for EE is
through leadership at staff meetings. Several participants mentioned Green Moments as
something that helped to keep the EE program moving forward. Defined essentially the
same within each of the elementary buildings, Green Moments are a devoted portion of a
staff meeting focused on EE. Members of the Green Team are the frequent contributors
and facilitators of these Moments, and the topics range from anything within the
spectrum of the environment, from recycling and energy conservation to phenology
reports and equipment usage.
Administrative support
As with any initiative, whether in a school, a business, or a church, the outcome
and sustainability of the initiative correlates strongly to administrative support (Ernst,
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2012). Such is the case with Twin Lakes Area School District’s EE program, where
several participants attributed their EE program’s success to the support of
administration. Of all the questions and conversations between the participants and me,
this area was the one topic with the greatest discrepancy between participant and
principal’s musings on leadership. As showcased in the previous chapter, lack of
administrative support can be a strong roadblock to a healthy EE program. Fortunately
for the Twin Lakes elementary schools, the majority of the staff felt supported by their
building principals and even with district level administration. Lily perhaps explained the
role of administrative support best:
Administrative support is essential to an EE program! First, you need to feel
supported and encouraged by your administrator to actually teach EE lessons and
tweak lessons with an EE focus. Admin needs to be okay with deviating from the
exact curriculum, taking kids outside, and with teachers taking the time to teach
EE lessons. Also, as an EE committee member and junior naturalist advisor, we
are oftentimes coming up with project ideas, and it is important that the admin is
excited for and supportive of these projects. Not many things will happen if there
isn’t admin support.
The participants from Oriole Elementary believed the administrative support at
their building for EE was strong. While they felt it was stronger with their previous
principal, they believe their current administrator was supportive of the initiative. Dena
reflected back to their previous principal, Cathy, and how seemingly easy it was to
integrate EE:
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Cathy was very passionate about environmental ed so it was more than just the
one day in the spring that we had our EE festival. It was the whole year we were
doing things because it was okay to take a half an hour out of your day every day
to do that.
Dana concurred, “Cathy was just amazing helping us out and starting on that and giving
us, you know, time to work with teams and work things out. . . . We hosted trainings and,
you know, I think because of that” EE caught on rapidly.
Dena believed the main reason why EE was so well established at Oriole
Elementary School was because of what the principal made as priorities for her teachers.
“The biggest push I think to doing it [EE] is whatever the administration values is what
the teachers are kind of forced to value, almost,” Dena noted. Dyan, Dena’s principal,
supported this reasoning with her own thoughts on this: “I think that having the
administrators committed to that piece, you know is a part of how staff are staying true
to” the implementation of EE.
At Sparrow Elementary, staff attributed much of their success to the large amount
of support and encouragement their principal had for the EE program. When asked what
support systems were in place at her school, Edie responded quickly and unfaltering,
“Very supportive administrator. Very supportive administrator. She sees the value in
taking kids outside.” In her answer to a different question, Edie still correlated her
success with EE integration to the support of her administrator. She noted, “They were
giving me permission to take my students outside and say go outside and plant gardens
and, you know, substitute curriculum, and you don’t [typically get] to do that, and. . . so
to also have had administrators all along the way saying, ‘Yeah, go outside.’”
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Elsa paralleled Edie’s sentiments with her answer to the same question, noting
teachers at Sparrow Elementary have “a ton of administration support. [The principal is]
way open to it, which does make it [EE integration] easier. You know, she’s like, ‘Get it
done—get as much done as you can in every way.’” Elsa continued by adding, “and
whatever makes the kids thrive is what she wants, because she wants them also happy to
be in school, and I think that’s huge.” Further in the interview, Elsa returned to these
same thoughts in another question focused on success of the EE program in the schools:
“She [Erin] gets excited about it. She’s just open to new ideas. She’ll ask us . . . ‘How
does that fit in?’ But, you know, she wants us to do stuff like that [EE integration].”
Again, Elsa continued by mentioning the importance of happy kids as she added, “and
she [Erin] loves it when families are happy with kids too, which . . . makes a big
difference, you know, for support in this school.” Erin herself affirmed both Elsa and
Edie’s notions:
I’ve told them [the teachers]: “Go. I’m never going to question of why you’re
going outside. If you’re out on the playground all the time, yeah, but if I see
you’re sitting out under a tree with your notebooks and tape measures and
everything else” . . . They [the students] can’t be sitting in four walls, you know,
all day long. So I think they’ve [the teachers] started to—just because of my
verbal “just go,” “good,” “great to see.”
She added in response to a different question: “There’s a lot of things that I feel proud
about, but it’s not anything that needs to be this huge, these huge things; it’s just the dayto-day knowing that they’re [the teachers] doing the right thing.”
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Anna, at Blue Jay Elementary School, explained that while her principal was
supportive of the program, he did not initiate resources or programming for the EE
program. She clarified that the EE program at Blue Jay Elementary School was driven by
the teachers and their hopes and dreams for the program:
Alex just lets me do it. You know, I bring the idea to him and I’ve learned that if
he was going to do it, it didn’t get done, so I just would tell him: “This is how I’m
going to do it. This is when I’m going to do it; do you have any problems with
that?” So he would allow me to do it.
Abby, also at Blue Jay Elementary School, described Alex in the same manner: “Alex
will let me do anything I want, but that’s not support, that’s just being kind. And that’s
fine.” When asked if Alex offered up ideas for deeper EE integration, Abby responded
with a laugh, “Oh no, no.”
Staff at Warbler Elementary felt the same way as those from Blue Jay Elementary
School. Lily disclosed, “Having the support of the administration is very important and . .
. Lucy is definitely supportive of EE things. I mean, I think she’s a lot of times hesitant
just on how things are going to work, how they’re going to be.” Lexi, a colleague of
Lily’s, concurred with Lily’s evaluation of Lucy’s leadership with EE integration:
Definitely Lucy, our administrator, is supportive. . . . I just turned in a receipt for
bird seed and things like that and so . . . she’s supportive. However, I almost lost
it over one of our meetings this fall because I wanted to start a garden with like a
vegetable garden. . . . She basically told me I couldn’t.
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Lily had her own view on the garden. “You know, like Lexi and I have these dreams of a
garden, but she [Lucy] doesn’t want to; she just doesn’t know how it’s going to [work],”
Lily said. “And you know, I think that’s understandable.”
Interestingly enough, Lucy, in her conversation referenced the vegetable garden
as a goal of hers. When asked at the end of our interview if there was anything else she
wanted to add, Lucy replied, “Well, I think . . . we’re kind of in process on a couple of
things, like we haven’t done the raised garden beds yet, but that’s something that we do
want to do.” Lily, it seems, understands Lucy’s position and sympathizes with
administration:
I think I don’t come at it [EE integration] from an administrative level. I’m not
looking at it like that, and so I can understand and appreciate there’s a whole
another set of things you have to think about, but I would say that overall Lucy is
very supportive. She’s sometimes like hesitantly supportive, but she is
[supportive], and so that helps.
Several participants also recognized the district administrative support. This
support occurred in a variety of fashions other than through the building administrator.
Primarily the support came in funding as well as promotion. Alex believed the district has
done a good job with support. He shared that the superintendent
not only makes E-STEM [environmental-science-technology-engineeringmathematics] a priority with words, [but] she is putting money into making our
schools fit the profile. . . . [She] often highlights the EE festivals, or an event that
happens in any outdoor space in the district, linking it to our EE or ESTEM
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efforts/philosophy. Teacher efforts in this area are a sense of pride for her and she
lets us all know in positive ways.
Dyan, another principal, agreed with Alex on how the superintendent asserts the EE
program, recognizing the change of members within the school board over the past nine
years and yet the EE program has remained steady. “Being able to go through multiple
boards because that piece changes, but having it [EE] be a nonnegotiable now” is
impressive,” Dyan said. Dyan also acknowledged the lack of policy change as a sign of
support from the district administration. Prior to my departure from the EE coordinator
position, I worked hard to establish a Purchasing Policy and a Waste Reduction Policy
for the school district. Dyan acknowledged the continued administrative support for these
policies: “Look at how it’s been able to serve and then now how many years later it’s
something that we review. It’s not something that we say, ‘Do we want to or now?’ It’s
something we say, ‘How do we keep it up?’”
Another aspect highlighting district administrative support came from Dana in
regards to funding for supplemental resources and roles to the EE program. For the first
five years of the program, zero district funds supported the EE program due to a grant
from a not-for-profit organization. This grant funded primarily the EE coordinator and
naturalist positions with some monies devoted to equipment purchases for each building.
Supplemental activities or positions needed to find funding elsewhere. Such was the case
for the junior naturalist program. Advisor stipends came from an outside source, and for
several years, the human resource director would not put this position on the teacher
contract salary schedule as that would mean the district would be required to fund this
role. Three years ago, however, this changed when the superintendent exerted her
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authority and insisted the junior naturalist advisor role become a part of the teacher
contract salary schedule and that the district pony up the financials needed to pay the
advisors. Dana concluded her story by saying, “. . . It was really cool to see what we’ve
done. And with all that help and support. I mean, there’s no way, no way, you can really
do that without a strong support. I mean, it’s huge!” Asked to elaborate on where that
support came from, Dana replied, “I think it’s . . . kind of everywhere. I mean, without
the district saying this should be a part of our strategic plan . . .” The superintendent
herself attributed having EE embedded into the strategic plan as one of the primary
reasons the program has been successful and sustainable through so many changes. In an
October 2014 blog post for the www.ed.gov website, the Twin Lakes Area School
District superintendent wrote, “The success of [the first EE festival] got a lot of attention
and led staff, parents and school board members to embed environmental education into
our district’s strategic plan, which will guide the expansion of our environmental focus.”
Connection to the environment
Sixty-one percent of the participants acknowledged a personal connection to the
environment. Whether it was through childhood experiences and time spent outdoors,
raising their own children with a connection to nature, or even an awareness of personal
impact upon the environment, each participant had some inherent value attached to the
environment.
Dawn shared what each of the 61% of the participants who referenced a
connection to the environment had in common: growing up with a sense of place and a
connection to nature. “I grew up in the wilderness in Alaska; I’m comfortable outside,”
she said. She went on to describe how this comfort impacts her teaching: “It doesn’t faze
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me in the least bit to take my class outside. I feel safe so I know my kids are safe.” When
asked how she became so comfortable in teaching outdoors and embedding
environmental education into her teachings, Edie responded, “I think I’ve always had it. I
grew up outside, that’s what I did growing up. Like we, we didn’t play inside, and having
a cabin up north, it was building forts outside. . . . That’s what we did.”
Lynn has a rich background of outdoor experiences, but when it comes to her
kids, keeping them unplugged from devices and connected to nature is what’s most
important for her. Her career as an educator shined through in the fact that each outdoor
adventure with her family was also a learning experience, thereby instilling a love of the
environment within her own children. She said,
Yeah, we’re an outdoor family. We love camping, we love hiking, we love being
in nature, we love being outside in nature. . . . You know, our kids aren’t as
plugged in as some kids. They are plugged in, but not as some, and I think, you
know, it’s pretty cool. . . . We try to give our kids as much experience to the
world and the places around them so that they can see that not every place is the
same. . . . Our one summer, we visited all five Great Lakes. We made it our goal
so that they knew that they’re five different [lakes] and how different they look.
They’re all not like Lake Superior and skipping rocks, just sitting and look at
rocks, finding agates. I mean, I guess it’s really a part of our life.
Lily, a new parent to a one-year-old daughter with a second child on the way,
became fairly adamant when sharing her goals of raising her children with the same
connection to the outdoors she had growing up:
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I was a very outdoorsy kid and my family went camping most weekends of the
summer to a different . . . state park with our pop-up camper or tent, and so that
was just normal to me, that’s just what we did every weekend. . . . But I definitely
wouldn’t say either one of my parents ever were like, you know, intuitively or
actually trying to do that. I think it was just what we did. . . . I think, for me, the
camping thing was a huge influence. I know now, being a parent, I’ve already told
[my husband]—[he’s] not a camper . . . we have to, like, go camping; [our
daughter] needs to go camping. . . . It was just such an important thing to me that I
want it to be important to my kids. And already with [my daughter] too . . . we go
for nature walks, you know, like just in our neighborhood and like to the river.
In terms of raising their own children with an environmental consciousness, Bree
and her husband, a high school environmental science teacher in the same district, try to
spend a lot of time outside and model conserving resources—“you know, with our
composting and hanging the laundry on the line to dry. I guess all those kinds of things
and I guess just try to, I don’t know, instill a consciousness of not wasting. . . . I’m all for
water play, but when he wants to have the water on full blast, it’s like, ‘No-no, you’re
wasting water.’”
For some, farming and agriculture was a part of their natural connection. Dana
reflected that EE was “something that I believed in and my grandfather was a big
conservationist in his farming and agriculture and I think it’s just been my background.”
Alli thought of her childhood farm as an escape: “I lived on a big farm so we had the
creek. . . . I played outside a lot as a kid. I mean, I had imaginary worlds out there all the
time.” Anna contemplated her life growing up on the farm with several pauses and
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wandering gazes. Her connection to the land comes with a strong connection to family as
well. She said,
I think I didn’t realize how important it [growing up on a farm] was. I was
thinking, oh my city friends, they’re having fun, they’re riding bikes going here
and there, but looking back I would never change it for the world. . . . We saw,
you know, life and we saw death on the farm and how you deal with it and how
you move on and the joys and the sorrows of putting the crop in and then the hail
storm coming and taking it all away. . . . It was going to be the way it was going
to be, but you had to treat the environment correctly. So it was fun. I mean, it was
just awesome. My dad, I think, trusted me with the cows more than my brothers
because they just looked at them as that. But I looked at them as humans, I mean,
you know, I was in 4-H for 12 years so I showed cattle or whatever. . . . It was
good; it was a good life. I think it gave me, you know, the love of the land and the
love of animals from the get-go.
Like Alli and Dana, several of the participants attributed their self-interest to the
environment being initiated by a family member. Whether they were told to get outside
after school or to help with chores, the connection to the environment became established
and flourished into adulthood. Lexi shared that her mom was the primary reason why
Lexi is so comfortable outdoors. When asked how her mom did that, Lexi responded,
By giving exposure to it. I mean, like, I played in the woods every day. Like after
school, we’d put our play clothes on and we played in the woods until it got dark.
You know, we’d build teepees and made rivers, and I don’t even know what we
did. You know, we just explored and I think that for me is probably what she did,
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and she took us places and shared her love of places that she had been to and took
us there, camping. We were just an outdoor kind of family.
While Luke did not feel that his family really modeled camping or taught him
anything about the environment, they did provide him with the opportunity for outdoor
exploration every day after school. Luke attributed his connection to the environment to
where he grew up. “I grew up . . . on a little acreage on the river and that’s all I did, you
know, even if I didn’t have friends over, I’d just go running in the woods. I’d explore and
play and just be out there,” he said.
Some of the staff revealed environmental consequences combined with their
family’s interaction with the world around them to form their connection and passion for
the environment, as well as their drive for advocating in favor of preservation and
conservation. Growing up in the southeast, Abby considered how her connection to the
environment came to be so strong:
I was raised next to the largest chemical capital of the world and we used to have
chemical spills across the street from our junior high. The lights would go off and
they’d still teach us. The rivers were on fire at times; they were literally on fire
with all the chemicals. . . . If you ever went water skiing, you knew you’d get
strep throat from it because there was so much bad stuff in there. So I kind of, I
grew up with that. . . . My family’s always been very centered on the environment
and the changes that you need to make. . . . I believe so much that things are
changing and you don’t tell me that all of these cars and all of this pollution [are]
anything good for the environment.
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Lucy described going to college in the 1970s when the environmental movement
and sense of awareness was really just catching on: “I remember the oil embargo. I
remember buying the tiniest Datsun . . . because you could get . . . 40 miles to the gallon.
. . . I remember not being able to go places on the weekend because . . . the gas stations
were closed on Sunday.” She later attributed her continued acts of conservation with
water, electricity, etc. to the forced conservation of gasoline during her college years.
Alex, who parallels Lucy’s professional experience and age, also reflected upon
the impact of being raised with a sense of conservation. When asked how he derived his
definition of environmental education, he quickly responded: “Living through it.” When
asked to expand, he explained the following:
I think I’ve lived through enough to know that as soon as recycling was an option
anywhere, my family was the first one to be out there to make sure that it
happened, even if we had to drive it somewhere. . . . I think I started my first year
of teaching. We had a saltwater aquarium and the school wouldn’t put any money
into it, so . . . we collected paper. That was when you could bring paper to paper
mills and they would give you money for it. Okay, so we’d load up a school van
or we’d get somebody’s truck and we’d haul it all the way up to [the city].19 And
they would pay us $100. It cost us $100 in gas and time and effort, but you know,
we did it and so we came back and we had the money.
Student success
Within education today, the belief exists that if there is not a direct connection to
the standards that are passed down from the state’s Department of Education, then to
19
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most educators, there is not enough time in the day to add anything extra. For some, that
extra equates to environmental education. For others, environmental education can be
easily blended into daily instruction as it meets standards in a cross-curricular fashion,
and, perhaps more importantly to some, environmental education provides a different
type of success for students.
Edie described how she integrates environmental education into everyday
learning to make a more powerful impact upon her students’ learning:
We go outside, and it’s not just play time. . . . We’re nature journaling and we’re
observing. I think using nature to observe is probably teaching them how to
observe. . . . I also bring it in a lot to our creative writing and stuff like that. . . .
We don’t just go outside when it’s nice, like it can be raining, snowball physics in
the winter time. I mean you got to make use of . . . snow! . . . I do a track lesson,
and so we’re reading the scene and the conversations the kids have on that is
outstanding. Like I don’t even have to say anything. They’re like, “I think this
happened,” and so bring it into math, instead of doing circumference and stuff
inside, do it on trees. . . . If you make it part of your normal day, then the kids
don’t know any different.
Abby disclosed that at times she gets caught in the “must stick to curriculum”
phenomenon that many educators get caught up in. She shared how she often has to take
a step back to get back into the routine of blending environmental education into her
instruction. “I know environmental education. I understand how to teach it. I understand
everything about it, but I have to take a deep breath sometimes and go wait, ‘What are
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you doing? Get yourself out there,’ and I know better,” she said. When asked why she
knows better, Abby responded,
Well, I’ve taken so many classes, and I’ve read so much and I also see what
happens because they [administration] like to give me the hyper kids, which I
don’t mind. They make me laugh. I see when they go outside, how much they can
learn and I see the quietness that comes over them. . . . I see the importance of it
and I see that with our society all involved in sports and . . . that the kids never
have time to just sit back and explore and I find that when they have time to come
up with their own solution, then they’re finally able to think and that’s what I
want. . . . When they go out in the environment, they can think for themselves
rather than just being told what to think.
Erin reiterated Abby’s words by describing environmental education as an opportunity
for students to experience “constant problem solving,” allowing the students to learn
through critical thinking and experiential learning. She believes that kids intrinsically
want to “wonder and explore,” and that by incorporating EE into their school day, the
students fill this need.
Dena also complemented Abby and Erin’s thoughts with her belief that “kids
learn so much more and they can absorb it better and they remember things better if you
can relate it to environmental things, or relate it to something they’re interested in, which
is usually being outside.” Elsa took this consideration further as she said, “I think that
based on generalized contact, when they have an active interest in something, I think that
they’re much better at translating that kind of curiosity and wonderings and questioning
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to other areas of education.” Elsa continued by noting, “They [the kids] need to have fun
with it and they need to be able to explore it because they’re kids.”
Luke shared one of his biggest motivators for blending environmental education
into instruction is for the success of his students. Luke’s take on success varied a little
compared to other participants, in that Luke viewed the opportunity to provide active
learning and meeting his students at their activity level as success as opposed getting
them to sit and listen in a classroom setting. He said,
I want my kids to do well, and if I can do it in a different way besides taping them
to a chair and propping their eyelids open with toothpicks, that’d be great. . . . I
think it [EE] is more active. . . . I think it’s [EE] been proven it’s good for kids.
Along the same vein of meeting students at their activity level, Ella contemplated
meeting the students who struggle with regular academics at their interest level:
Sometimes maybe school isn’t their [thing], you know. It’s a struggle for them
and it’s not their interest area what you’re talking about a lot. You know to tie in
other subject areas with something they love, which is the outdoors, and most kids
do really. When it comes down to it, . . . I think that’s the [student] success . . .
making something that they don’t really love to do tied in with something that
they do love.
Lynn agreed: “[We] just see how our kids just flourish when we’re outside, so I think we
try to continue that because we know it’s a good way to learn.”
Dana believed the biggest impact EE has had on her students was an increase of
awareness and sense of place. She shared several instances of introducing terms or ideas
to students and realizing it was not the first time these fifth grade students had heard the
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expression, and in fact they were quite aware of the term and its application to
environmental education. She shared,
The impact is kids are really aware. Like I said with the invasive species
[referencing an earlier discussion], you say the word and they’re all over it. . . .
You can tell there’s discussion happening because they’re so aware. . . . You can
tell that through kindergarten they’ve had these experiences. So I have to do less
and less of preparing them for teaching kids outside, and they just kind of do it.
Lucy supported Dana’s reflection on an increased sense of awareness, by
describing her examinations on students’ amplified observation abilities and that
connection to academics:
They understand how to observe and I think that’s probably the biggest thing.
That helps so much with language arts. . . . It just helps everywhere, honestly, but
I think we see it probably first in the language arts piece where they are much
better writers because they are observing more things and that’s really a
significant part of their education, you know, to look at your world and sit for a
moment and be quiet.
Brad noticed a similar adherence with the students at his school:
I think the kids . . . in their writings and their work and their interest in the junior
naturalist program . . . they just see connections. For instance, when we’ve asked
for kids to bring in artifacts from home and things too . . . a lot of them are real
proud and shared different animal skulls, nature artifacts, and things like that so I
feel like it’s not a huge departure for them in another subject area that they don’t
even blink.
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Both Alex and Erin mentioned an increase in their site’s state comprehensive
assessment science scores being much higher than the state average as a measureable
attribute of student success due to environmental education. Alex accredited the increased
scores due to student interest of outdoor spaces. “I see them being more interested in
things that are outside. They’re listening, they’re finding things, they’re seeing what’s
going on,” he said. In addition to the interest in outdoor spaces, while she self-admittedly
does not have raw data to back up her thoughts, Erin ascribed to the belief that the higher
than average science scores are connected to better behavior and an environmentally
focused school culture. She noted,
We don’t have a lot of issues with kids ruining things or wrecking things because
we [are] always talk about, you know, these are things that we bought for our
school. . . . I think some of that may carry over with the understanding that we
need to take care of what we have, which kind of is the whole philosophy of the
earth. We have to take care of . . . everything we have. I guess really me seeing or
noticing besides our [state comprehensive assessment scores], or behavior, I guess
I don’t have any raw data on it. But I think it’s just kind of that whole culture you
build and you’re able to kind of see how they’re doing.
Dyan posited a new thought on student success due to the impact of
environmental education when she brought up the newfound perspective students have
after being taught with an environmental education focus:
For sure the changed perspective of students. Like, being able to be mindful of
things or even how they talk when they don’t know adults are listening. You
know, so you’re walking by and they’re talking low and reminding each other that
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that goes in the organics . . . so they’re thinking about those pieces and then just
the excitement about being outside.
Alex adhered to the new perspective by adding a twist of environmental advocacy
and behavior change that he had not seen in students of other schools where
environmental education and its practices were not present:
The kids will . . . catch themselves. “Oh, if I run through this, then the grass won’t
grow back,” so they start walking around and they start doing things. When they
see the rain tunnels that go into the storm sewers, when they see those filled up,
[they realize] it’s not good for all this stuff, so they start cleaning it out. They’re
taking care of it. . . . We want them to know that [you] turn the lights off because
it saves you money. . . . [Then] they start thinking backwards to what it means. . .
. Our food waste recycling that we started when you were here really has added to
that.
Alex supported his thoughts on the changed behaviors and environmental
advocacy further by sharing a story of the last day of school:
A perfect example that it’s working [was] last day of school. It’s a picnic. We’re
thinking, “Do we bring the table [waste separating table for composting and
recycling] out or not?” You know the sorting table? . . . Everything could go in
the same place unless they brought it from home and we can’t control it. So, it
was paper boats, it was paper napkins; there was no need for silverware. The milk
and the milk carton were the only waste. . . . So we had the right liners in so that
we could just take everything, three bins. What did the kids do? They stand there,
[and ask], “Where do I pour my milk that I didn’t drink?” Okay, so I just said,
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“Don’t worry about it.” . . . So first container is supposed to be trash, [and]
they’re putting their trash in it. The next two, they’re putting everything that
they’re supposed to be putting as if it were [as if] the tables were right there. And
it didn’t start with the big kids; it started with the kindergarteners.
Erin, another principal, also believed one of the biggest impacts of environmental
education upon her students has been environmental advocacy and positive
environmental behaviors. She postulated about the impact advocacy and behavior have
upon student empowerment:
Well, I’ve really seen the kids, especially with some of the recycling. . . . They
kind of feel like it’s their responsibility and their job to make sure that the things
are in the right places. Like we’ve got our [before and after school care] kids that
come around and pick up our paper. Well, they’ve come to me several times and
they said, “You know, this teacher and this teacher, what do we do?” So I talked
to them in a nice way, I did, and I said, “Why don’t you write a note and say,
‘Dear So-and-So, thank you for all the good work.’ . . .” I said, always start out
with a positive—“Thank you, but we’ve noticed these things. . . . You know,
we’ll be watching to see that your kids are changing, blah, blah, blah.” Well, then
I’ve also had them come up at a staff meeting, or at an all-school meeting and just
list off the good things that are happening, but then what are some of the other
things you’re seeing in the recycling that shouldn’t be there, you know, in the
wrong places.
In addition to environmental advocacy and behavioral changes, other changes also
occur within the students. These changes could be classified as transformational to a
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student’s persona. These transformational moments stretch the student beyond anything
he or she has experienced or learned prior taking that student out of their comfort zone
and, in the end, give students a lasting connection to the environment. As she reflected,
Abby laughed and shared one such instance:
I have this little girl who I adore, but she’s a princess. . . . We [had] been working
on things that are gross; we had taken apart owl pellets and tried to assemble
them. . . So we’re outside and she picks up this walnut and she’s holding it and
she goes, “[Teacher], ‘Look at this,’ and I said, ‘Oh my goodness! Look at the
teeth marks,’ and she’s so excited about the teeth marks. . . . She goes, “What is in
there? Those brown spots?” And I said, “Well, they could be seeds, but they could
be something else. Why don’t you go ask our naturalist?” And so she goes to ask
the naturalist and the naturalist looks and she goes, ‘Why that is scat.” And [the
student] goes, “You mean I have poop in there?” and [the naturalist] goes, “Yeah,
you got poop.” And [the student] . . . didn’t scream and she goes, “That means
I’m holding a nature toilet!” So, and I know that sounds like a little thing, but it
was the fact of this girl whose mother is dressed to the nines, is in dance, who
dresses in Justice clothes, who was holding this and just thinks it’s cool. . . . I
think, to me, that was an awesome moment, and for her to recognize it . . . it was
cool. . . . It’s not the big, “I can identify this oak tree” [moments], it’s that they get
down on their hands and knees and look to find the small things and the evidence
of nature and caring about it and thinking it’s cool. Even though it’s a nature
toilet.
Professional development opportunities
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With any new endeavor, training needs to be a part of the implementation plan.
As the endeavor grows, so should the professional development. The Twin Lakes EE
Program implementation was no different where professional development became an
essential part of the implementation and maintenance of the EE program. Lexi
enthusiastically acknowledged this strategy as key to the EE program’s success:
There were so many opportunities for staff development and I think, hands down,
that’s what you have to do. You have to get your staff onboard and you have to
train them. I mean, you can’t just throw a plan at them and say, “Do this!” You
have to get them to join and to follow you. . . That’s how you get everyone to
believe in it, if they actually get to do it and feel it and see how cool it is and see
that they can do it. [Then] they’ll want to bring it into their classroom.
Many of the study’s participants credited the EE-focused professional
development they partook as a primary reason for their confidence and comfort level in
integrating EE. Dawn, a big proponent of EE-focused professional development, shared
her thoughts on the importance of continually offering a wide variety of trainings.
“Teachers are what make the difference in a program, and they need the skill and the
knowledge and the how-to-teach outdoors, how to get a class outside, how to feel
comfortable themselves outside and so then they’ll take their kids outside,” she said.
Dawn confirmed the positive effect of professional development for EE integration. She
added,
We have teachers who have learned to take their kids outside. . . They’re a little
skittish, and professional development really brings them along and gives them
the comfort level, the expertise, the know-how, to take kids outside and teach
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science outside and teach reading outside and teach math outside in whatever way
you can get kids outside.
Lexi emphatically paralleled Dawn’s view. “Teachers need to see it and hear about it and
then they can do it with their students!” she said. Ella affirmed Dawn and Lexi’s opinion
when asked how she established confidence in EE instruction. “I took a lot of the staff
development stuff,” she said. “Having that experience with someone who knows what
they’re doing . . . the experience of doing it and feeling confident that I could do it. . . . I
had to know that I could do it myself before I could take a bunch of kids” out. Elsa also
recognized the experiential-style professional development as the support she needed to
make the final leap into full EE integration. “We actually got to go outside and practice,”
she said, noting that’s what she needed to get started.
In addition to the experiential piece, other staff attributed the EE-focused
professional development helped increase environmental awareness and the opportunity
to gain resources for the classroom. Dena shared the primary benefit for her in taking the
initial EE-focused workshops was that “it helped me to give me the background to why
it’s important.” She also admitted that in the workshops she has attended she appreciated
the many varied resources provided. Additionally, Dena revealed she now enjoys reading
texts and articles supporting research on environmental education and outdoor
instruction. She excitedly revealed content from her latest read during our interview:
“Kids learn so much more and they can absorb it better and they remember things better
if you can relate it to environmental things, or relate it to something they’re interested in,
which is usually being outside. It’s their natural curiosity.” Dena continued by sharing
the added bonus these readings and professional development have had upon her: the
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perspective of a bigger picture. “It made me realize how many good things we are doing.
Because sometimes it feels like, ‘Oh we could do so much more, we could do so much
more,’ but sometimes you got to take a step back and focus on what’s already
happening,” she said. Elsa felt the same way. She goes above and beyond the districtprovided workshops and seeks out summer opportunities in EE. “It just refreshes you and
understanding how eye-opening that is to kids and it gives me resources,” she said. Alli, a
40-year veteran teacher who continues to seek out-of-district EE trainings, revealed her
increased awareness: “Now it [EE] always catches my eye about things in the news or
things on there or watching people, what they throw or don’t throw in different states.”
In our third year of the program, our district hosted the state-wide environmental
education conference. This became a great opportunity not only to showcase what we
were doing in terms of EE integration, but also for our staff to attend a state-wide
conference focused exclusively on EE. Demi recalled, “That big EE conference we had at
[Oriole Elementary] . . . just to have something like that big come to our district and our
school, [it was] kind of affirming. ‘Oh, we’re really doing this!’”
Another key aspect to creating and maintaining a new program that fits under the
professional development umbrella is the modeling of the pedagogy. Staff members gain
confidence and competence when someone comes into their classroom and models the
lesson. This simple technique provides the content and the pedagogical practice needed
for success. Abby recognized this professional development tactic as a strategy Blue Jay
Elementary employed with hired professional naturalists. The naturalists model the
lessons for the classroom teachers. This, in turn, provides a sense of conviction that they,
the classroom teacher, can facilitate the lesson themselves the next time. Abby shared,
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“People are realizing this isn’t hard,” and revealed that at the end of this past school year,
the Green Team conducted a planning meeting with the naturalists to change up the
classes for the subsequent school year as the staff felt confident in the lessons they had
already taught and wanted new material to be modeled.
Bree shared a similar story regarding the importance of modeling for professional
development. Her lens came from the opinion of how to keep EE implementation moving
forward when there is a lack of support or a lack of a go-to person. Her perspective
almost came out as a warning on what could happen if there were no support and no
modeling of pedagogy. She said,
People who are sort of on the border of feeling comfortable with it anyway, when
they don’t have that support person to go to and either model it . . ., when there
isn’t that support piece, it’s really easy to go back to “The book says to do it this
way,” or “This is how I’ve done it in the past.”
Cora agreed with Bree’s perception. After she gave a not-so-positive review of the
current status of the EE program and a rant on the lack of administrative support for the
program as a whole, I asked Cora what types of support or motivation she thought might
be helpful in bringing the strength of the program back. She responded, “I think just
modeling. This is what we’re doing. . . . If someone were to say, ‘We’re going to devote
this much time to do this and this is how we’re going to do it,’ I think that would work.”
Passion, comfort and confidence
A primary theme that emerged in the conversations of the conditions and
characteristics necessary for an environmental education program to occur was the
importance of passion, comfort, and confidence within the teachers. Participants
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mentioned time and again their own personal convictions and commitments to
environmental education. It was this passion and their certitudes on environmental
education that kept these educators moving forward in times of disparities and adversity.
Passion came into play in two different ways: internally and externally. Dyan
shared that the “difference between the teachers who frequently integrate it
[environmental education] and who don’t … [was] their passion.” She continued by
explaining, “You can tell it’s either internal because it’s theirs personally, or they’ve been
infused where they’ve just seen the benefits for the kids so they make the time. They
aren’t the ones who are like, ‘We don’t have time for this.’ They’re like, ‘Yep, okay, this
is what I need.’ I mean it’s on that list of priorities that you squeeze in and they just make
that commitment.”
When asked to describe the educators who continuously blend EE into their daily
instruction, Edie, who disclosed EE is “a priority and a passion for me,” delineated a
potential understanding on the differences between internal and external passion by
describing a person with an internal passion:
I think they’re outdoorsy people, or they’ve taken classes that have really inspired
them. Like demographically, they’re all over, young to old. They’re all over the
place. . . . Like Laurie, you know, she took that class, she got hugely inspired . . .
so she’s taken her kids outside more than she has ever. But then the other part of it
is the people who are . . . just naturally outdoorsy, are more outdoorsy type
people.
Laurie, as mentioned by Edie, was a second grade classroom teacher at Oriole
Elementary. Prior to being hired at Oriole Elementary School, Laurie had never taken a
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class focused on science, outdoor education, environmental education, or anything of the
like. She was a self-proclaimed “inside girl” who always came to school dressed to the
nines. She had never before taken her students outside for instruction or paid much
attention to environmental education. When the then principal of Oriole Elementary
School announced that if staff wanted to teach at Oriole Elementary School they would
have to be fluent in environmental education and teach students outdoors, Laurie realized
she needed to make a change if she wanted to continue working there. Laurie quickly
signed up for numerous summer workshops and college courses to give her the tools and
background knowledge necessary for integrating EE. She swiftly became a convert, and
that first year at Oriole Elementary School, Laurie could be found teaching outdoors
more often than teaching inside. She readily integrated EE into her lessons and colleagues
frequently sought her to assist in their understanding of EE integration. While initially
she had no passion for environmental education, something in those classes and her
newfound knowledge sparked a passion that quickly moved from external to internal.
Bree further explained the internal passion by sharing similar sentiments on the
difference between those teachers who frequently integrate EE into their daily teachings
and those who do not by sharing, “I think it’s just their own personal passion. . . .
Something that they would sort of have to do, I guess, as just part of who they are, and so
it kind of works its way into their teaching no matter what.”
When discussing time as a roadblock to EE integration, Lucy quickly shifted
gears when reflecting upon her core group of staff and their internal passion. She said, “A
lot of it again is just the time piece, but the interesting thing is, though, you know, some
of my teachers, they find the time somehow. They’re able to get it done.” She went on
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further to describe those teachers who find the time as those who “just have that inside of
them . . . and in spite of, you know, how tough a year can be or whatever, they still do
their thing. . . . They make it happen and it’s just amazing.”
Lexi agreed with the notion that the people who have been a part of the school
since the EE program first started were those who have a stronger sense of comfort and
confidence about incorporating EE into their lessons:
I just definitely feel like the people . . . who care about it, the people who were
there, who were trained, who were involved, are the people who do it. You know,
when everything else gets thrown at us, they still do it.
Lexi admitted that sometimes integrating EE can be tough. “But my struggle . . . finding a
place for everything in your day”. She resolves this by knowing that EE is important to
her and to her students. “I think there’s a lot of our staff that is compassionate about the
environment and shares it with the kids,” she said. Lily, a former teaching partner of
Lexi’s and current colleague, reflected on how Lexi’s passion has impacted her own zest
for EE:
I do think . . . certain . . . colleagues have really changed me a lot . . . Lexi
especially. . . . We both sort of always had a passion for this, and she always has
ideas and we bounce them off of each other and other people too. . . . I think being
on the science committee, that’s a group of people who care about that, and being
a junior naturalist advisor, I think I was always just kind of in the community of
the people who cared about EE.
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While sharing her thoughts on why exactly teachers continue to integrate
environmental education with so many perceived roadblocks, Alli revealed her students
sparked her internal passion:
I think we believe that we’re doing the right thing, that it’s best. We’re trying [to
get] kids outside . . . oh my gosh! Oh my gosh! We found an owl pellet! With the
naturalist! She almost went crazy because she said she’s never found one in the
wild. We came across it and there were all these bird feathers and stuff so we
were talking to the kids about what we thought had happened and then two of my
boys go, ‘What’s that?’ . . . When you do something like that, you want to go
right back out.
Reciprocating the thoughts of the importance of EE due to the internal passion
combined with the positive impact on students, Luke disclosed his number one reason
why teachers continue to implement EE regardless of roadblocks. “I just think teachers
feel it’s important.” When asked to expand, he said,
Because I think that it’s a missing piece in lots of curriculum and lots of kids’
lives. I don’t think that they do that anymore. Our [nature center residency
program] piece, you know we go out there. How many of you have ever been
north of the [metro area]? Never. You know, talking to some kids about camping,
[and] they’re like, “I don’t even own a sleeping bag.” That’s atrocious.
Lynn, a colleague of Luke’s, concurred by stating, “because we still think it’s a priority
and I think for my fifth grade team, we see the benefits of the kids outside when they’re
at [our nature center residency program].”
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Dena revealed a similar notion when asked why EE is still happening within the
schools with all the mentioned roadblocks. Her reply, “because it’s important to us”.
Asked to clarify, Dena divulged:
I don’t know about other schools, but at Oriole Elementary School, you see these
kids and how much they’re wasting and how much they’re not opening their eyes
and looking around them. And of course they are because they’re five and six and
they’re concrete thinkers, but we need to push them to think abstractly.
Elsa supported Dena’s opinion as she shared her own journey on gaining comfort and
confidence with embedding EE into her daily schedule. “I believe in that comfort thing
with the baby steps. You need to get to where you need to go; you can’t 100 percent
change everything from one year to the next,” she said. Later while referencing a national
Project WET (Water Education for Teachers) curriculum, Elsa continued, “I used a few
things out of there this year and I think each year you tend to try something else. Like,
okay, I’ve done this, now I’ll add this too.” Asked where she has gained this comfort in
teaching environmental education and taking students outdoors, Elsa quickly responded,
saying, “Doing it, just doing it. Even if you’re afraid of it, just go and try it.” She
admitted that it may not work perfectly, but that’s okay. “Just like when they [the
students] make a mistake, if I make a mistake, that’s okay. . . . I’ll change things around a
little bit and make it better,” she said. “You just need to take a risk.”
Elsa later admitted that as she has increased her confidence and comfort with
teaching environmental education, her own personal passion toward environmentally
focused initiatives has also increased. She said,
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I drive my husband crazy with it. I just find it personally pretty important, so I’m
hooked into different blogs and things that I see in terms of education and EE so
that I can bring those concepts back. So it’s kind of like a focus full time.
Questioned on whether environmental awareness had been a part of her life
growing up, Dena quickly replied, “No, I was not an outside person at all. I was like ‘I
don’t care what kind of tree that is; I really don’t care.’ I’d rather go in and watch TV.”
Dena, who takes her students fishing often at the pond within the school’s 86 acres,
confessed that
I never went fishing until I was an adult with five-year-olds. I never did any of
that. . . . So that’s why I think it’s important to me too because I look at those kids
in my class that are like I was when I was little and I’m like, “You know what?
Some of these kids have never held a fishing pole and I just taught them how to
do that, and I didn’t know how to do it either. But now, I’m learning right along
with them.”
Abby revealed a different consideration for internal passion, one that focused on
how internal passion came to be. After sharing where she grew up and the impact it had
upon her, Abby reflected on her current staunch belief about the importance of
preservation and conservation:
I believe so much that things are changing and you can’t tell me that all of these
cars and all of this pollution is anything good for the environment and you hear
about the river of plastic and you can’t tell me that that’s good and I feel that
people have lost some compassion because they don’t get outside to the natural
world and they’re all about me, me, me. But when you get out to the natural world
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and you see the beauty and you realize how much we’re connected, I just think it
makes you more human, on the whole.
Trying to understand and explain the external passion of some teachers, Dyan
contemplated the influence of staff upon one another:
I think it had to be at least a couple committed with that internal passion that was
just this is how I want to live my life. And so how can I bring that? . . . Then they
shared it with their colleague and then that, you know, I mean, having that piece
grow. Because with education and all the competing factors, I mean, I think it
grows so maybe, you know, I think it would be safe to say incoming staff and new
staff that maybe didn’t have that piece grew into that while they were teaching.
Demi, a fifth grade teacher, at Dyan’s school, concurred as she explained, “I think it [EE]
just becomes a part of who you are as a teacher and what you like to do.”
Examining the greater impact of blending environmental education into
instruction, Dawn, a first grade teacher also at Oriole Elementary School, explained that
sometimes educators teach EE for what she sees as reasons greater than personal passion,
either internal or external. “You’ll always have your people who will do it [teach EE]
because they think it’s the right thing to do for the earth. You’ll always have your people
who will do it because it’ll save money,” she said. Dyan detailed how these perceived
greater forces contribute to the internal passion one might have for teaching EE. She
stated,
I feel like as an adult, as a staff, as a teacher, a principal, . . . you have to be on
board because that’s the right thing to do for the global society, and then if you
have that commitment, then you’re able to prioritize and make the time and
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realize that you have to then teach kids and, you know, talk a-louds, and do those
things.
Sometimes when referencing passion, interviewees seemed to take a sense of
ownership. Abby, a fourth grade teacher at Blue Jay Elementary (a site with 40-plus acres
of school-maintained designated nature center as the backyard), shared a story of when
more than 15 teachers gave up a Saturday to clean up the nature center after the winter
season. “It was pouring rain and we stayed out there, which to me says a lot,” she said.
Another type of ownership appeared with Edie as she explained how she got
involved with the EE program. She said, “I found my niche in Twin Lakes and I enjoyed
it, and they were giving me permission to take my students outside and say, ‘Go outside
and plant gardens,’ and, you know, substitute curriculum.” She continued, “So, I’ve
become a huge [EE fan]. My staff knows it. Like they get nervous when they throw
something away in front of me, which makes me giggle, but they’re like, ‘Where should
this go?’ . . . I don’t need to be that person, but if you’re going to let me . . .”
Dana, a fifth grade teacher at Oriole Elementary School, had a similar experience.
She shared how she first heard of the EE program coming to the then new Oriole
Elementary:
It was really promoted to us for the EE outside our school. I remember sitting at a
staff meeting in the previous October talking about this Green Team committee,
and I’m like, “I’m doing that!’ . . . This sounds like something I want to do!” I
think I needed something that was . . . my baby, you know?
She continued and reflected back to this moment of first hearing about the opportunity of
EE during a second part of our interview sharing: “This could be my thing. Reading is
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not my thing. Math is not my thing. I need something that I can really, you know, soar
with, and I thought that would be it. And starting a new school, what a cool opportunity!”
Edie’s sense of ownership came along the same pathway as Dana’s:
And it was like, go on this committee and . . . other than loving the outdoors, I
had no passion for it [EE] at that time, no interest in it, but, I mean it just goes to
show that . . . once you get involved or you just step into it and, you know, you’re
going to have the people who are always going to be leading the charge, but, then
I just ran.
Ultimately, it seemed as if the passionate people and the influence they have upon
others ignited the movement and how EE came to be in Twin Lakes. Luke recognized
this when he reflected back on the beginnings of the EE program within the district: “A
revolution starts with one person.” Dyan shared the same credence as she compared the
EE movement and program within the Twin Lakes Schools to a video on YouTube of the
dancing man. The video starts with a single man dancing to music, source unseen,
amongst a crowd of people. Initially others are apprehensive of someone making such a
scene as evidenced in their faces, pointing fingers and laughs. Then, one by one, others
from the crowd join the dancing man. Soon the whole crowd has joined in. Lexi
developed this visual as she pondered, “I just think exposure and . . . people who are
passionate about it and people who are in the habit, and people who have someone in
their life to share it with them.” Dyan explicated, “It’s tapping those people.” And by
those people, it’s the ones who integrate EE no matter what. The passionate teachers. The
teachers who see the positive impact on their students. The teachers who have made EE
integration a habit. It just takes one to start a movement.
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Summary
This chapter highlighted the narratives of the emerged themes that showcase the
findings that facilitate the implementation of environmental education within the included
elementary schools. These findings, while not necessarily prescriptive to any successful
environmental education program, are essential to the Twin Lakes Area School Districts’
elementary environmental education program.
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Chapter Eight: The Culture of an Environmentally Focused School
While the majority of chapters six and seven highlight various aspects of each
school’s environmentally focused culture, those features were the big, noticeable ones
that people ask about, ones that even I believed I would recognize as answers to my study
questions, and that participants frequently mentioned. Throughout the interviews, I
noticed on several occasions participants neglected to share specific EE activities or
practices they do on a daily basis. When asked about such events, most participants
would look at me blankly and respond with something like, “Well, we’ve always done
that. It’s just a part of us now and I don’t even recognize it” (Maria). With these
responses, I realized that many practices, including but certainly not limited to, taking
students outdoors for learning regardless the season or cross-cutting environmental
concepts throughout core content, had become so habitual, so embedded, that participants
did not distinguish them as particular to an EE program. These practices and programs
had become a part of the culture of the school.
Interestingly enough, the participants of the buildings citing a positive EE culture
were also the ones citing strong to moderate administrative support for the EE program.
The one building that did not respond favorably to a positive EE culture was Finch
Elementary, where participants acknowledged a severe lack of administrative support for
the EE program. Cora, teacher at Finch Elementary, explained, “We recycle. We compost
our lunch waste. I don’t know if people see that as EE. The culture of EE is seen by some
as an add-on and by others as fun activities and by others as a part of the curriculum.”
Not once did Cora create an image of a sense of a strong culture of EE at her school. At
Finch Elementary, the culture of EE appeared to be a patchwork quilt of sorts with
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different colors and patterns representing the different factions of support and conviction
to the program.
Lynn and Lexi, educators at Warbler Elementary, both of whom cited mostly
strong administrative support for their building’s EE program, noticed a barrier in terms
of a positive EE culture in their building. Both recognized EE as a part of their school
culture, but it was not the end all. Lynn expounded, “I think it [the EE culture] is two
sided. I think there are those who are motivated and living it and using it. Then there are
those who are only doing what they have to.” Lexi supported Lynn’s claims, highlighting
the barrier as being those with a passion for EE and those without:
With the junior naturalists, EE festival, star lab, touch table, weatherboard, and
many other components, EE it is definitely a part of our school. I wouldn’t say
everyone lives and breathes EE, unfortunately. There are many teachers who have
a passion for EE and make it a big part of their daily life in their classrooms, and
there are others who do the bare minimum, but it’s there. So much of it has
become routine at this point . . . things I don’t even think about, but that are so
much a part of our school.
At Oriole Elementary, the EE culture seems to appear in all aspects of the school,
from what the teachers bring for lunch, to the location of the garbage cans, to just the
general attitude toward environmental education. Dawn explained, “When you visibly
look around, you still see the majority of the staff practicing. They have their own
reusable water bottles, their own reusable lunch bags.” Dyan continued, “It’s [EE] part of
just what we do. It’s not a question of doing it; it’s a question of how do we tweak it so
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that we’re meeting the new standards? How do we tweak it so that we’re engaging kids in
different ways?”
While the teachers at Blue Jay Elementary did not explicitly mention the term
culture, they frequently referenced the attributes of a school-wide culture throughout their
interviews. Sharing stories of teaching outdoors, initiating and maintaining the junior
naturalist program and EE festival, the positive impact of recycling and composting all
lent itself to indicators of a solid EE-focused school culture. Their administrator, Alex,
built the image and understanding best of an EE-focused school-wide culture. Asked to
clarify what he meant by using the term culture in explaining the EE program at his
school, Alex expanded,
The culture that I refer to is the culture of being a leader in environmental
education. It is not okay within the building to ignore or belittle our efforts.
Teachers are expected to use the nature center, not so much by administrative
decree but by fellow teachers, parents, and the students themselves. We are proud
of what we represent, what we teach, and what it means to the greater society.
Even though it would be a stretch to call it global, we are impacting our little
corner of the globe and hopefully creating generations of students who care and
know they can do something to make the world a little better than they found it.
Our [Blue Jay Elementary] culture is built on using what we have, making the
best of it, and creating students who have a passion, in this case about [the]
outside, nature and the natural order of the world. It makes sense to us, and
hopefully to those who become part of the [Blue Jay] family.
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Emerging themes
Within the overarching theme of culture, several major themes emerged. These
themes include: recycling, composting and conserving, Green Moments, Green Binders,
teaching outdoors, environmental education festivals, Junior Naturalist program and
equipment.
Recycling, Composting, and Conserving. Recycling, composting, and
conservation were frequently neglected when participants reflected upon the actions they
did to promote a sustainable environmental education program. I found this to be ironic
since getting these aspects of the program started really was a struggle at first. Change
can be tough, but habitual changes can be daunting, perhaps except for children.
Each of the building principals had stories and thoughts to impart regarding
recycling, composting, or conserving at their site and how these practices have become a
part of the culture within their buildings. Cade’s reflections on these practices came
through interestingly in his definition of environmental education:
Well, I think my definition of environment ed is teaching/educating students
about best environmental practices that are good for the earth, good for the school
community, good for our local community and how we maximize resources, and
we educate kids on maximizing resources, so that they grow a culture, a cohort, a
generation of themselves . . . taking responsibility for, you know, maximizing
resources into the future, and one of the easiest ways to do that is some sort of
recycling. There’s limited, limited waste and how do you take those things that
you’re done with and make sure that they get put to use again?
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Cade disclosed that his definition of EE came to fruition at Finch Elementary through the
acts of recycling and composting. He made sure I noticed their new recycling containers
in the entryway of the school and showcased collection bins for end-of-year crayons and
notebooks. Cade shared that “a parent comes in and takes them and connects them, I
think, to the parish . . . who uses them in their mission partnership with a place in Peru.”
Asked what he was most proud of for the EE program at his school, Alex quickly
responded, “I’m most proud of . . . how much less of an impact we’ve had on the landfill
than we were 12 or 13 years ago. . . . We’ve left a remarkable softer footprint that if we
had just said ‘too much work, we can’t do it.’” In our discussion on the lack of metrics
for environmental education, Alex did mention the tangible measure of garbage reduction
and the increase of recycling and composting: “A very tangible [measure] is that we went
from the biggest dumpster that you could have for garbage that was dumped almost every
day . . . [to now] we dump garbage once a week . . . and sometimes that’s not even full.”
Alex additionally commented on the practice of conservation. “We also have kids
walking around turning off lights,” he said. “We have kids shutting down their computers
when they’re done. We have teachers shutting down, at least their monitors. We have the
custodians buying into it.” In previous years, custodial buy-in was a challenge as the
custodial staff believed the practices of recycling, composting, and conservation would
add more to their workload and diminish their effectiveness. In truth, custodians have
come to realize it has made their workload easier and much more efficient.
Lucy shared a similar view when questioned on her most fulfilling moment of the
EE program at her building: “I think just the fact that . . . people don’t waste things like
they used to.” Lucy cited several instances of her staff making concerted choices focused
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on the reducing and reusing of natural resources. Staff no longer used the large paper to
cover bulletin boards; instead they purchased reusable fabric to cover the boards. In
addition, staff members no longer cover tables with paper for special events; instead they
used building monies to purchase reusable tablecloths. Lucy also used building monies to
purchase plastic reusable plates and cups for classroom parties instead of using
Styrofoam or paper plates. Lucy admitted that some staff struggled with this change as it
required them to take the reusable plates home to wash, but that attitude quickly changed
as this practice and others became “just part of . . . the norm.”
Erin described similar practices within her building. Being the newest elementary
and built after the EE program had been established had some perks, one of which came
in the form of a dishwasher in the staff lounge. This simple machine promoted the use of
reusable utensils and serving ware. Erin also recognized the impact the culture shift away
from using throwaway items has had beyond the walls of school: “I’ve heard parents say,
‘God my kid gets after me because we don’t have the right recycle bins at home,’ [or]
‘God, Johnny came home and he’s like yelling at me because I put a can in the garbage
and it’s not supposed to go in the garbage.’”
Likewise, Dyan reflected upon the mindfulness of her students regarding
recycling and conservation. She shared the struggles of teaching kindergarten students
every fall about recycling, composting, and conservation, but how easy it has been with
the first through fifth grade students. “For the first through fifth graders who have that
pattern and that habit,” they just get it and it is easy, she said. Dyan shared how when her
students go on field trips, they are mindful in packing lunches in reusable containers and
always look for the organics or the recycle bin before throwing items into the typically
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provided trash can. She proudly revealed how students are “asking that critical question:
‘Why aren’t they doing this? We do this! This is just how we do this every day.’” Ella
disclosed similar happenings with her students:
[Recycling] doesn’t even occur to me when I think what do we do [in terms of
environmental education]. . . . I mean, all of our kids know. . . . When they’re
throwing something away in the classroom even and someone will say, “Look, . .
. somebody put a wrapper in the organics.” With their lunches and everything,
they’re just used to separating everything and so am I, and I find myself being
some place away and being like, “Where’s your recycling?” And they’ll be like,
“Ah, just throw it in the trash,” and I’m like, “I can’t!”
Describing how during Earth Month, the Green Team committee challenged each
classroom to a waste reduction challenge, Dyan became enlivened. The goal was to really
think before throwing something away, as the junior naturalists weighed every
classroom’s trash can contents at the end of every week. Dyan and her staff really noticed
a change in behavior of both themselves and the students. “That was when kids started to
. . . bring the one bag of goldfish [crackers] and use it for the whole week,” she said.
During my visit to Oriole Elementary, I had noticed the garbage cans and recycling
containers out in the hallways instead of being in the classroom. Dyan explained that
teachers do intentionally put the trash can out in the pod and so kids have to
physically get up and walk out to put their trash away. And that, I mean, it seems
so small, but I feel like that just teaches . . . you can’t just throw whatever away. .
. . You have to look, and every time I’m walking into a classroom, I watch kids. . .
. They’re thinking through like, “Okay, where can this go and can it go in there?”
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Green Moments. Green Moments began at Oriole Elementary with the Green
Team promoting particular equipment that might be helpful for outdoor learning or
conducting mini-trainings on EE-related topics at staff meetings. As the EE coordinator,
once I saw how quickly the Oriole Elementary staff’s confidence and competence grew
as what I deemed to be a result of these frequent reminders and check-ins, I encouraged
the Green Teams at all schools to have Green Moments at their own staff meetings. This
practice still continues today, as Alli noted, “We’ve been faithful about the Green
Moments at our staff meetings.” Dana mentioned these Green Moments explicitly as an
opportunity “to create awareness” within the staff. Erin’s thoughts coincided with Dana
as she explained that awareness of EE is brought to her staff through staff meetings
where “we always do like an EE Moment, like where somebody shares something
they’ve done.” Lucy felt that the Green Moments helped staff to see greater opportunities
for integration. She shared, “When we do the Green Moments, there’s some really great
stuff that comes up and then there’s a really cool conversation that’ll come up and
somebody might have an app that they found for the iPads that fits right in.” Dyan
appreciated the opportunities for her staff to have cross-grade-level conversations at her
staff meetings on EE-related topics that have been brought up through the Green
Moments: “It’s the learning team conversations, for sure. . . . It’s being able to say, ‘Hey,
I did this. This is a great thought; here are my resources if you want to try it out’—
grassroots kind of stuff.” Demi reasoned the Green Moments and peer leadership helped
set the foundation for her school’s EE-focused culture:
Teachers are mostly leading by example. EE is not so much of an “in your face”
initiative. We have Green Moments at staff meetings and teachers share
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something EE related. I think that when teachers are doing something cool with
EE, at least at [Oriole], other teachers get excited and want to do something in
their classroom as well. It really is just a part of our culture at [Oriole
Elementary].
Green Binders. When the EE program was in its infancy years, teachers from
Blue Jay Elementary used staff development funds to examine the lessons within their
teacher manuals and tweak those lessons a bit to have them contain an EE focus. In some
cases, we swapped purchased curriculum lessons out for lessons focused explicitly on
environmental education yet held the same objective and met the same academic
standard. Eventually, each elementary teacher was trained on their grade level’s lessons.
The group of lessons collectively became known as the Green Binder since they were
stored in exactly that, a green binder. This exchange of lessons eased the burden of the
race on the clock for staff. Luke reflected, “It was, you know, ‘Here’s a lesson that you’ll
actually teach here . . . instead of this other one.’ You know, get rid of that and replace it
with this. It’s not more, it’s just better.”
Edie reported her experience related to the Green Binders while attending the
Green Ribbon Ceremony in Washington D.C. While at a table with several other
educators, they conversed on what they enjoyed most about their environmental
programs. Edie shared that one of her highlights of the Twin Lakes Area School’s
program was the Green Binder. As she explained what this was to the other participants,
they madly scribbled notes. She shared with me as she had done with them that
[with] the Green Binder . . . the teachers knew what was expected, and [even
though] our science curriculum has changed, our math curriculum has changed,
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and so for those people [teachers] who can’t see the easy connection, that was
like, gold in their hand. The rest, the people who can see that, still do it, but that, I
think, when we were at our strongest, we had all those replacement lessons and
stuff and then it was just, oh my little flag on the page. I knew I needed to go to
here and now I pull this lesson in.
In her comment, Edie eluded to a change in curriculums. It is unfortunate in that with the
change in curriculums, there has not been a district-wide focused realignment of EE
lessons. This does not mean the Green Binders have been shelved. For many, it means the
lessons have been tweaked and rearranged at a building level. Alex disclosed how they
handled the new curriculum changes at Blue Jay Elementary:
We’ve done a lot of replacing of lessons where this could be done outside, so just
write it in your book if you’re going to do it outside. Get your Green Binder, pull
it out, those lessons that have been gathered over years and time. . . . You know
that they work; adapt it to the new math curriculum. You know, if it’s the old
math curriculum, adapt it to the new one. . . . For the language arts things, if it’s
from an old story that we no longer have, adapt it, you know, use it and get
outside. Get your buns moving. Get out there. And one of the ways is that we put
the pressure on ourselves.
Teaching Outdoors. “When you open the door to the kids that school isn’t just in
my room, that I’m not just in 402, that’s where I learn at [Blue Jay Elementary], I think,
not only does it open the door to my classroom . . . it’s a world now.” Alex shared these
words as he contemplated the difference between life at his school now compared to life
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at his school prior to the EE program implementation. Throughout the interviews,
numerous tales of teaching outdoors were shared. Some of these included the following:


“I saw all of our kindergarteners out there one day with their science
notebooks sitting in a snowbank, sketching their tree.” (Edie)



“Seeing the classrooms outside with their notebooks.” (Erin)



“I love taking them outside.” (Abby)



“It doesn’t faze me in the least bit to take my class outside. I feel safe so I
know my kids are safe. We have teachers who have learned to take their
kids outside. They know it’s right; they want to.” (Dawn)

Embedding outdoor instruction into the daily schedule of a classroom is not an
everyday occurrence across the country. It is a rare event if a teacher is ever taught how
to do this during his or her pre-service training, if it happens at all. It is a practice of
pedagogy that requires passion as it can be a bit more challenging to instruct in a
classroom with no walls as there are additional safety factors to consider when teaching
outside. Dawn diagnosed this struggle and quickly shared the prescription of how they
have handled it: “Professional development really brings them [teachers without
experience] along and gives them the comfort level, the expertise, the know-how, to take
kids outside and teach science outside and teach reading outside and teach math outside
in whatever way you can get kids outside.” Within the Twin Lakes Area School District,
elementary teachers can be found with students on a daily basis making connections to
their studies through real life experiences and truly hands-on opportunities. Edie shared
how she finds success with outdoor education: “I’m comfortable managing kids outside. I
set up my parameters and I’m pretty good at it. They know what my expectations are;
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they know what they can and can’t do. But I also love controlled chaos and not
everybody can handle that.”
Alex continued reflecting upon the powerful process of making viable
connections while learning and the conscious awareness that learning is not
compartmentalized, noting that
learning is learning, teaching is teaching. When you pigeon-hole it or cubby-hole
it, that it only happens here and it only happens in science or it only happens in
reading or math. . . . I think once you bring it [learning and teaching] outside, then
science is everywhere. Reading is everywhere. Math is everywhere. Phy ed is
everywhere. . . . You finally realize that it’s everywhere, you know, and I might
as well use it. I might as well take that opportunity then as the teacher, principal,
the adult, the kid, to say, “Hey, we’re learning; we’re not inside. Isn’t this more
fun?” That no matter where they are, what did you just learn?
Ann Zwinger, naturalist and author, valued this powerful link between schooling and
outdoor education. As noted on a National Fisheries and Wildlife website
(http://goo.gl/wmXLxB ), Zwinger is quoted: “Once a teacher makes the connection
between the classroom world and the world outside, enormous possibilities open like a
morning glory bud untwisting at dawn, a beautiful unfurling of inspiration and
wonderment”.
Twin Lakes Area School District is fortunate to have school grounds that make
learning outdoors easier and the educators in these buildings recognize it. Dyan, principal
of Oriole Elementary, where students and staff have an 86-acre backyard, acknowledged,
“This building because of where it was built on the land and all of that, that was from
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purposeful planning.” Demi, also from Oriole Elementary, shared her belief that the
school’s location made bringing EE into the schools easier. “I think just the location of
our school and what we have accessible has been a huge help,” she said.
Each school site has designated outdoor learning areas that become classrooms
for the teachers. Whether it is a butterfly garden, a prairie, a forest, a wetland, or a lake,
the teachers at these schools take full advantage of everything outdoors. Coming from the
one elementary school in the district that does not have immediate and easy access to a
wooded area or water source, Lexi imparted some wisdom and at the same time revealed
a common tenet of these teachers: “I think you have to find it wherever you live,
wherever you are. You have to be able to find it. You wouldn’t believe how excited the
kids are to go to the berm, [and] get burrs all over themselves.” With all these easily
accessible natural surroundings, Alex directly questions those educators who do not take
students outdoors for learning opportunities. “I just look at them and say, ‘What are you
doing wrong then that you can’t keep a class or kids engaged outside?’ You know, ‘Why
do you need to have these walls to make you feel safe?’” he said.
Environmental Education Festivals. In a 2014 blog post20, the Twin Lakes Area
School District’s superintendent described the initial event that spurred the district’s
successful EE program:
One of the first things they [Blue Jay Elementary staff] did was plan an annual
Outdoor Learning Festival, where students do hand-on activities. . . . The success
of that program got a lot of attention and led staff, parents and school board
members to embed EE into our district’s strategic plan.
20

For the purpose of confidentiality, a direct reference is not reported.
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Since that first environmental festival at Blue Jay Elementary, each of the elementary
schools has added one to their school calendar. Staff work diligently to take core content
lessons that would normally be taught indoors and rewrite them to be taught outdoors
with EE in mind. Each grade level tackles a specific theme that correlates to a specific
academic science standard. Staff members weave in opportunities for writing, reading,
and mathematics instruction into each lesson. Students rotate in a middle school schedule
fashion amongst the grade level teachers, as well as a hired naturalist, for their lessons. It
is an impressive sight, seeing 500-plus students outdoors, learning away from their desks
and computers.
Many participants in this study recognized the event as their highlight of the
whole EE program. Ella expressed gratitude for the EE festival as an opportunity to
refocus on EE. “It kind of gets you back in the mindset” of EE, she said. Erin saw the
event as “one big celebration” for her school and shared appreciation to the staff for
making the EE festival such an important part of their school’s culture.
Junior Naturalist Program. The junior naturalist program started the first year
of the EE program’s existence at Blue Jay Elementary. As the EE program expanded
across the school district, so did the junior naturalist program. The faction has become so
popular at the elementary levels that students need to complete an application and each
classroom selects two to three representatives as junior naturalists. For the first five years
of the program, the teacher advisor stipend for the junior naturalist program came from
community education grant funds. Finally three years ago, the superintendent made the
junior naturalist advisor position a permanent part of the teacher contact salary schedule.
It was funded through district funds. Interestingly enough, the year before this came to
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fruition, budget cuts occurred, and the elementary student council advisor position and
program was cut from the schools, leaving the junior naturalist program the only
leadership opportunity for elementary-aged students.
Participants attributed the junior naturalist program as a big reason for the success
of the EE program and the focus of EE on the school culture. Cora shared how the junior
naturalists at her school create bulletin boards down the main hallway to promote
awareness and education of natural happenings. “We have a new bulletin board, an
environmental bulletin board, in the hallway every month. Which is awesome. Now
we’re going to have three. . . .That’s the one thing that’s really keeping us on. There’s a
new theme every month, so that’s really been good,” she said. Demi explained the junior
naturalist’s role at her building: “They help run our recycling program by recycling the
paper and the aluminum and plastic. They kind of take that to where it needs to go . . .
and then we also have them do different initiatives during the school year.” At Warbler
Elementary, Lily and Lexi encourage the students to take on service projects including
Green Sneakers, Terracycle, and partnering “with the watershed district . . . to stencil the
storm drains.” Dana laughed as she shared, “it’s all kind of engrained in our DNA at
[Oriole Elementary] so to speak” as she communicated how easy it has been to get the
junior naturalists involved in classroom, all-school, and community events focused on the
environment.
Principals also recognized the importance of the junior naturalist program to the
sense of EE-focused culture in their buildings. Erin acknowledged, “I really think that our
junior naturalists have done a good job too of spearheading some really neat projects.”
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Asked if there was anything else she wanted to share at the conclusion of her interview,
Dyan quickly responded,
a big support is junior naturalist too. I want to make sure that’s on record. I mean
because the student commitment to that . . . it’s like prestige. I mean, it’s a cool
thing to do in [third], fourth, and fifth [grade], especially [because] we don’t have
student council meetings. That is our only student leadership. But they even go to
classes; they teach those lessons. They’re in all-school meetings sharing that, you
know, we recognize them for all the little things that they’re doing. I think that is
[a] driving force.
Equipment. In addition to the physical spaces conducive to environmental
education, the Twin Lakes elementary schools are also fortunate to have equipment not
typically found in most elementary schools. Such equipment includes, but certainly is not
limited to: field guides, binoculars, insect nets, macroinvertebrate collecting equipment,
GPS units, compasses, skulls, feathers, nests, tracking kits and fishing gear. When the
program first began, we purchased equipment that would support and enhance hands-on
investigations. Staff members received training on how to use the equipment, and each
building established a designated location for easy access and check out. Many
participants alluded to the equipment as being one aspect unique to their schools and an
essential component to the EE program’s success.
Bree reflected to her beginning years in the school district, prior to the start of the
EE program, and how the need for EE-type equipment and tools has grown as the desire
to integrate EE has expanded:
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When I started at [Cardinal Elementary], that room of all the physical equipment
was not there at all, and I just think that that has grown as people have shown the
desire to use the things and to get out there.
In referencing the EE equipment and additional resources focused on EE and the aide
they provide in implementing the program, Brad bluntly stated, “There’re barriers that
other schools face; we don’t have those.” Edie recognized the correlation of their
program’s success to the type and amount of equipment: “We also have . . . the tools that
we need in order to be successful outside, like the snowshoes and tracks and different
things like that.” Dena admitted she was not sure where their program might be on the
scale of success if it were not for the equipment and tools at their site. “It’s hard to start it
[EE] up. If you don’t have all the equipment you need and you can’t just quick go grab
binoculars or something, it’s hard to plan ahead for that, but we have it all,” she said.
At Blue Jay Elementary, the school’s student population growth has resulted in
the designated equipment room being reconstituted to be both an equipment room and a
reading instruction room. Each of the educators from Blue Jay Elementary expressed
frustration and complaints about this during their interview. They were frustrated with the
administrator for making this consolidation of spaces as they felt it limited their access to
the equipment. Alex, the school principal, recognized his staff’s frustration as he shared
the following:
What was our number one complaint this year? The reading room is there. When
can I get in there? Well, you got before and after school; there’s nobody in there.
But I didn’t think about it and it’s right there and I have to interrupt and I need it
now. . . . It’s so rewarding to see that the teachers want the materials to make the
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learning come alive for their kids. I bet 90 percent of the stuff that’s in there is not
stuff they can use in their classroom; they have to go outside.
Summary
The seven major themes identified within this chapter aid in understanding the
culture of environmental education established within the elementary schools included
within this study. These major themes are separate from the themes and findings that both
facilitate and hinder the success of an environmental education program as none of these
seven particularly warrant roadblocks or success to a program. Instead they are the
enhancements of what can be deemed a successful environmental program and have
become part of the culture and the rituals these elementary teachers are a part of on a
daily basis. Within the final chapter of this dissertation, these findings will be analyzed
through the theoretical lens reviewed in chapter three.
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Chapter Nine: Discussions, Implications and Recommendations
Chapter nine serves three purposes for this study. First, it interprets the themes
outlined in chapters five, six, and seven by using the theoretical frameworks summarized
in chapter three. Second, the chapter details the unique contributions of this research for
both education and environmental education as well as recommendations for further
research. Finally, the chapter outlines the researcher’s final reflections on the study.
Discussion of Themes within the Theoretical Lenses
Unlike other methodologies of interpreting and presenting theories through the
lens of emergent themes, this dissertation presents the theories generalized in chapter
three as the lens with which to view the themes highlighted in chapters five, six, and
seven. As the themes emerged from the data, it became apparent the theoretical
frameworks highlighted in chapter three could be used to interpret and analyze several of
the themes as theories were discovered to be deeply interwoven throughout the themes.
The presentation of data analysis will be organized via the theoretical lenses. Appendix K
outlines the findings of this research within the theoretical lenses presented within this
dissertation.
Leadership Theories. For the analysis within the context of leadership, I present
a dyadic model of leadership in the way the Twin Lakes Area Schools elementary leaders
in EE have been able to create, facilitate, and sustain the EE programs within their
perspective schools. This dyad of leadership theory includes: teachers as leaders and
transformational leadership. The EE program within the schools included in the study
could operate solely under the leadership style of teachers as leaders, or the employment
of transformational leadership. By combining the two leadership theories to examine the
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case, all leaders and their practices and decisions can be included as each is influential in
the sustainability of the program.
Much like Webb, Neumann, and Jones’ (2004) triadic model of leadership,
understanding the leadership within the EE program in these elementary schools from
more than one lens allows those hoping to replicate such a program the opportunity to see
various strategies and practices in play in both similar and diverse situations. A dyadic
model of leadership also allows the researcher to better explain the leadership within the
schools for this program as it does not align with the historical authoritarian views the
educational system has been subjected to for centuries. In addition, I believe that any
paradigm of educational leadership must have the teachers’ voices included as they are
critical not only within the decision making process of an educational system, but
primarily in the implementation, enactment, and sustainability of both new and longlasting initiatives.
The theories of leadership are interwoven throughout the themes that emerged in
this case study. Chapter six focused on the findings that hindered the implementation of
environmental education. When examining these roadblocks through the lens of
leadership, prescriptions can be made for those in leadership on how to alter or even, how
to proceed, when attempting to bring about reform within an educational system, or in
this case introduce and sustain an environmental education program. Chapter seven
examined the evidence that facilitated the implementation of environmental education.
Interestingly enough, some of the findings within this chapter were the antithesis of those
in chapter six, specifically leadership in terms of administrative support. This case is a
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prime example of how the use of teachers as leaders combined with transformational
leadership can aid in positive school reform and sustainability of particular programs.
Teachers as leaders. Lieberman and Miller (2004) cite three ways in which
teachers are impactful as leaders: advocates, innovators, and stewards. Advocates are the
voice of the student. They ensure the student and the learning essential to benefit the
student are always in the forefront. Innovators are not afraid to try something new.
“Innovators are creative doers, not just thinkers” (Phelps, 2008, p. 120). Stewards focus
on professional growth and promote the profession of education itself. Each of these roles
while different, have a similar goal in mind, that of improvement – improvement of the
school and for the students.
Within the Twin Lakes elementary schools, teacher leaders have a powerful
influence upon the sustainability of the EE program. In many cases, if it were not for the
teacher leaders at the buildings, the program would neither be as successful in terms of
integration into content nor as engrained into the culture as evident with recycling and
composting. The administration within the Twin Lakes school system recognize they
“can no longer afford to serve as sole decision makers and holders of power” in order for
elements of change and programs, such as EE, to develop and manifest itself within the
schools (Beachum & Dentith, 2004, p. 277). Erin, principal of Sparrow Elementary,
readily acknowledged this when she shared, that if it were not for the teacher leaders at
her site for EE, there is “no way we’d be where we are” in the development of the
program.
When it comes to environmental education, the leadership within the Twin Lakes
Area Schools, is primarily decentralized and lacking of the bureaucratic control typically
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held by superintendents within school systems. In their study of teacher leaders within
schools, Beachum and Dentith (2004) found this method of leadership to be the most
effective when advocating for change in reform. Such was the case in Twin Lakes
elementary schools, when the principals worked collaboratively with the teacher leaders
for the EE program, the program flourished and became a part of the school’s culture.
Oriole Elementary was a prime example of this. Acknowledged by Dawn, their first
principal, Cathy, the one who recruited teachers interested and committed to facilitating
EE into their lessons had an “innate ability to grow leaders”. As Dawn explained, Cathy
“saw who had a passion or a talent for something and she put those people in place
[charge] for that, to do that”. Teachers felt trusted and had a sense of autonomy. Evidence
of a true partnership in promoting and advocating for EE was plentiful. In alignment with
Beachum and Dentith’s (2004) study, teachers “felt encouraged and supported to [be
innovative]. They believed that the administration heard and respected their opinions.
They did not feel their ideas for new initiatives had to be preapproved by the
administration, nor did they feel pressure to be successful in all their endeavors” (p. 280).
In an elementary school where this was not necessarily the case, Finch
Elementary, the principal had not relinquished full power of his administrative role and
seemingly did not look at leadership as a partnership, as a result staff members neither
had a sense of autonomy, nor did they trust their leader within the scope of EE. Although
Finch Elementary had an EE program, it seemed to be due in fact only to the District’s
mission and strategic plan. Finch Elementary has not flourished with the integration of
EE as each of the other elementary schools had in the district. Teachers instead saw
roadblocks to the integration of EE, not opportunities for positive reform. This was
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unashamedly obvious when Chloe replied to the question of whether the administration at
her building supported EE and although she voiced, ‘yes’ for the audio recorder, what the
recorder could not pick up was her vehement head shake indicating ‘no’.
In the schools where EE defined the culture, such as Blue Jay, Oriole and Sparrow
elementary schools, the principals sought out the opinions of the Green Team and the
teacher leaders within these committees. The dialogue between the principals and the
teacher leaders exists because of an unwritten open-door policy their administration has
in addition to the established sense of trust. This paralleled Beachum and Dentith’s
(2004) findings where, “teachers, administrators, and support persons shared ideas,
concerns, and perceptions with one another consistently and faithfully. Ideas were
generated continually, and these schools strived to respect those who agreed or disagreed
in the discourse and evolution of ideas and change” (p. 281). Both Alex and Brad
explicitly referenced the ‘hard work’ the members of the Green Team had put into the EE
program at their respective schools. In addition, several teachers acknowledged the full
support they felt from their own principals. “Definitely Lucy is, our administrator, is
supportive” (Lexi). “Very supportive administrator. Very supportive administrator. She
sees the value in taking our kids outside” (Edie). Dana shared, EE “is a lot of work, it’s
not really easy”. When asked how it gets accomplished then, she replied, “because it was
the district’s strategic plan, I think we had that and the administration just – Cathy was
just amazing helping us and starting on that and giving us time to work with teams and
work things out”.
In addition, as highlighted in Beachum and Dentith’s (2004) study on teacher
leadership, the principals in their study, as was the case in many of the Twin Lakes
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elementary schools, shared in the school’s successes and celebrations with the teacher
leaders and broader community. Teachers “perceived the principals as people who want
to showcase the talents of the faculty and support staff, and who are willing to share the
school’s successes with them. This philosophy seemed to declare that what is best for
students is seldom, if ever, challenged” (p. 281).
In much of the literature on the topic as described in chapter three of this study,
the teacher leaders described themselves as hard working and self-starters who had
passion for their profession. “They felt compelled to change the world for the better”
(Beachum and Dentith, 2004, p. 282). This was analogous to the teacher leaders in Twin
Lakes advocating their passion and comfort of EE. Edie explained her reasons for
embracing EE integration and how she is easily able to do so:
I’m comfortable outside. And not everybody has that comfort level. I’m
comfortable managing kids outside. . . . I set up my parameters and I’m pretty
good at that. Like they [the students] know what my expectations are, they know
what they can and can’t do, but I also love controlled chaos and not everybody
[other teachers] can handle that.
In the Twin Lakes Area Schools, both educators and principals see the Green
Team members as the ‘go-to’ people for support with EE integration. Dyan
acknowledged the Green Team as the prime reason to the success of the EE program at
her school when she stated, it was the “committed grassroots efforts” of the Green Team
that “keep this going”. Dyan, Alex, and Erin explicitly cite the Green Team and the
teacher leaders within this committee as the reason EE is a part of their staff meetings
through Green Moments and professional development days. They incite excitement
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amongst the staff during these opportune moments showcasing the ease of EE
integration. Through these examples, these Green Team teacher leaders exhibit how they
advocate, innovate, and promote stewardship in education through their active roles
within the EE programs.
These teacher leaders recognize and accept this reality. Edie shared her thoughts
when asked the frequency of assistance she provides to staff in her building, “Daily. Even
if it’s – even if it’s just where is something located, and I’ve, you know, it’s a priority and
a passion for me, and so I have to remember that and it’s not a priority and a passion for
everyone.” Both Lily and Lexi commented on Lily’s role as a new teacher mentor this
year and how Lily perceived part of her duties with this role to indoctrinate the new
teacher into EE integration. While not an official part of the job title, Lily recognized her
leadership role in EE within her building and did not think it conducive to not incorporate
EE into her trainings with her mentee.
Recognizing that at times administration becomes involved in other matters
related to the running of their schools, the teacher leaders can step up to ensure the
program maintains fidelity and sustains itself. This has been the case at the majority of
the elementary schools within the Twin Lakes Area School District. Dyan, Alex, Erin,
and Lucy indicated several times their sites’ success with their EE program is due mostly
to the dedication of their teacher leaders. Lucy recognized the reason EE has been a
priority in her building is because of “a core group of people who care about all that and
they make sure [it is happening always]”. Alex acknowledged that the program is not
sustaining because of him. He realized it is because of the commitment, the energy and
the passion of his teacher leaders the program will carry on. In admitting the closeness of
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his retirement, Alex mentioned, “we’re building enough of a momentum that it’s [EE] not
going to go when I go”.
Finch Elementary unfortunately did not seem to have the opportunity to grow
teachers as leaders for the EE program as both participants interviewed for this study did
not feel they held leadership roles in which to expand the EE program at their site.
Curiously enough, in my opinion and perhaps others looking in, both participants should
have this leadership hat as one participant, Cora, had been the district naturalist for
several years and the other participant, Chloe, had been the EE committee chair since the
committee’s existence. In reviewing the interview with their principal, Cade, I noticed he
made no reference to the Green Team at his school or acknowledged his staff in any way
for the development of any type of EE initiative. The only people referenced in regards to
the EE program were himself, the district operations director and students. This top
down, authoritative type of leadership does not lend itself well to the establishment of an
additional program, such as EE, when the stakes of accountability in education are so
high. Cade prioritizes his staff’s time on QComp and PLC meetings making sure specific
educational standards are being met through specific, direct instruction methods.
Transformational leadership theory. Without passion, a leader looks and sounds
just like anyone else. Passion resulted in Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. leading the charge
for civil rights. Passion helped Abraham Lincoln obtain the presidency and revolutionize
American policies and practices forever. Passion is one of the qualities that make a leader
a leader.
Passion could be a quality that is innate, but more than likely comes from life
experiences and grows over time. Passion leads to the drive and willingness that puts a
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leader out in front. Passion ignites the qualities of boldness and risk taking. It is what
causes others to stop and listen.
While passion is an imperative quality in a strong leader, how passion is utilized
with regards to the organization and its members can make the most powerful of impacts.
The exercise of transformational leadership strategies while fueled by passion focuses on
positive motivation, coaching and inspiration to transform the organization and its
members (Winchester, 2013). “Transformational leaders set out to empower followers
and nurture them in change. They attempt to raise the consciousness in individuals and to
get them to transcend their own self-interests for the sake of others” (Northouse, 2007, p.
190).
Transformational leaders focus on their followers with the intention of improving
performance as well as creating leaders (Cherry, 2014; Kendrick, 2011; Winchester,
2013). The strong connection to the creation and empowerment of leaders from the
membership of an organization ties the theories of transformational leadership and
teachers as leaders together. This union aids in strengthening an organization ensuring its
mission and vision are being met via outside-the-box thinking and the debunking of the
status quo. In addition, this blending of leadership theories allows for a greater likelihood
of program sustainability. Alex alluded to this in his confident remark noting his
recognition that the EE program at Blue Jay Elementary will continue long after he has
retired due to the EE teacher leaders.
The strategic use of transformational leadership eases an organization through
change without many rifts or schisms by infusing a purpose of self. It is an aspect that
accentuates the effectiveness of the leader. This is accomplished as transformational
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leaders operate with a clear vision making “it is easier for people within the organization
to learn how they fit in with the overall direction of the organization and even the society
in general” (Northouse, 2007, p. 187). Evidence for this came about through many of the
participant interviews. Lexi confirmed the ease of ‘fitting in to an organization’ as she
described the teachers whose bottom line is the integration of EE. “I just definitely feel
like the people . . . who think, that’s my bottom line, the people who care about it, the
people who were there who were trained, who were involved, are the people who do it
[integration of EE].”
Transformational leaders easily and successfully communicate and connect with
the organization’s members mobilizing them to accept reform. They create a culture
where members are empowered and encouraged to take risks for the good of the
organization, which in this case translates to the betterment of the students and their
experiences with environmental education. These leaders celebrate their members and the
organization’s successes through praise and authentic rituals which in turn support the
spirit and culture of the organization (Northouse, 2007).
Edie, Ella, and Elsa each provided evidence of Erin as a transformational leader
citing examples of how she encouraged risk taking with EE. Ella shared how Erin
“pushed” staff to think differently while Elsa shared, “we share with her what we’re
doing and she gets excited about it. She’s just open to new ideas. She’s really – she’s like
– She’ll ask us like how does that fit in, but, you know, she wants us to do stuff like that”.
Anna also provided confirmation for Alex exhibiting transformational leadership
qualities as she shared how Alex “protects” the land around the school and the storage
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within the building for snowshoeing and cross country skiing, two physical education
activities uncommon to other schools around the state.
Most of the elementary principals within the Twin Lakes Area Schools could be
classified as transformational leaders, especially within the context of their environmental
education programs. Each of the principals when asked who they went to for support for
their EE program quickly responded with the Green Team asserting they seek the
opinions and advice from their teacher leaders to purport the vision and mission of EE
within their school. In addition, several of the principals specifically attributed each of
their program’s success to the teachers recognizing that when given latitude their teachers
flourish. Erin shared when asked how her site’s EE program continues to thrive, “Edie,
[Sparrow Elementary’s EE committee chair] she just keeps me informed, I’m going to
meet with this person and this person, this person, I say great, go for it.” Erin also self
admits she is not a micromanager and would rather her staff take ideas that support the
school mission and run with them. She firmly believed her staff is the driver of the EE
program and that there would be “no way we’d be where we are” without their risk taking
and initiatives. Erin confessed:
There’s probably a little bit more I should understand and know [in terms of the
EE program], but I always tell Edie [the EE committee chair], I go unless it’s a
big project that I really need to know, let me know how I can support you, let me
know if we need – you need money for this and let’s go for it. I am all for
whatever it is here to keep these kids, you know, moving in that direction,
because it’s all just great.
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Ella acknowledged Erin’s self-assessment and affirmed Sparrow Elementary’s EE
program’s success was due in part to the encouragement and continual ‘push’ provided
by Erin as well as the EE committee chair, Edie. Additionally, Dena as cited the EE
leaders within her building, including the principal and the Green Team members
‘pushing’ others via modeling, open dialogue, and positive encouragement and
celebration as a core reason to the success of their program.
It would be remiss not to review the findings that hindered the integration of EE
as it appears from the evidence a correlation to the lack of transformational leadership as
a primary reason why EE could not happen within a school. As previously stated,
transformational leaders achieve buy-in to reform via motivation and support, often found
in the form of cheerleading and role modeling. Participants viewed the district
administration as a hindrance to the development and sustainability of the EE program
due to lack of visible and perceived support.
Cora cited her belief on this matter due in part to the lack of motivation and
support from upper level administration. She shared her biggest frustration as having no
district level administration present at any EE-focused event at her school or any school
that she was aware of, with the exception for an opportunity for a media sound bit. Cora
revealed her biggest roadblock to EE integration to be “the big man” and their lack of
understanding of not only the EE program, but also at what happens on a daily basis
within her classroom.
Anna disclosed her frustration with the district operations director that while he
has received recognition for innovative maintenance of school grounds thanks in part to
the EE program, he neglects to support site staff with the maintenance efforts necessary
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to keep up a 46 acre backyard. Anna admitted the challenge of taking this on in addition
to her teaching duties, “you can’t do it without somebody on the district, a full-time
person, helping and caring, and that’s what they need . . . they [district administration]
keep taking about that they’re environmental”. Dawn paralleled Anna’s frustrations as
she admitted her own with the director of operations. Dawn shared she had been
attempting for some time to acquire her site’s data on recycling, composting, and waste
yet had been very unsuccessful with her attempts of communication with the director of
operations. He had not returned phone calls or emails. Dawn shared that previously when
there had been an EE coordinator, she could “say I need this, I want this, and she [EE
coordinator] would have it at her fingertips and the best part is she would already have
the data. She would have realized it’s an important motivator to know where you are so
you can know which way to go”. In addition, Dawn bluntly commented her beliefs on the
district curriculum coordinator whose job the EE program overall falls under. Dawn
shared, “I think that at the District level, the person in charge of – supposed to be in
charge of our program, doesn’t have the background or knowledge or actual care of the
program” which she further shared makes it challenging at district level meetings when
attempting to make change or direct financial means to particular EE targets.
Culture. During my time as an undergraduate as I worked to complete my
biology degree, I came to understand culture as a place where conditions were suitable
for growth. Interestingly enough, this same definition could be applied to the context of
an organization’s culture. Does the culture of an organization positively encompass the
system allowing growth and manifesting community or does the culture negatively
impact the system causing a harmful growth that pervades the system adversely? The
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impact upon the organization is determined by the foundational aspects of the culture: the
language, myths, rituals, social borders, and constructs. These elements of a culture
define and abet the direction the culture heads, whether it is in a positive direction
allowing for the organization to grow or in a negative direction causing an organization to
implode. The culture of an educational system is a unique one formed through the
boundaries of its own historical constructs as well as the policies dictated from politicians
outside of this particular system. Within the social borders of the educational system,
such factors as leadership, collaboration, and discourse, aid in creating a unique culture
for a school district and within that district, for each school.
Language. Leaders recognize that “small but critical changes at critical times can
trigger major transforming effects” (Morgan, 2006, p. 260). Action takes place in the
form of physical or verbal. Edelman (1988) defended the realization that change can be
evoked by choosing the right language to define an issue. This can be a challenge,
especially if purporting an issue that opposes the status quo or constructed myth. By
utilizing language to evoke sentiment in others, people rally and construct a plan for
change. Those that utilize this philosophy are able to push their agenda in a manner that
others do not see it as such. They utilize language to construct their own reality.
Transformational leaders employ this strategy. They utilize language to invoke
reflection and discourse regarding the current issues within an organization encouraging
members to openly converse. This opportunity for open dialogue empowers members
which adds to the community spirit of the organization and enhances the sense of respect
and trust for the leader.
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The use of language to establish a culture with an EE focus started at the very
beginning of the program. We established the goal of integration and did not settle into
the program until this had been done. While the first year of the program had elements of
integration, true integration of core content and EE just was not happening as it was not
driven by the teacher. The leaders of the program continually opened the program for
reflection by the teachers. Through this dialogue, the leaders realized that in order for true
integration to happen, the teachers needed time and finances to build the lessons from the
curriculum they knew and from which they were comfortable. From this conversation,
the Green Binder and the lessons within became a core part of the EE program.
In addition, language was used to shape the direction of the EE program. During
the second year of the program, the then superintendent convened a group of stake
holders, including parents, teachers, administration, and students and charged them with
the task of adding a strategic plan complete with action steps to the District’s strategic
plan. This group met regularly each bringing their own interpretation of environmental
education to the table. From those diverse perspectives, a general consensus was reached
and an implementation plan was created born from the language of the stakeholders.
These directives gave teachers, administration and many others the permission to move
forward with the integration of EE. When roadblocks with personnel became an issue, for
example when custodial staff chose not to support the composting program, the strategic
plan full of the necessary language was brought to the person’s attention as a reminder of
the direction of the District.
After living under that strategic plan for a few years, when it came time to create
a new strategic plan and vision for the district, an even greater number of stakeholders
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from the same groupings convened. Since EE already had a solid presence within the
rhetoric of these stakeholders, the language of EE flowed fluently around the room. So
much so, that EE became a part of the District’s new mission statement, part of their
vision statements and wove itself into many aspects of site specific goals. Language from
the stakeholders was used to question why specific school board policies did not depict
the EE goals and so policies, including the purchasing policy and a new waste reduction
policy, were re-written and written with the language of EE in mind. In order to avoid
confusion of the language within the policies, terms specific to environmental education
were clearly defined and laid out in the documents.
Social borders. Social borders form and reform depending upon ideological
persuasion and sentimental evocation. The feelings harbored within the established
borders evoke feelings of kinship for those within the border and alienation for those
outside the border. Those within an established border share habits and beliefs.
It can be challenging to recognize social borders until you leave an established
border for another. As it is, I had the personal chance to experience this upon leaving the
Twin Lakes Area School District and accepting a position within another nonneighboring school district. The change of social borders was shocking to me at first;
however, it provided me with an outsiders’ perspective of looking in on the social borders
of the Twin Lakes elementary schools. Combined with evidence from interviews, I came
to realize and understand that although rated as a larger school district due to student
population, the mindset of the teachers within the Twin Lakes Area Schools was that of a
smaller school district. Educators search one another out across school borders. During
district professional development time, educators demand and receive grade level
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working time where all members of a particular grade level come together to solve
problems and brainstorm solutions as a united front instead of six different smaller
entities. The educators within the Twin Lakes Area Schools share resources with one
another, not just within their own building, but across the district. This evidence of
collaboration and strong professional relationships I realized is not a common occurrence.
During my tenure within Twin Lakes, I thought this strong sense of teamwork was a
common practice within education. It was not until I left Twin Lakes that I realized the
rarity of this type of whole-organization collaboration. Initially, I thought it was just my
current school and school district that did not participate in this habit and deep seated
belief in the importance of collaboration, and then I started asking around. I had never
had the inclination to ask such questions before as I had only experienced one social
border within an educational system.
When the EE program went from a one-building focus to a district-wide focus, I
inadvertently continued the habits and beliefs of the Twin Lakes District social borders
by bringing all major players of each site’s EE team to the table three times a year. We
would meet before the school year ever started with a kick-off celebration for the year,
making plans and creating goals. We would meet again around January as a check in for
goals, for celebrations of successes and for brainstorming roadblocks. Our final gathering
would occur at the end of the school year with a similar agenda as the January meetings.
These meetings had extended past habits and become a ritual. When I left the position of
EE Coordinator, these collaborative meetings were no longer organized and the EE
champions who once attended these gatherings expressed enough frustration and
discourse to the leaders within the District that the gatherings finally started again after a
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two year hiatus. The current Curriculum Coordinator, the overseer of the EE program,
had not been a part of the social border of the EE champions thereby had not realized the
importance of these gatherings to the members resulting in a type of alienation of herself
to these educators.
Myth. Myth defines, describes and explains a social organization’s identity. It
perpetuates the culture of an organization via storytelling and the transmission of social
information and expectations (Lincoln, 1989). Myths can equate to the status quo or
normal everyday life often times not even being recognized within the social organization
as it has becomes a part of the daily occurrences.
Myth can act as the agent of change, an element of discourse. When challenged, a
myth can break apart social borders causing a community to restructure. To some regard,
each of the findings found within chapter six, the hindrances towards the integration of
EE into a school setting could be perceived as a myth generated within the school or the
Twin Lakes Area School District. Lincoln (1989) posited that myth has a certain
imperative to it that ‘this is the way the world works and if you do not believe in it,
you’re wrong’. When challenged, the imperative results in change. If members of the
Twin Lakes District firmly believe that lack of time, teacher comfort, and administrative
support these imperatives could result in a restructuring and even a weakening of the
program as social borders are realigned.
Currently, however, each of the elementary schools within the District purports
the myth of recycling and composting. It was an activity I heard about from every single
participant and in several cases, was not actually recognized as something done in terms
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of environmental education, but rather it was just what was done at their school. Ella
revealed these sentiments as she shared:
That stuff [recycling and composting], I don’t even think of, Cara. It doesn’t even
occur to me when I think what do we do, you know. I mean, all of our kids, . . .
They know . . . when they’re throwing something away in the classroom even and
someone will say, look, somebody put . . . a wrapper in the organic, you know,
it’s, you’re like, you’re right, where’s that supposed to go? . . . with their lunches
and everything, they’re just used to separating everything and so am I, and I find
myself being some place away and being like, where’s your recycling?
Additionally, Dawn cemented the notion of recycling as part of the school district’s myth
as she reflected on the beginning of the school year and new teachers learning the ropes
of recycling:
We have a couple brand new teachers who – she quickly, it was actually kind of
nice, quickly realized her . . . throw-away lunch stuff and her reusable – her
throw-away water bottles was not going to fly in this District, and nobody told her
but she noticed it
Similar to recycling, many participants mentioned teaching outdoors as
‘something that we just do’. Dawn noted:
The people who have been in our building, in my building for a while who know
the ropes, know where we came from, know what we believe in and they just
have it as their habit now are still onboard, especially if they had a belief in going
outside with students taking science outside and just a belief in sustainability to
begin with. That’s just who they are.”
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Interestingly enough, many participants did not recognize it as unique to their profession
until they spoke to others outside the district.
Edie attested to this as she shared her recent experience of being chosen to attend
a Honeywell sponsored EE focused event in California. Edie shared:
I went to a conference and it was ridiculous what these people were excited about
and we’ve been doing it for years. . . . I mean they’re from everywhere, and
they’re talking about lead-certified buildings, which is cool but we have a
baseball stadium and we have stuff in [Osprey] that are lead-certified buildings,
and they’re talking about recycling programs and well we do things a little
differently in this building, we have something called composting. We do that at
our school, and so, you know, they’re talking about starting program with kids
and so they’re all scribbling down these ideas to have like a Green Team. Well,
we’ve had that for – I’ve been an advisor for seven-ish years. So, you know, it
was cool and it was fun, but I realized how far ahead [Eagle] was in this. . . . it
was very reaffirming for we’re on the right track.
In addition to the recycling component, Edie realized that Twin Lakes District was much
more advanced in EE integration than she realized with the current structure of the Green
Team, the use of Green Binders, teaching outdoors and the junior naturalist programs.
Reflecting on a recent awards dinner the school district had been invited too,
Dana shared her thoughts as the Twin Lakes Area Schools EE story was shared amongst
the many others being recognized that evening. Not sure how to describe her
astonishment to the reality of all the District had accomplished, Dana admitted, “You
know it kind of made all the amazing things we’ve completed and things we’re doing, it
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felt like you know what we were doing it was kind of like, huh, you know?” Dyan also
fumbled in her words as she attempted to describe the recognition:
Oh, it was such a cool – that really brought it to life for -- We’re the only school
district, so, I mean, to think about how we’re paving that path, but then to just be
compared with some of these really cool projects that are being done communitywide. . . . We’re doing some pretty cool things.
Additionally, Ella also shared a similar awakening experience on the extent of her
knowledge and practice within EE as she shared a conversation with her brother, also a
teacher, but in a different school district. They were brainstorming STEM (sciencetechnology-engineering-mathematics) activities to do with their students and Ella began
sharing some of what she deemed “basic things” she thought he “probably already
knew”. She described herself as being “surprised” and “shocked” when she realized her
brother did not blend core content together with EE for authentic lessons. Ella had not
realized such a practice was not common in other districts and it was an accepted practice
within Twin Lakes.
Ritual. While the prevailing story of an organization’s culture is its myth, the
typical practices in which the organization employs are the rituals (Lincoln, 1989). Ritual
and myth are not mutually exclusive as they often grow from and at the same time
reinforce one another (Lincoln, 1989). Members of an organization adhere to the rituals
in order to perpetuate the myths of the organization as well as adhere to the culture all the
while following the mission and vision.
While many of the rituals practiced daily by staff within the Twin Lakes Area
schools are done subconsciously, such as recycling, there are several rituals related to EE
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that are purposeful and intentional in their placement of the calendar and the coordinated
planning necessary for success. These rituals include teaching outdoors and the
environmental education festivals.
Pedagogy of Responsibility. While not a well-known concept, pedagogy of
responsibility (Reid (2007); Edmundson & Martusewicz (2013); Martusewicz &
Edmundson (2014)) exists within the Twin Lakes elementary schools. As summarized in
chapter three and defined here by Reid (2007), a pedagogy of responsibility within an
educational system is a “practice that is informed and structured by a teacher’s
commitment to engaging with questions of diversity, democracy, and sustainability in
ways that are designed to bring about change in the way that human beings live in,
interact with and use the environment” (p. 124). Educators who instruct within the
framework of a pedagogy of responsibility shift focus from the discourse of
individualism toward one of community, meaning the larger community including
humans and non-human life. For many educators who participated in this study, they
educate in order to leave their future generations with a sustainable and strong
environment. They educate with the larger community in mind.
Each of the elementary schools within the Twin Lakes Area School District
exhibit evidence of perpetuating a pedagogy of responsibility. These characteristics and
conditions include and certainly are not limited to environmental festivals, the junior
naturalist program, the recycling program and the composting program. None of these
programs or tasks are a one-and-done type, instead they have become a solid part of the
culture within each of the elementary schools with the expectation that each will continue
year after year. In providing students opportunities to be a part of meaningful programs
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and tasks that allow these young children the hands-on experiences to make a tangible
difference on the outcome of our environment through choices, the Twin Lakes Area
elementary schools exhibit their ‘responsible’ pedagogy.
Elementary aged students love to be a part of something meaningful. All too often
the environmental situation of our planet is shown through the lens of ‘doom and gloom’
and without hope, only despair. By providing elementary-aged students with
opportunities to make a positive impact on their environment, and inevitable future, they
are abdicating despair and celebrating in hope and the potential for a better future. They
are growing their “moral and ethical duty to those needs, not because ‘we say so’ but
because they are part of a community they care about and thus can both serve and learn
from” (Edmundson & Martusewicz, 2013, p. 11).
Beyond the junior naturalist, recycling and composting programs that each
elementary school provides, there is also a curricular and cultural aspect that is evident
within some schools. “A pedagogy of responsibility asks ‘what is my just obligation to
this place? To these people?’ To teach the language of obligation is not to demand
obedience, but to teach students first to pay attention” (Edmundson & Martusewicz,
2013, p. 11). In three of the six elementary schools, a whole-school culture focused upon
teachers guiding students to pay attention to their natural world was very evident. In each
of three buildings, Blue Jay Elementary, Oriole Elementary and Sparrow Elementary, the
administration ardently shared how they expect staff to embed environmental education
into their curriculum as well as taking students outdoors for concrete learning
connections. In addition, each participating educator in this study from these three
schools, agreed their administrator supported teachers in: (1) Taking students outdoors to
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make strong real-life environmental connections to the instructed content, and (2)
Adjusting the curriculum to allow for environmental education to have a place where in
some cases this was equivalent to supporting the use of the green binders as a valid
curriculum.
As discussed in the topical literature review of chapter two, environmental
education is not currently a part of the educational standards for a myriad of reasons. This
results in the majority of schools across the country not incorporating EE values and
content into their curriculum. Students become mechanized through the automated
instruction aligned with the generalized standards created by those in power and leave the
K-12 system without a thought to the environment. As a result, environmental education
has become subjugated knowledge. Subjugated knowledge, defined by Foucault (1972)
as knowledge that has been smothered by a dominant knowledge perpetuated by those in
a higher class or those in power, is information that has been hidden away in order to
perpetuate a certain truth. While Foucault defined subjugated knowledge under the
context of historical notions, I assert that environmental education and its focus upon
sustainability and context of community can fit in this definition as well. Environmental
education is the antithesis of those in power advocating only for human rights focused on
individualism, consumption, progress, and the mechanization of our world. By accepting
and educating within a pedagogy of responsibility, these teachers are acknowledging the
subjugated knowledge of environmental education and bringing to light the community
and alternatives over consumption and mechanization.
In her 2007 study, Reid examined primary school classrooms within the lens of a
canned curricular program advocating for outdoor and environmental education hoping to
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discover whether a pedagogy of responsibility could occur in these places and spaces.
She concluded as I conclude now, the pedagogy of responsibility can and does exist
strongly in elementary schools where educators are passionate about education and about
the environment. These educators do not make environmental education an ‘add on’ or a
‘special course’, they instead embed it into everything they teach. It has become part of
their unconscious. The pedagogy is always in practice with these educators, they are
receptive to the environment, both locally and globally, and what their spaces and places
provide. Their aim is to educate for a better future for their students advocating change
and positive actions while keeping in mind the community and not the individual.
Taylorization of Education. Within the rhetoric of efficiency, a child’s
opportunity for authentic, experiential education has the potential and large possibility of
getting lost. Efficiency coupled with standardization could equate to a disaster for any
educator hoping to teach in a divergent manner that propagates 21st century skills,
including but certainly not limited to critical thinking and problem solving. Taylorism, as
well as the cult of efficiency, both summarized in chapter four, are wide-spread
throughout the educational system in the manner of the standardization of learning
objectives, curriculum, “pay schedules, accounting procedures, retirement plans and
hiring and promotion practices” ( Dorn, 2007, p. 136). In many situations, the
instructional practice has also become standardized via curriculum mapping and pacing
calendars where proponents argue “teaching is inconsistent otherwise” (Dorn, 2007, p.
136).
Some schools have debunked the ‘cult of efficiency’ (Begley & Stefkovich, 2004;
Boyd, 2004; Callahan, 1962) enough to allow some flexibility within their curriculum
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and pedagogical practices all the while still adhering by law to NCLB’s mandates for
standardization in learning objectives and testing. Such is the case within the Twin Lakes
Area elementary schools. These elementary schools have compacted their curriculum all
the while integrating core content areas allowing for additional time to get students
outdoors, to provide practical application of content through experiences and to meet
standards in a way that is authentically meaningful both for the educators and students.
While many educators within the Twin Lakes elementary schools believe they can
diverge from the purchased curriculum to integrate environmental educational
opportunities, there are still quite a few educators who believe the purchased curriculum
is the one way for instruction. Additionally, in the current reign of accountability with
NCLB in education with such initiatives as Q-Comp (quality compensation) and weekly
PLC (professional learning communities) meetings where formative assessments scores
are repeatedly analyzed, staff feel the stress of ‘teaching to the test’ in order to get the
positive test scores needed for positive public recognition and state funding. When
participants in this study were asked what might be a challenge to EE integration, their
resounding reply was one simple word: testing.
Brad, principal of Cardinal Elementary, recognized this schism between
environmental education and testing when he reflected there was “no number” for
environmental education. His statement implied perhaps the number one reason why
educators believe EE can easily be pushed aside or not included at all: there is no set
metrics system in place to quantify a student’s or teacher’s success based upon how they
perform in environmental education. Lynn supported Brad’s implications by contending a
teacher’s freedom for delivery of instruction had been removed due to the mass amount
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of standards educators are accountable to teach and the strong focus of testing and
achieving high test scores. As a principal, Brad noted his observations, “I think there’s
pressure on testing and accountability and those types of things that, when you look at
their [the teacher’s] day, they are so scripted”. Later he recognized the district’s request
and pressure for efficacy as creating “internal peer pressure to stay on pace”.
Several participants also recognized this pressure from the district office. Abby
contended that the “district isn’t helping with it [advocating for the integration of EE
across the board] either. All they keep talking about is test scores, test scores, test
scores”. Both Luke and Dena conveyed thoughts and frustrations on the imposed QComp goal they were to focus upon at their respective schools. Luke, a self-proclaimed,
passionate advocate for environmental education, embarrassingly admitted that this QComp reading focus “kind of overshadows the environmental piece”.
A struggle with the Taylorization of education has been the scientific
management of efficiency. This has led to challenges of increased initiatives yet reduced
time for learning, practicing, and implementing the initiatives. These initiatives become
priority in this efficient system resulting in other low-priority initiatives being tossed
aside as there is no longer a focus of implementation upon them. This was a solid
hindrance to the integration of EE for many educators within the Twin Lakes Area
elementary schools leading to many of the participants within the study citing feelings of
being overwhelmed and lack of time as primary roadblocks to EE integration.
Several participants strongly believed that EE had taken a lower priority from the
District with many technology initiatives taking precedence. Demi shared, “there’s more
that’s been put on our plate, . . . I feel like environmental ed was the top priority. . . . and
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now there’s been so many other things that have come that it’s been [hard to integrate
EE]”. Lily equated EE as being “hidden under a blanket” and “smothered” by all the
competing new initiatives the District had embarked upon. More than one participant
posed the rhetorical question of, “what can I give up?” when referencing the internal
challenge they had when it came to digesting each new initiative as well as balancing
their current, overextended workload.
In addition to citing being overwhelmed with initiatives, participants also cited
lack of time as a barrier to the success of EE integration. This perceived roadblock aligns
to the cult of efficiency that parallels Taylorism. As previously mentioned, time is the
enemy in education as there will just never be enough time to accomplish all that is
mandated to cover curriculum-wise within the classroom. Instead of accepting this as a
reality and managing it, educators use this as an excuse as to why lessons, experiences, or
initiatives cannot happen. Instead of looking for opportunities and resolve, educators
instead justify the removal of content or experiences from their lessons. Such was the
case with Taylor when he examined factory workers with the goal of efficiency. The
educators within the Twin Lakes elementary schools have solved this dilemma via
integration of core content and environmental education. By not adhering to the typical
compartmentalized school-day schedule of one content area after another, teachers are
able to meet standards across the core content areas as well as blend elements of
environmental education into their lessons.
While the District might still be purporting the myths and succumbed realities
associated with the Taylorization of education, several of the participants within this
study and their colleagues have busted down the mechanized walls and allowed for
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authentic, experiential, non-prescribed environmental education to happen. At the same
time, these participants still manage to meet education standards and adhere to their own
professional standards for accountability. While not an easy task to accomplish, it can be
realized as evident with many of the staff within the Twin Lakes elementary schools.
Conclusion
For this study, I investigated the research question: In a school district that
mandates environmental education (EE), what system conditions and characteristics
contribute to successful EE integration? My search for answers led to a case study
methodology which included 23 interviews of both teachers and principals within the
Twin Lakes Area School District. The transcripts were analyzed and re-analyzed as codes
and themes emerged. A strong distinction of the findings became apparent: the findings
that supported the integration of EE within a school system and findings that hindered it.
In addition, another group of findings led to a third classification, that of culture.
Within the findings that hindered the integration of EE, lessons for a more
successful integration of EE can be discerned. As long as NCLB is in place, there will
always be educational standards to instruct and testing to be done. Leaders must remove
the stress of testing and standards implementation from the teachers. This stress takes
away the creativity of the teacher to provide authentic, experiential lessons that meet the
students where they are instead of making sure their lessons are on pace with the
curriculum. Leaders can provide time and professional development to allow educators to
weave EE focused lessons into the required curriculum creating replacement lessons
and/or refocusing the lesson yet still maintain the core content objectives. In addition, it is
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imperative that leaders continue to provide time and professional development as
standards change and purchased curriculum changes.
Time will always be a challenge in education. In our fast pace world that seems to
gain speed with each passing minute, it becomes a contest on who can accomplish the
most in the minimal amount of time. Pride is taken in multi-tasking thus promoting the
time warp our society has gotten itself in. Commercials on television and the radio are
endless in purporting this myth and making it a perceived reality. Time needs to be taken
off the docket of excuses and realize it is a reality. Teachers and their leaders need to not
focus on what little time is afforded to them and instead focus on the time they have and
make the most of that. Focus on integration of core content would alleviate the stress of
the teacher’s time crunch allowing for more ‘depth’ in content to be covered over a
shorter time span thereby allowing more to be accomplished in a day then if the schedule
was compartmentalized as is typical within schools.
In order to advocate change and encourage confidence for new programs,
professional development is a must. There can be no excuse for lack of teacher comfort
with the initiative if the program is essential to the mission and vision of the organization.
When lack of teacher comfort is an excuse as to why a program is not occurring, the
unspoken excuses include lack of trust and lack of buy-in with the end result being a
program that is not being executed to its full fidelity. Unfortunately, the program more
than likely never will be fully assimilated into the organization since it did not establish
the strong roots needed to uphold such reform.
When stress is reduced from teachers, time is re-evaluated as a reality and not an
excuse, and strong professional development occurs, staff will not use lack of
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administrative support as an excuse for not perpetuating an initiative. Instead, staff will
only find administration as supportive as they will trust their leaders and know the leaders
have their back should struggles arise. In addition, staff will exceed expectations and do
what is needed to ensure the initiative is implemented with the highest fidelity as they too
have become stakeholders in the investment and outcome.
When administrative support is combined with peer leadership and professional
development opportunities, educators feel encouraged and empowered to take risks as
they move forward engaged and celebrating each step. These educators find their own
passions within the initiative, celebrate their students’ successes within the context of the
initiative as these successes have become even more evident, and jump at the chance to
become even more knowledgeable through experiences and workshops. In addition, when
there is full staff collaboration and support for the initiative, this program becomes a solid
factor within the culture of the organization, such is the case with the EE program within
the Twin Lakes Area elementary schools. The schools that had the winning combination
of administrative support, peer leadership, and professional development opportunities in
environmental education resulted in comfortable and confident teachers educating
students to find success with EE integration. In addition, these schools created a culture
that exuded environmental education and sustainable practices without even realizing it.
With all of these factors in play, success is found with ease.
The following graphic organizer (Figure 1) helps in understanding the synthesis
of the findings of this research. The findings that support the implementation of
environmental education are viewed as building blocks that form a solid foundation while
the findings that hinder the implementation of environmental education are the pulls on
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the foundational wall attempting to crumble and break the supports. A culture grows
from the implementation of environmental education on a strong foundation of supports.
Figure 1. Understanding the Successes and Hindrances in the Implementation of EE
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Unique Contributions
This study provided many unique contributions to the literature on environmental
education integration. First, having a full school district dedicated to EE integration and
operating under a mission and vision focused on EE is a rarity. Being able to have been a
part of the creation of the EE program and then to study the program from an outsiders
perspective is also incomparable to any study this researcher could find in the review of
literature. In addition, through my literature review, in particular with Ernst’s (2007,
2011, 2012) work, I have come to realize the rarity for administrative support for such
programs as environmental education. Perhaps I should have known this to be the case
through the numerous conversations I have had over the years with educators outside the
Twin Lakes District, but through this study, I have come to realize the administrative
support is part of the piece that defines the culture of EE within the schools.
Recommendations for Further Research
While generalized within one school district and within the program of
environmental education, the results of this study could inform leaders hoping to initiate
similar programs within their schools or school districts. Additional research should be
done on similar programs, perhaps those noted under the US Departments Green Ribbon
School Program, to compare and contrast findings. With the call for STEM (sciencetechnology-engineering-mathematics) methodologies to be put into practice by our
national and state governments, a similar study such as this should occur within a STEMfocused school or district.
There is no doubt from the literature reviewed that reform is necessary within our
educational system, but how can it be done with no specified change in site resulting in
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reform done within the confines of NCLB? The findings of this study should be used to
create a similar program or even a program of another focus within schools allowing for
reform to occur within the current boundaries and provisions of our educational system.
In addition, while this study did not examine state test scores of the students within Twin
Lakes Area Schools, another study should be conducted that analyzes such scores to seek
correlation to the implementation of the EE program and whether there are additional
benefits not noted within this study.
As noted, there were two theoretical themes used within this study that do not
frequently surface within literature reviews: pedagogy of responsibility and teachers as
leaders. Both of these theories lent themselves well to this study and should be used
within additional studies as a lens in which to understand the happenings of a program or
a system. In addition, teachers as leaders, in particular, should be used within leadership
studies focused on the educational system.
Final Reflection
The lessons learned from my professional experiences within the Twin Lakes
Area Schools have been taken and applied to my current position and role of program
coordinator within a STEAM (science-technology-engineering-arts-mathematics)focused elementary school. Prior to the execution and conclusion of this study, I had
proceeded in creating the STEAM program much as I had created the EE program within
Twin Lakes. Throughout this study, I found myself changing my pedagogical practices
with my staff working to ensure I was employing the findings that facilitated the
implementation of EE within Twin Lakes. Interestingly enough, I also realized it was my
job not to direct teachers on what and how to teach, but rather be their coach and guide as
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they navigated their experiences with their students. I have witnessed a new confidence
emerge with the teachers who initially struggled with STEAM infusion three years ago
when we first opened the school. Just the other day, one of my colleagues who selfadmittedly grappled with letting go of everything she had known education to be for the
past 20 years and embrace inquiry methods and releasing responsibility of discovery to
the students, came to my office and expressed this year was the best year of her teaching
career. She had finally started realizing the power and importance of teaching in the
moment and seeing how that translated in growth of her first graders as she had never
before experienced. She began to cry as she shared her thoughts and thanked me for
helping her. I assured her that it was in no part thanks to me, but rather for herself to take
the chances she had taken and create a STEAM-focused culture of a growth mindset and
risk taking within her classroom. How lucky I am to be able to continue to work with
educators who are learning and re-learning themselves after 20+ years within the system.
There is hope indeed for an epistemological change on the state of education.
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Appendix A: One-on-One Interview Questions for First Interview with Teachers
1. What have you experienced in terms of Environmental Education integration at
your school?
Potential Follow-Up Questions:
 Tell me more about . . .
 Has ___ been beneficial or detrimental in your school? To yourself? To your
students? How so?
2. What contexts or situations have typically influenced or affected your experience
of Environmental Education integration at your school?
Potential Follow-Up Questions:
 How have you ended up in these situations?
 Tell me how you feel about these contexts/situations.
3. Tell me about your definition of Environmental Education.
Potential Follow-Up Questions:
 How was that definition derived?
 Tell me more about . . .
Depending upon answers from the first three questions, additional follow-up questions
may include but are not limited to:
 What or whom have you found to be the biggest support in the integration of EE
at your school? Why?
 Where on the spectrum of “Just beginning” to “Embedded and Practicing” do you
feel your school is in terms of EE integration? Why?
 What is it about your school that allows successful implementation of EE?
AND/OR What is it about your school that does not allow successful
implementation of EE?
 Tell me about your personal background and EE.
 Tell me about your professional training and the alignment of EE.
 What types of motivation have you had to implement EE?
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Appendix B: Email Note to EE Committee Members to Request an Interview
Dear,
As many of you know, I am working on my dissertation for my doctorate in Educational
Leadership. I am doing my study as a multi-site case study on each of the elementary
schools in TWIN LAKES and the EE program. It is not a comparative study, but rather
an informational gathering study to see what practices and approaches work best when
implementing such programs.
I am hopeful that you might be able to help me with the data collection piece of the study.
I would like to schedule a one-on-one interview with as many of the EE champions in the
elementary schools as I can . . . and that is you. The interview can be at a location
determined by you and a time and date that works best for you.
So you know, the interview will be recorded, but your answers and our conversation will
remain confidential. In addition, you will be given a pseudonym to ensure additional
confidentiality in the study. There are no foreseeable risks for participation in this study
and direct benefits you will receive for participating include the knowledge that you are
contributing to this study as well as assisting other educational systems in integrating EE
into their school.
Thank you for your consideration. Should you have any questions or need more
information, please email or call me at xxx-xxx-xxxx.
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Appendix C: Email Note to Elementary Principals to Request an Interview
Dear,
As you know, I am working on my dissertation for my doctorate in Educational
Leadership. I am doing my study as a multi-site case study on each of the elementary
schools in TWIN LAKES and the EE program. It is not a comparative study, but rather
an informational gathering study to see what practices and approaches work best when
implementing such programs.
I am hopeful that you might be able to help me out with the data collection piece of the
study. I've been fortunate to schedule several one-on-one interviews with the EE
champions in your schools and would now like to schedule a one-on-one interview with
you. If you’re interested and willing to help me out, please let me know what time and
day might work for you. I’m happy to meet you wherever it works best for you, whether
that is at your school or somewhere else.
So you know, the interview will be recorded, but your answers and our conversation will
remain confidential. In addition, you will be given a pseudonym to ensure additional
confidentiality in the study. There are no foreseeable risks for participation in this study
and direct benefits you will receive for participating include the knowledge that you are
contributing to this study as well as assisting other educational systems in integrating EE
into their school.
Thank you for your consideration. Should you have any questions or need more
information, please email or call me at xxx-xxx-xxxx.
Thank you! Cara
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Appendix D: Participant Consent Form

C ONSENT F ORM
U NIVERSITY OF S T . T HOMAS
Educational Reform for the 21st Century: How to Include
Environmental Education for Increased Student Engagement and
Achievement
IRB Approval # 523984-1
I am conducting a study on what conditions and characteristics contribute to successful
Environmental Education integration within a K-5 public educational system. I invite you to
participate in this research. You were selected as a possible participant because you are employed
in one of the elementary schools included in this case study.
This study is being conducted by Cara Rieckenberg, a doctoral candidate at the University of St
Thomas under the advisement of Dr. John Holst.
Background Information:
Environmental education (EE) and its experiential style of implementation has many
benefits for students and staff, but due largely in part to the current practice of standardized
delivery of education, it’s non-teacher-directed instructional style does not fit into the existing
black and white pedagogy found in most schools today. Teacher preparatory programs
indoctrinate future educators into a teacher-directed pedagogy. School day schedules are
brimming with standards-based instruction, often squeezing out courses that engage critical
thinking and process focused learning as they are not on the No Child Left Behind (NCLB)
spectrum of testing. Many believe that EE and traditional education will never fuse due to the
different methods of delivery and underlying philosophical differences, yet some schools have
integrated EE to find great success with student engagement, increased critical thinking, and even
content retention.
Children are being left behind in the current reign of NCLB. School reform is evident as
engagement to prepare students with 21st century skills is no longer an option. How does one
prepare students for careers that have yet to be defined? How does one prepare students for a
global society in continual flux? The answer is simple—integrate EE into the K-12 educational
system. The nature of EE, including its core epistemology and philosophical foundation, can
prepare students for an ever-changing society. This study will focus on the following question: In
a school district that mandates EE, what system conditions and characteristics contribute to
successful EE integration?
This study comes at an opportune time. NCLB is under critique at the federal and state
levels. 21st Century Skills are being blended into curriculum maps and frameworks. States are
accepting Common Core Standards. Graduation requirements are under question. So much is
occurring around and inside the educational system right now. Instead of reactively patchworking
a solution from contrasting cloths, now is the time to proactively choose one path for a seamless
transition to an educational system that adequately prepares students for their future.
Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, I will ask you to do some or all of the following things:
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1) participate in a one-on-one interview that will last approximately one hour; review
non-coded transcript from interview to ensure accuracy; and possibly participate in
follow-up one-on-one interview if necessary that could last one hour
2) provide and discuss any primary sources from your work within this school district
that pertains to Environmental Education integration
All data collection will take place at the location of choice by the participant.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
There are no foreseeable risks to participants.
The direct benefits you will receive for participating include the knowledge that you are
contributing to this study as well as assisting other educational systems in integrating EE into
their school.
Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept confidential. In any sort of report I publish, I will not
include information that will make it possible to identify you in any way. The types of records I
will create include audio recordings on a digital recorder, typed transcripts from the audio
recordings, observer impression notes both written and typed, and field notes both written and
typed. All typed transcripts and notes will be stored on a flash drive and kept locked in a file
cabinet in my home. After audio recordings have been transcribed, they will be saved for one year
after the publication of the study and then erased.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate
will not affect your current or future relations with me, your place of employment, or the
University of St. Thomas. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time up to
and until December 1, 2014. Should you decide to withdraw data collected about you, it will not
be included in the study. You are also free to skip any questions I may ask.
Contacts and Questions
My name is Cara Rieckenberg. You may ask any questions you have now. If you have questions
later, you may contact me at xxx-xxx-xxxx or xxxxxx@gmail.com. You may contact my
dissertation chair, Dr. John Holst, at xxx-xxx-xxxx. You may also contact the University of St.
Thomas Institutional Review Board at 651-962-541 with any questions or concerns.
You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records.
Statement of Consent:
I have read the above information. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I consent
to participate in the study. I consent to having interviews audio taped. I am at least 18 years of
age.
______________________________
Signature of Study Participant

________________
Date

______________________________________
Print Name of Study Participant
______________________________

________________
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Signature of Researcher
______________________________
Signature of Dissertation Chair

Date
________________
Date
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Appendix E: Essential Underpinnings of Environmental Education
(NAAEE, 2004, p. 2–4)
Systems: Systems help make sense of a large and complex world. A system is made up
of parts. Each part can be understood separately. The whole, however, is understood only
by understanding the relationships and interactions among the parts. The human body can
be understood as a system; so can galaxies, organizations, individual cells, communities
of animals and plants, and families can all be understood as systems. And systems can be
nested within other systems.
Interdependence: Human wellbeing is inextricably bound with environmental quality.
Humans are a part of the natural order. We and the systems we create—our societies,
political systems economies, religions, cultures, technologies—impact the total
environment. Since we are a part of nature rather than outside it, we are challenged to
recognize the ramifications of our interdependence.
The importance of where one lives: Beginning close to home, learners forge
connections with, explore and understand their immediate surroundings. The sensitivity,
knowledge and skills needed for this local connection provides a base for moving out into
larger systems, broader issues and an expanding understanding of causes, connections
and consequences.
Integration and infusion: Disciplines from the natural sciences to the social sciences to
the humanities are connected through the medium of the environment and environmental
issues. Environmental education offers opportunities for integration and works best when
infused across the curriculum, rather than being treated as a separate discipline or subject
area.
Roots in the real world: Learners develop knowledge and skills through direct
experience with the environment, environmental issues and society. Investigation,
analysis and problem solving are essential activities and are most effective when relevant
to the real world.
Lifelong learning: Critical and creative thinking, decision making and communication,
as well as collaborative learning, are emphasized. These skills are essential for active and
meaningful learning, both in school and over a lifetime.
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Appendix F: Environmental Education Guidelines for Fourth Grade
(NAAEE, 2004, p. 12–28)
Strand 1—Questioning, Analysis, and Interpretation Skills
A) Questioning—Learners are able to develop questions that help them learn about
the environment and do simple investigations.
B) Designing investigations—Learners are able to design simple investigations.
C) Collecting information—Learners are able to locate and collect information about
the environment and environmental topics.
D) Evaluating accuracy and reliability—Learners understand the need to use reliable
information to answer their questions. They are familiar with some basic factors
to consider in judging the merits of information.
E) Organizing information—Learners are able to describe data and organize
information to search for relationships and patterns concerning the environment
and environmental topics.
F) Working with models and simulations—Learners understand that relationships,
patterns, and processes can be represented by models.
G) Drawing conclusions and developing explanations—Learners can develop simple
explanations that address their questions about the environment.
Strand 2—The Earth as a Physical System
A) Processes that shape the Earth—Learners are able to identify changes and
differences in the physical environment.
B) Changes in matter—Learners are able to identify basic characteristics of and
changes in matter.
C) Energy—While they many have little understanding of formal concepts
associated with energy, learners are familiar with the basic behavior of some
different forms of energy.
Strand 2.2—The Living Environment
A) Organisms, populations and communities—Learners understand basic similarities
and differences among a wide variety of living organisms. They understand the
concept of habitat.
B) Heredity and evolution—Learners understand that plants and animals have
different characteristics and that many of the characteristics are inherited.
C) Systems and connections—Learners understand basic ways in which organisms
are related to their environments and to other organisms.
D) Flow of matter and energy—Learners know that living things need some source
of energy to live and grow.
Strand 2.3—Humans and Their Societies
A) Individuals and groups—Learners understand that people act as individuals and as
group members and that groups can influence individual actions.
B) Culture—Learners understand that experiences and places may be interpreted
differently by people with different cultural backgrounds, at different times or
with other frames of reference.
C) Political and economic systems—Learners understand that government and
economic systems exist because people living together in groups need ways to do
things such as provide for needs and wants, maintain order and manage conflict.
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D) Global connections—Learners understand how people are connected at many
levels—including the global level—by actions and common responsibilities that
concern the environment.
E) Change and conflict—Learners recognize that change is a normal part of
individual and societal life. They understand that conflict is rooted in different
points of view.
Strand 2.4—Environment and Society
A) Human/environment interactions—Learners understand that people depend on,
change and are affected by the environment.
B) Places—Learners understand that places differ in their physical and human
characteristics.
C) Resources—Learners understand the basic concepts of resource and resource
distribution.
D) Technology—Learners understand that technology is an integral part of human
existence and culture.
E) Environmental issues—Learners are familiar with some local environmental
issues and understand that people in other places experience environmental issues
as well.
Strand 3—Skills of Understanding and Addressing Environmental Issues
Strand 3.1—Skills for Analyzing and Investigating Environmental Issues
A) Identifying and investigating issues—Learners are able to identify and investigate
issues in their local environments and communities.
B) Sorting out the consequences of issues
C) Identifying and evaluating alternative solutions and courses of action
D) Working with flexibility, creativity and openness
Strand 3.2—Decision Making and Citizenship Skills
A) Forming and evaluating personal views—Learners are able to examine and
express their own views on environmental issues.
B) Evaluating the need for citizen action—Learners are able to think critically about
whether they believe action is needed in particular situations and whether they
believe they should be involved.
C) Planning and taking action—By participating in issues of their choosing—mostly
close to home—they learn the basics of individual and collective action.
D) Evaluating the results of actions—Learners understand that civic actions have
consequences.
Strand 4—Personal and Civic Responsibility
A) Understanding societal values and principles—Learners can identify fundamental
principles of U.S. society and explain their importance in the context of
environmental issues.
B) Recognizing citizens’ rights and responsibilities—Learners understand the basic
rights and responsibilities of citizenship.
C) Recognizing efficacy—Learners possess a realistic self-confidence in their
effectiveness as citizens.
D) Accepting personal responsibility—Learners understand that they have
responsibility for the effects of their actions.
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Appendix G: United States Department of Education Green Ribbon School Award
Pillars and Elements (Green Ribbon School Eligibility, 2014)
I.

II.

III.

Reduced Environmental Impacts and Costs
a. Reduced or eliminated greenhouse gas emissions, using an energy audit or
emissions inventory and reduction plan, cost-effective energy efficiency
improvements, conservation measures, and/or on-site renewable energy
and/or purchase of green power;
b. Improved water quality, efficiency and conservation;
c. Reduced solid and hazardous waste production through increased
recycling, reduced consumption, and improved management, reduction, or
elimination of hazardous waste; and
d. Expanded use of alternative transportation, through active promotion of
locally-available, energy-efficient options and implementation of
alternative transportation supportive projects and policies.
Improved Health and Wellness
a. An integrated school environmental health program based on an
operations and facility-wide environmental management system that
considers student, visitor and staff health and safety in all practices related
to design, construction, renovation, operations and maintenance of schools
and grounds; and
b. High standards of coordinated school health, including social and
psychological services, nutrition, fitness and quantity of quality outdoor
time for both students and staff.
Effective Environmental and Sustainability Education
a. Interdisciplinary learning about the key relationships between dynamic
environmental, energy and human systems;
b. Use of the environment and sustainability to develop STEM content
knowledge and thinking skills to prepare graduates for the 21st century
technology-driven economy; and
c. Development of civic engagement knowledge and skills and students’
application of such knowledge and skills to address sustainability and
environmental issues in their community.
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Appendix H: One-on-One Interview Questions for First Interview with Principals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How many classroom teachers are in your building?
How many total staff?
Tell me a little about yourself in terms of your educational career.
Does environmental education play into your education career? How so?
Tell me about your professional training and the alignment of EE integration.
How do you integrate EE into PD at your school?
6. Does environmental education play into your personal life? How so?
7. How do you define environmental education? How was that definition derived?
8. What is the frequency in which you use EE in your daily tasks for your job?
9. What have you experienced in terms of environmental education integration at
your school?
10. How would you define successful implementation of EE within a school? How
would you rank your school compared to this definition? Why?
11. What is it about your school that allows successful integration of EE? What is it
about your school that does not allow successful integration of EE?
12. What contexts or situations have typically influenced or affected your experience
of environmental education integration at your school? How have you ended up in
these situations?
13. What or whom have you found to be the biggest support in the integration of EE
at your school? Why?
14. Where on the spectrum of “just beginning” to “embedded and practicing” do you
feel your school is in terms of EE integration? Why?
15. What types of motivation have you had to implement EE?
16. How are committees derived at your school? Which committees are mandatory?
17. What do you think are some of the differences between those teachers who
frequently integrate EE and those who do not frequently integrate EE into their
daily lessons?
18. What impacts on your students/staff/others have you seen as a result of EE
integration at your school?
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Appendix I: Fifteen Currents in Environmental Education
(Sauve (2005), pp. 13)
1. Naturalist Current: centered on human relationships with nature
2. Conservationist/Resourcist Current: brings together propositions centered on
resource conservation, in terms not only of quantity, but also of quality: water,
soil, energy, plants and animals
3. Problem-Solving Current
4. Systemic Current
5. Scientific Current
6. Humanist/Mesological Currrent
7. Value-centered Current
8. Holistic Current
9. Bioregionalist Current
10. Praxic Current
11. Socially Critically Current
12. Feminist Current
13. Ethnographic Current
14. Eco-Education Current
15. Sustainable Development/Sustainability Current
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Appendix J: Transcriber Confidentiality Agreement
Please keep this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to participate
in this study. Please keep a copy of this form for your records.
Project
Name

Sustainable Environmental Education:
Conditions and Characteristics Needed
for a Successfully Integrated Program in
Public Elementary Schools

IRB Tracking
Number

523984-1

Agreement:
I agree to transcribe data for this study. I agree that I will.
1. Keep all research information shared with me confidential by not discussing or
sharing the information in any form or format (e.g. disks, tapes, transcripts) with anyone
other than the researcher who is the primary investigator of this study.
2. Keep all research information in any form or format (e.g. disks, tapes, transcripts)
secure while in my possession. This includes:
 Using closed headphones when transcribing audio taped interviews
 Keeping all transcript documents and digitized interviews in computer passwordprotected files
 Closing any transcription programs and documents when temporarily away from
the computer
 Keeping any printed transcripts in a secure location such as a locked file cabinet
 Permanently deleting any email communication containing the data
3. Give all research information in any form or format (e.g. disks, tapes, transcripts) to
the primary investigator when I have completed the research tasks.
4. Erase or destroy all research information in any form or format that is not returnable to
the primary investigator (e.g. information stored on my computer hard drive) upon
completion of the research tasks.
Statement of Consent:
By checking the electronic signature box, I am stating that I understand what is being
asked of me and I agree to the terms listed above.
Signature of Transcriber
 Check to sign electronically*
Print Name of Transcriber

Date

Signature of Researcher
 Check to sign electronically*
Print Name of Researcher
*Electronic signatures certify that:

Date
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The signature agrees that he or she is aware of the politics on research involving
participants of the University of St. Thomas and will safeguard the rights, dignity and
privacy of all participants.
 The information provided in this form is true and accurate.
 The principal investigator will seek and obtain prior approval from the UST IRB
office for any substantive modification in the proposal, including but not limited
to changes in cooperating investigators/agencies as well as changes in procedures.
 Unexpected or otherwise significant adverse events in the course of this study
which may affect the risks and benefits to participation will be reported in writing
to the UST IRB office and to the subjects.
 The research will not be initiated and subjects cannot be recruited until final
approval is granted.
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Appendix K – Summary of Findings to Answer the Research Question: In a school
district that mandates environmental education (EE), what system conditions and
characteristics contribute to successful EE integration?
Leadership Theories – Dyadic Model of Leadership
The conditions and characteristics that influence the successful integration of EE within
these schools include:
 Administrators support educators with tasks related to the initiative without being
asked to do so.
 Administrators recognizing that the teacher leaders are equally, if not in some
cases, more, responsible for the success of the program.
 Administrators have created an atmosphere where teachers recognize peers as
leaders and themselves as leaders.
 Leaders who support through modeling, cheerleading, empowerment, and
collaborative work efforts.
 Permission to be a risk taker with pedagogy and content and debunk the status
quo as long as student success is happening.
 Leaders have passion and see purpose for the initiative.
Culture
The conditions and characteristics that influence the successful integration of EE within
these schools include:
Language
 Open dialogue, initiated by transformational leaders, empowers members which
adds to the community spirit of the organization as well as enhancing the sense of
respect and trust within the organization.
 One voice did not define the initiative.
 Constant reflection and revision occurred during the initial years of the program.
 Language, via policy and plans, reinforced the mission and vision ensuring all
were working towards integration.
Social Borders
 Educators work collaboratively across the social borders of their particular school.
 Collaborative work outside of the school borders creates a strong sense of
community for the greater school district.
Myth and Ritual
 Particular practices and attitudes focused on EE have become the status quo over
time. These practices have become an expectation of the staff and a norm of the
school community. (Green Team, Teaching Outdoors and Recycling)
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Pedagogy of Responsibility
The conditions and characteristics that influence the successful integration of EE within
these schools include:
 In order to create buy-in for environmental initiatives, one most model and
showcase the practices.
 Provide students with meaningful opportunities to make a tangible difference on
the outcome of our environment through choices and actions.
 High expectations of practice and curriculum integration for teachers came from
colleagues, not always administration.
 Educators who are passionate about the environment and education will make
integration happen.
Taylorization of Education
The conditions and characteristics that influence the successful integration of EE within
these schools include:
 Allow for flexibility within the curriculum and pedagogical practices while still
adhering to NCLB mandates.
 Allow for integration of core content and do not prescribe a specific time
allotment for content instruction.
 Provide time for professional conversations and development on pedagogical
practices, content and divergent thinking for integration.
 Deflect the stress of assessments and state accountability from the educators and
let them teach.
 Balance out the implementation of new initiatives ensuring constant professional
development and support throughout the implementation phases.
 Provide instruction and support to new staff on focused initiatives of the school
district.

